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Problem

Caring Church Ministry is a strategy for church
growth which was developed by the North American Division
of Seventh-day Adventists.

How that strategy might be

implemented in the Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church was
the basic concern of this research project.

How theology

and management philosophy inform a caring church
membership, how to impliment a program involving the church
membership, and dynamics of that church which favored or
2

3
inhibited church growth were questions that had to be
addressed.
Method
A theological investigation
contemporary

and an examination of

concepts of caring in management literature

form a basis for the study.

Two surveys establish the felt

needs of the community, and their awareness and attitudes
toward Seventh-day Adventists.
the attitudes and

A third survey documents

behavior of church members which enhance

or inhibit church growth.

A descriptive narrative is given

of the planning and administration of a one-year program
for caring church ministry in the Eugene, Oregon, Seventhday Adventist church.
Results
While many caring ministries were engaged in by
the church during the year's program, the number of new
members added to the congregation was minimal.

In the last

chapter, both church growth enhancing and church-growth
inhibiting characteristics of the Eugene Church are
identified.

The identification of those characteristics

and recommendations for change are of great value to many
older congregations who have reached a plateau in growth.
Conclusions
Heritage and contemporary goals of members must be
respected for a church-growth climate to exist.

In

churches where there is a long term tenure of membership,
an intentional effort must be given to include a broad
spectrum of the membership in policy-making decisions that
will support a positive caring church ministry.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to create,
implement, and document a year of "Caring Church Ministry"!
in the Eugene, Oregon, Seventh-day Adventist church.

It

was intended that the year's program be informed by a
correct theology of caring based upon the Bible, the
writings of Ellen G. White, and concepts from management
theory that focus on the importance of caring for people.
Documented surveys and interviews establish a
factual basis for ministry to community felt needs.

A

rigorous evaluation of the results of the year long
application in the church provides additional insights and
recommendations for further refinement of the program.
Justification for the Project
Every Christian and certainly every pastor longs to
see the church grow and fulfill its mission. Projects such
as this one provide valuable experience in discovering ways
^The Caring Church is a strategy for evangelism which
was in use at the time of the project in the North American
Division of the General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists.
See Syllabus:
The Caring Church:
A Strategy
for North America. This syllabus has been prepared by the
North American Division of the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists in cooperation with the Center of
Education for Ministry.
1
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and means by which this might be accomplished.

A

purposeful design, executed and adequately monitored, is
the best way to develop programs for the church or for any
other institution,

for that matter.

Experience gained by

such programs can be shared with others who are concerned
for the growth and progress of the church.

To this end the

present project is committed.

Description of the Pro ject Report
Chapter I consists of a theological study of the
caring nature of God, the caring example of Jesus, and its
continuation through the ministry of the Apostle Paul.
The caring example of Jesus and the Apostle Paul
must be relevant to our society almost two thousand years
later.

A review of management literature is made in

chapter II which identifies ideas and strategies which are
in current practice and in harmony with biblically based
principles and models.
Effective planning for church ministry is aided by
a factual assessment of the felt needs of the community
surrounding the church, the awareness of the community
concerning the church and its mission, and the attitude of
the church as it relates to both nurture and outreach
ministry.

A report of this information as itemized below,

is given in chapters III through V.
1. A survey of community felt needs conducted
within one mile of the church.
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2. An awareness survey to learn how much the public
knows and appreciates the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
3. A Caring Church Survey among the members to
determine attitudes and behaviors which enhance and inhibit
a caring-church program.
4. A descriptive narrative of the work of five
committees, chosen by the church board for caring church
management to involve the church at large in developing a
plan for caring-church ministry.
5. A descriptive narrative in the chronological
sequence of the plans carried out over a time period of one
year .
Evaluation of the Project
Chapter VI reports an in-depth evaluation of the
project conducted by a church-growth consultant from the
Charles E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and Church Growth
and his assistant from the Oregon Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists.

This presents the following:

1. Growth-enhancing characteristics of the Eugene,
Ore gon, Seventh-day Adventist church.
2. Growth-inhibiting characteristics accompanied by
documentation of cause.
3. Recommendations for renewal and re-vitalization
of the church.
This report gives information which is of value to
all churches who want to become more understanding, caring,
and accepting of their fellow-members and neighbors in the

4
community.

Predictable causes of plateau in church growth,

which are identified, make possible an intentional ministry
for the re-vitalization of churches which have reached a
plateau in growth.

CHAPTER

I

A THEOLOGY FOR "CARING CHURCH MINISTRY" BASED
UPON AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURE OF GOD,
THE EXAMPLE OF JESUS, AND THE MINISTRY
OF THE APOSTLE PAUL
Caring church ministry has its foundation
demonstrated through God's relationship with man.

The

relationship man develops with his fellow men is usually a
reflection of his relationship with God.-*-

The Bible gives

ample evidence of God's caring relationship with His
creation and especially with man, the crowning act of His
creation.
A correct awareness of Gods love and care is
necessary for a true representation of God's character.
People who live to themselves often believe, that
relationships are self determined and that outside
influences have no more interaction on ones life than
passing scenery.3

With amazing frequency, however,

Ijohn Powell, Unconditional Love (Niles, IL: Argus
Communications, 1978), pp. 110-118.
^William A. Smalley, ed., Readings in Missionary
Anthropology II (South Pasadena: William Carey Library,
5
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relationships are "a product of those who have loved
us., .or refused to love us."-*-

Awareness of God's love and

care are often below the level of ones consciousness. There
is a real temptation to doubt God's love and care when a
major crisis in life appears.

The loss of a child, spouse,

parent, or friend through death imposes a state of total
separation which causes insecurity and doubts about the
presence and care of God.

In time of distress it is

natural to cry out to God. If there is no recognizable
response, there comes a feeling of loneliness and
helplessness.

It seems as though God is far away and not

interested.
Family alienation caused by friction between parent
and child make it difficult for a child to love God. When a
parent is demanding and critical, God also is thought of as
being demanding and critical.2

Feelings of rejection,

separation, and low self-worth caused by divorce often lead
to doubting God's care and love.

Bitterness and pain of

conflict are also often directed toward God when His
presence, care, and faithfulness are not felt.
Loss of employment or financial reverses often
affect a person's security.

The security of knowing that

1978), p. 701.
Ijohn Powell, Why Am I Afraid to Love? (Allen, T X :
Argus Communications, 1967), p. 29.
^Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Developmental Psychology (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), pp. 193, 194.
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God cares and understands completely the traumas of life
often deteriorates if there is no reason to believe that He
is personally involved in the affairs of man.

The absence

of communion with God through praise and worship in the
daily life make it even more difficult to trust in God's
care and concern during times of distress.
An awareness of the caring nature of God and His
personal involvement with man at all times brings assurance
of His presence and care.

Affirmation of God's concern and

care during times of affliction come through study of His
nature.

By beholding God's caring nature and relationship

with man it is possible to appreciate, accept, and enter
into personal companionship and congeniality with Him.
God's Caring Nature Revealed through Scripture
God's caring nature is first observed in the
creation narrative.

The Bible begins with God's personal

presence in the act of creation.

Each day more complex

forms of life were created until man, God's crowning act of
creation, was brought into being.
In man's creation, several

distinguishing features

are found which set him apart and above the animal kingdom.
Only man was created in the image of God.l

He is also

spoken of as being created in the likeness of God.

This

1-Gen 1:27;
5:1;
9:6;
ICor 11:7;
Jas 3:9.
(Unless
otherwise indicated all Biblical references are taken from
the New International Version).
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image or likeness may be thought of metaphorically as an
inscription on a coin.
The lost coin, in the Saviour's parable, though
lying in the dirt and rubbish, was a piece of
silver still.
Its owner sought it because it was
of value.
So every soul, however degraded by sin,
is in God's sight accounted precious.
As the coin
bore the image and superscription of the reigning
power, so man at his creation bore the image and
superscription of God.
Though now marred and dim
through the influence of sin, the traces of this
inscription remain upon every soul.
God desires to
recover that soul and to retrace upon it His own
image in righteousness and holiness.^
The value of the human person has its roots in
identity with the image of God.

Regardless of the degree

of estrangement from God the traces of His image remain on
every soul.

Caring is motivated by value and the value of

the human being has never diminished in the mind of God.2
Adam was created a prince and Eve a princess.
created just a little lower than the angels.
crowned with glory and honor.3

They were
They were

With a sense of

satisfaction God declared His creation to be "very good."4
When human beings are treated with disrespect, or are
mistreated or humiliated, an attack is made on the "citadel
^Ellen G. White, Ministry of Healing (Mountain View
C A : Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1942), p. 163.
^John 3:16.
3Ps 8:5.
4Gen 1:31.
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of the soul.

You also attack God himself whose image each

person bears!" 1
It was a personal God who created man in His
image.

Personal relationship gives reason for caring.

"Through Jesus Christ a personal God created man and
endowed him with intelligence and power."2
Evidence for a caring God is found in His placing
man in the midst of His creation to be His representative.
The lower orders of God's creation cannot understand and
acknowledge their Creator; however, they were made capable
of loving and assisting m an.3
Another feature that distinguishes man from the
rest of God's creation is found in his ability to express
thought through word symbols.

This allows man to

communicate on a higher level than the birds of the air or
the beasts of the field.

From the very beginning God has

communicated with man in the most caring of terms.

God's

blessing affirms His love, care, and communion with man.
There was an intimacy between God and man that produced
more than communication.

Enemies can communicate; however,

^Robert H. Schuller, Your Church Has a Fantastic
Future (Ventura: Regal Books, 1986), p. 109.
^Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 9 Vols.
Mountain View C A : Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1948,
8:264.
^Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, Mountain
View C A : Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1943, p. 45.
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only intimate friends can experience communion.!
Communion is shown in the confidence God
demonstrated by giving man responsibility and dominion over
His entire creation.

Only man was created with the ability

to reason, communicate, and commune through the use of
complex symbols.^

The prophet Isaiah, many years after

creation, recorded God's standing invitation,

"Come now,

let us reason together."3
At the close of the creation week God set aside the
seventh day as a holy day.

God's blessing of the seventh

day further supports His desire to commune with man through
the day which He sanctified and hallowed in the weekly
cycle. The Sabbath gives man an opportunity to remember
that he was created in God's own image and given superior
ability for the purpose of representing God.

Communion

with God on the Sabbath gives man an opportunity to
celebrate and share with others the caring acts of God
which are reminders of His Love and desire for
companionship.

The Sabbath gives man an opportunity to

focus on a fellowship with his Creator.

Through communion

with God on the Sabbath, man is invited to "Remember the
Good News that he originally created us perfectly;

that He

^Kenneth Kinghorn, Christ Can Make You Fully Human
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1977), p. 28.
^Eugene A. Nida, Message and Mission (South Pasadena:
William Carey Library, 1975), pp. 3, 4.
3Isa 1:18.
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cares for us constantly;

that He redeemed us completely,

and that he will restore us ultimately.
By cultivating a presence with God through daily
communion with Him, it is possible to experience the
righteousness and holiness of God's character.
pure and elevated becomes attractive.
changed.

All that is

By beholding, man is

Man's identity with God through worship models

the original relationship God established at creation.

God

handcrafted man in His own image and gave him authority to
represent Him in caring for His creation.

God is the

sovereign owner of all and man is privileged to be His
representative and steward of all creation.
When much thought or effort accompanies the making
of something, there is pride of ownership.

It can be

expected that much care will be exercised in the
preservation of difficult and complex creations.

Pride of

ownership is one of the greatest recommendations for any
product.
it.

God claims as His own the earth and everything in

He is owner of the world and all who live in it.2

God

is the only legitimate owner of this world for He brought
it into existence.

God's ownership is established through

the acts of creation and redemption.

As maker and owner

^Samuele Bacchiocchi, Divine Rest for Human
Restlessness (Rome: The Pontifical Gregorian University
Press, 1980), p. 99.
2Ps 24:1.
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God is pleased to bless those who are willing to belong to
Him.
It is recognition and obedience to the sovereignty
of God that brings "well being" to man.l
All things belong to God.
All the prosperity
we enjoy is the result of divine beneficence.
God
is the great and bountiful giver.
If He requires
any portion of the liberal supply He has given us,
it is not that He may be enriched by our gifts, for
He needs nothing from our hand;
but it is that we
may have an opportunity to exercise self-denial,
love, and sympathy for our fellow men, and thus
become highly exalted.2
It is only through recognition of God's total
ownership that commitment and a sense of belonging to God
develop.

A marriage relationship can only be sound when

both husband and wife are committed to the ownership of
each by the other.3

Man's true joy and exaltation come

through belonging to God and sharing God's blessings with
others.
Recognizing God's ownership awakens a privilege and
responsibility to live in obedience to His will.

God has

given man an "operations manual" which must be gratefully
accepted as the only way to enjoy long term happiness. This
manual is God's law and was given to man in love to insure
his happiness.
The law of love being the foundation of the
government of God, the happiness of all intelligent
1 White, Testimonies, 5: 737.
2 White , Testimonies, 4: 476, 477
^Bacchiocchi, p. 114.
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beings depends upon their perfect accord with its
great principles of righteousness.
God desires
from all His creatures the service of love— service
that springs from an appreciation of His character.
He takes no pleasure in a forced obedience;
and to
all He grants freedom of will, that they may render
Him voluntary service.1
God's care for happiness is found in the ten
commandments.2

Obeying them allows man the right to feel

good about himself.

They must not be accepted as arbitrary

rules or restrictions. They are God's way of caring so that
man may enjoy a "good life" and "feel proud" to reflect His
image.
The durability of God's law is symbolized by being
written on two tables of stone.

Its authenticity is

unquestionable since God wrote this law with His own
finger.^

God's Law is a transcript of His character.

He

wills that it be written on the heart so that it may become
the principle of life-style for humanity.

Unfortunately,

man is composed of matter less durable than stone,
therefore it is necessary that His law of love be re-etched
on the human heart with regularity.

Like the sand of the

seashore, man's allegiance is affected by the wind and the
waves of passing conflicts.

Therefore,

just as the tide

sweeps the beach twice a day, it is vital for man to renew
his relationship and commitment to God's image and
Iwhite, Patriarchs and Prophets,
^Exod 20:3-17.
^Exod 31:18;

Duet 9:10.

p. 34.
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character with at least the same frequency.
God's nature of love accounts for the freedom of
choice given to man.
than love.

Unless love is spontaneous it is less

Had God's law been without love man would have

been created with a calculated mechanical response.

Why

then did God allow man the privilege of choice?
A sullen submission to the will of God will
develop the character of a rebel.
The service is
looked upon by such a one in the light of drudgery.
It is not rendered cheerfully and in love of God.
It is a mere mechanical performance.
If he dared,
such a one would disobey.
His rebellion is
smothered ready to break out at any time in bitter
murmuring and complaints.
Such service brings no
peace or quietude to the soul.^
Without free will man would not have a personal
relationship with God.

Neither would man have the

privilege of developing character.

Love must be an

unconstrained response from the heart.
Evidence of God's love is a strong argument in
favor of a caring God.

Love is the reason given for God to

care enough to become man and live as he lives, suffer as
he suffers,
triumph.

die as he dies, and finally triumph as he may

By the incarnation of God in human life and

experience it has been demonstrated that God is inseparably
united with man.

The same power used by Christ to maintain

a perfect relationship with God is available to restore
1-Ellen G. White, MS 20, 1897, pp. 5,6, Ellen G. White
Research Center, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, MI.
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God's image, likeness, and authority which were given to
man at creation.^
Gods caring love is at the heart of the gospel.
Mans eternal destiny is determined by his response to that
love.

"For God so loved the world that He gave His one and

only Son, that whoever believes in Him shall not perish but
have eternal life."^

So profound is this statement that

none can completely fathom it.^
Oh, the mystery of redemption!
The love of God
for a world that did not love Him!
Who can know
the depths of that love which "passeth knowledge"?
Through endless ages immortal minds, seeking to
comprehend the mystery of that incomprehensible
love, will wonder and adore.^
Yet at the same time God's love is so simple that
even a child can understand it.^

Three simple words

describe the nature of God in what is the greatest single
1
White, Testimonies, 3: 374, 380. Christ fasted in
the wilderness for forty days to overcome temptation in
behalf of man.
It was not by magical powers but by close
communion with God and denial of self that Christ gained
victories over temptations of appetite, vanity, and the
desire for worldly display.
2John 3:16.
^Ellen G. White, Education
(Mountain View, C A :
Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1952), p. 169.
^Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 63,64.
^Ellen G. White, Child Guidance (Nashville, T N :
Southern Pub. Association, 1954), p. 487.
"The first
lesson that children are to be taught is that God is their
Father.
This lesson should be given them in their earliest
years...... That God is love is to be taught by every
lesson."
(First published in Review and Herald, June 6, 1899)
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statement about God in the whole Bible.

"God is love".*-

His nature, His law, is love.
It ever has
been; it ever will be.
"The high and lofty One
that inhabiteth eternity," whose "ways are
everlasting," changeth not.
With Him "is no
variableness, neither shadow of turning.
There is no reason to believe that God would create
a world to be filled with disobedience, heartache, and
alienation from all that is true and perfect.

To the

contrary, creation was a fulfillment of Go d ’s very nature.
Love does not thrive in isolation.

Love flourishes when

there is someone to love, and a loving response in return.
Reason for God's continuing care is found in His
nature of love.

God could have created the world, wound it

up like a toy, and left it to itself.

Machines which are

"automatic" are attractive to the person who is proud and
selfish.
care.

He likes them because they require no time or

God did not create man for convenience.

He created

man for fellowship because His very nature is love.

God's

creating act is followed by His constant care.
God's love explains the plan of salvation.

If

God's nature had been only the components of Law and
Justice He would have left man to suffer the consequences
of disobedience.

There would have been a cause and effect

relationship without intervention and no hope for
redemption.

God's nature of love demands that He seek and*
2

11 John 4:16.
2
57:15;

White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 33.
Hab 3:6; Jas 1:17.

See Isa
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make every attempt to save lost humanity.

God's nature

would be less than love without a remedy for sin.
Reason for God's care is also found in His perfect
knowledge.

He knows all about us.

There is no one who has

a more intimate knowledge of the complexity of His
creation.

The Psalmist describes the knowledge of God in

the following words:
0 Lord, you have searched me and you know me.
You know when I sit and when I rise;
you perceive
my thoughts from afar. You discern my going out and
my lying down;
you are familiar with all my ways.
Before a word is on my tongue you know it
completely, 0 Lord.-*We can be assured that God knows every problem man
has ever faced as well as any difficulty that may be
encountered in the future.

It is assuring to trust in God

who "determines the number of the stars and calls them each
by name.

Great is our Lord and mighty in power;

His

understanding has no limit."2
God's knowledge is all encompassing. His knowledge
is called omniscience because it is all inclusive.

He

knows Himself perfectly and all that comes from Him is
perfect.

In addition, His knowledge is perfect of the

past, present, and the future.

While man is only able to

observe outward manifestations, God knows the heart and
motives as well.

God knows the possibilities of life as

well as the actual realities.
!pS 139:1-4.
2Ps 147:4.

God is aware of all the
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possible options of any given circumstance.-*-

It was Job,

in one of the oldest books of the Bible who said,

"Do you

know how the clouds hang poised, those wonders of him who
is perfect in knowledge?"^
Added to knowledge is God's wisdom.

Knowledge and

wisdom are imperfect in man, and at times are used for
destructive purposes.

Lee Qwan Yeu, Prime Minister of

Singapore, while looking for a successor lamented that only
one citizen in three thousand is a genius and of those only
one in three is well balanced.

Knowledge can be acquired

by study; however, wisdom is intuitive.

Man's judgment is

often defective or imperfect for lack of information which
makes intuition defective unless under the influence and
guidance of the Holy Spirit. God's wisdom, because of His
perfect knowledge, make possible flawless decisions that
man can make only through the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
Although misunderstood and contrary t;o m a n 's best judgment
at times, God uses the best means to accomplish His
purposes in a way that will bring ultimate glory.

As the

apostle Paul thought about God's wisdom and knowledge he
could only exclaim,

"Oh, the depth of the riches of the

wisdom and knowledge of God!

How unsearchable His

*-L. Berkhof , Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1976), p. 67.
2Job 37:16.
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judgments, and His paths beyond tracing out.

...To Him be

the glory forever."1
God's perfect knowledge and wisdom are reasons to
believe that He is trustworthy.

Even though some events of

life may bring suffering, trauma, and disappointment, God
can be trusted.

It is possible to believe that God cares

even though all the evidence available to man indicates
otherwise.

There must be a willingness to believe that

God's perfect knowledge and wisdom is superior to man's
limited knowledge and wisdom.
God's faithfulness provides reason to believe that
God truly cares.

It is well to remember in times of

distress that God is faithful.

The Bible prophet Jeremiah

was able to trust in God's care even in times of deepest
despair.

He wrote:

Because of the Lord's great love we are not
consumed, for His compassions never fail.
They are
new every morning; great is your faithfulness.2
The faithfulness of God gives reason for continued
trust in God's care, especially during times of distress.
Trust in God's care, regardless of circumstances,
major theme in the book of Daniel.

is a

Even though far from

family and homeland, and amid extremely hard circumstances,
Daniel resolved to be true to his God and the divine
principles he had learned.
iRom 11:33; 36.
2Lam 3:22,23.
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The three Hebrew worthies who were colleagues of
Daniel resolved to be faithful to God regardless of the
consequences of being thrown into a fiery furnace.
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego replied to the
king.
"0 Nebuchadnezzar, we do not need to defend
ourselves before you in this matter.
If we are
thrown into the blazing furnace, the God we serve
is able to save us from it, and he will rescue us
from your hand, 0 King.
But even if he does not,
we want you to know, 0 King, that we will not serve
your gods or worship the image of gold you have set
When Daniel learned that he would no doubt be
thrown to the hungry lions, he was able to retain his
composure.

Daniel "went home to his upstairs room where

the windows opened toward Jerusalem. Three times a day he
got down on his knees and prayed, giving thanks to his God,
just as he had done before."2

In Chap. 9, Daniel began his

prayer of supplication with words of adoration and praise
to God who "keeps his covenant of love with all who love
Him and obey His commandments.
God's faithfulness and steadfastness are caring
traits which make it possible to have courage in spite of
failures.

Reflecting upon God's faithfulness inspires man

with courage to carry on despite repeated failures.

Hearts

are filled with joyous anticipation of restoration and
triumph even though there is a deep consciousness of one's
^Dan 3 :16-18 .
^Dan 6:10.

^Dan 9:4.
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insufficiency.

As God explained His law of love to Israel,

He said, "Know therefore that the Lord your God is God,
keeping His covenant of love to a thousand generations of
those who love him and keep His commands."^

The

faithfulness of God, wrote the prophet Isaiah, is greater
than that of a mother.
Can a mother forget the baby at her breast and
have no compassion on the child she has borne?
Though she may forget, I will not forget you!
See,
I have engraved you on the palms of my hands;
your
walls are ever before m e .2
This declaration of God's faithfulness no doubt was
made with God's anticipation of the death of Christ on the
cross.

The scars of the cross are eternal reminders of

God's faithfulness.

His faithfulness is present in spite

of the walls that separate Him from His beloved.
Moses wrote of the afflictions of God's people who
had been in slavery for more than four hundred years.

"God

heard their groaning and He remembered His covenant with
Abraham, with Isaac and with Jacob.

So God looked on the

Israelites and was concerned about t h e m . G o d ' s
faithfulness, compassion,

and concern are among the re

occurring themes in the Bible.4

1Deut 7:9.
^Isa 4 9 :16 .

^Gen 2 : 2 4 , 2 5 .
4Gen 9:16,17;
Deut 4:31;
1 Kgs 8:23;
1 Chr 17:27;
Ezra 9:9;
Ps 9:10;
Ps 18:30;
Ps 31:5;
Ps 36:5;
Ps
37:28;
Ps 57:3;
Ps 71:22;
Ps 89:1;
Ps 103.17;
Ps
108:4;
Ps 115:5;
Ps 117:2;
Rom 11:2;
1 Cor 10:13;
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The meaning of God's name is descriptive of His
faithfulness.

God appeared to Moses in a cloud as they

stood together on Mount Sinai.

As God passed in front of

Moses he announced the meaning of his name:
And He passed in front of Moses, proclaiming,
"The Lord, The Lord, the compassionate and gracious
God, slow to anger, abounding in love and
faithfulness, maintaining love to thousands, and
forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin."-*These are the words of God Himself describing His
nature.

It is indeed reassuring to hear directly from God

that He is compassionate,

gracious, even-tempered, and has

an abundance of love and faithfulness.

It is encouraging

to know that God's love does not waver and that His
faithfulness is continual.
Selfishness prevents us from understanding God's
caring nature.

Those who are self-centered tend to compare

God with themselves.

This makes it impossible to

understand that God is a caring, loving God.

Only those

who are humble and willing to trust God will recognize in
Him the qualities of compassion,

grace,

patience, love, and

faithfulness.^

■*Exod 34 :8 .
^Ellen G. White, Desire of Ages (Mountain View, C A :
Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1940) p. 302.
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Caring Demonstrated Through
the Example of Christ
The caring nature of God is demonstrated through
Jesus Christ, God's only Son, who became flesh and dwelt
among us-*- that we might behold God's loving care.

God

cares enough about humanity that He sent His Son to pay the
price of disobedience,

which is death.2

before the coming of the Messiah,

Five hundred years

Isaiah prophesied of the

coming of Immanuel, which means "God with us".3
Christ was present and active in the act of
creationAs

co-creator of man in the image of God He

shared God's appreciation for man and his infinite worth.
"Christ came that He might re-create the image of God in
man; and whoever turns men away from Christ is turning them
away from the source of true development."5
Jesus began the work of re-creation through His
healing ministry in the cities and villages bordering the
Sea of Galilee. His miracles were the subject of
conversation for all who had heard of them.

This youth of

dubious origin was reported to have command of the
supernatural.

As Jesus returns to Nazareth, His boyhood

city, it is not hard to visualize a synagogue filled with
1John 1:14.
^Rom 6:23.
^Isa 7:14;

Matt 1:23.

4Prov 8:22-30.
^White, The Desire of Ages,

p. 478.
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incredulous people who knew Him as a boy.

All eyes are

riveted on Jesus, and there is an expectant silence as He
stands up to read.
prophet Isaiah.

The attendant hands Him a scroll of the

Jesus unrolls the scroll to chapt. 61 and

proceeds to read:
The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he
has anointed me to preach good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to
release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the
Lord's favor.^
He then rolls up the scroll and gives it back to
the attendant.

All eyes of the hushed congregation are

fastened upon Jesus as He declares,

"Today this scripture

is fulfilled in your h e a r i n g . The people were looking
for a physical demonstration of the power of Jesus when He
was, as He is today, anxious to manifest His power on a
much deeper level, that is on the spiritual level.
Healing at the physical level is transitory.
Healing at the spiritual level is permanent and that is
what Jesus seeks to achieve.^

Jesus made it clear to His

fellow townsmen that Scripture was being fulfilled, not by
the signs of the supernatural,

but by His very presence.

It is the presence of Jesus which is a manifestation of the

^Luke 4:18,19.
^Luke 4:21
^Paul Tournier, The Healing of Persons (New York:
Harper and Row, 1965), p . 136.
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caring nature of God that must be present today for
spiritual healing to take place.
The caring ministry of Jesus is a Spirit-filled
ministry.

He said,

"The spirit of the Lord is on me, for

He has anointed m e ..."^

These words are an introduction to

a ministry that is blessed and commissioned by God.
Christ, the Messiah,
anointed one."^

is referred to in Scripture as "the

The Spirit of God descended upon Jesus at

the time of His baptism in a visible display of God's
blessing. As Jesus came up out of the water heaven opened
and the Spirit of God descended like a dove and rested upon
Him.

An audible voice from heaven proclaimed, "This is my

Son, whom I love; with Him I am well pleased.
The glory that rested upon Christ is a pledge
of the love of God for us.
It tells of the power
of prayer,— how the human voice may reach the ear
of God, and our petitions find acceptance in the
courts of heaven.
The light that fell from the
open portals upon the head of our Saviour, will
fall upon us as we pray for help to resist
temptation.
The Voice that spoke to Jesus says to
every believing soul, "This is my beloved child, in
whom I am well pleased".^
Those who are faithful to their baptismal vows are
not only protected from being "drawn aside to deny Christ,"
^Luke 4:18.
4:27;

^Ps 45:7;
10:38.

Isa 61:1;

Dan 9:24;

Luke 4:18;

Acts

-^Matt 3:16,17.
^"A Pledge of Light and Love" (Matt 3:16,17), SPA
Bible Commentary, ed. F. D. Nichol (Washington, DC: Review
and Herald Pub. Association, 1953-57), 5: 1079.
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but are also "partakers of the divine nature".^

Just as

Jesus was anointed by God for a lifetime of Spirit-fi1led
ministry, so today men and women also must be partakers of
God's divine nature by receiving His spirit and anointing
for a caring ministry.

Their ministry will be an extension

of the ministry of Jesus which does much more than merely
satisfy the re-occurring physical needs of people.2

Caring

ministry must open eyes which were spiritually blinded,
enable the spiritually lame to walk, give freedom to those
who are spiritually captive or oppressed,

and make rich

those who are spiritually poor.
The caring ministry of Christ is to evangelize.
"He has anointed me to preach good news to the poor."^

The

good news is that God has not left humanity abandoned to
suffer and struggle in frustration.

God has not left man

bewildered and hopeless in a state of misery and darkness.
God through Jesus has given a model of caring ministry by
living as we live, suffering as we suffer, and dying as we
die.

He has gone one step further.

theory. He has given an example.

He has given more than

Through His resurrection

He passes on to us His own life and empowers us to live as
He lived.

This is good news to those who recognize their

^Ellen G. White, Sons and Daughters of God,
(Washington DC: Review and Herald Pub. Association,
p. 133.

1955),

^Robert E. Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Old
Tappan, N J : Fleming H. Revell Company), 1974 p. 21.
^Luke 4:18.
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spiritual poverty.

Jesus said in the Sermon on the Mount,

"Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven".1
All who have a sense of their deep soul
poverty, who feel that they have nothing good in
themselves, may find righteousness and strength by
looking unto Jesus.
He says, "Come unto Me, all ye
that labor and are heavy-laden." Matthew 11:28.
He bids you exchange your poverty for the riches of
His grace.
We are not worthy of God's love, but
Christ, our surety, is worthy, and is abundantly
able to save all who shall come unto Him.*
3
The ministry of Jesus brought dignity and self
esteem only to those who recognized their poverty in
spiritual resources.

He could reach those who did not feel

that their worthiness was a result of longstanding good
works and a self-righteous attitude.

The caring ministry

of Christ reaches out to those whose hearts have been moved
by God's spirit to recognize the futility of selfrighteousness.

"Like the poor publican they stand afar off,

not daring to lift up so much as their eyes to heaven, and
cry, "God, have mercy on me,, a sinner.
Caring church ministry reaches out to those who
have needs.

Jesus was ever looking for those who were in

need. He alleviated their physical needs and then went on
to heal the spiritual needs.
^Matt 5:3.
3Ellen G. White, Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing
(Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1956),
pp. 8, 9.
3Ibid ., see also Luke 18:13.
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The caring ministry of Jesus was that of
"proclaiming freedom for the prisoners and recovery of
sight for the b l i n d . R e l e a s e
words.

and recovery are the key

When Jesus called Lazarus forth from the grave He

said, "Lazarus, Come forth."
God can give.

This was release that only

Then Jesus commanded,

"Unbind him and set

him free". This is recovery. The caring ministry of God
through Jesus both releases and recovers.

The ministry of

Jesus demonstrates that He has the power of release and
recovery.
Jesus said, "You shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."^

It is Truth that releases

captives and recovers sight.

The world needs to hear the

truth about God.

Recovery takes place when people accept

and obey the heavenly principles which produce
righteousness.

Jesus declared,

"If any man follow me, he

shall not walk in darkness but shall have the light of
l i f e . The caring ministry of Jesus is to teach both
young and old how to claim the power that releases from
captivity and how to maintain a relationship with Christ
who gives recovery and vision so that there be no need to
walk in darkness.
"To release the oppressed" is the caring ministry
^Luke 4:18.
2john 8:32.
^John

8:12.
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of Christ.

It may seem that this expression is similar to

that of releasing the captives; however, the oppressed are
not only captive,

they are forced to act against their

consciences by tyrannical pressure which is an abuse of
authority.

Jesus condemned with scathing rebuke the

oppression of the Pharisees who "Tie heavy loads and put
them on men's shoulders,

but they themselves are not

willing to lift a finger to move them.
result of being crushed,

Oppression is the

put down, and trampled on.

Its

effects are a sense of burden, dejection, depression, and
hopelessness.
In matters of conscience the soul must be left
untrammeled.
No one is to control another's mind,
to judge for another, or to prescribe his duty.
God gives to every soul freedom to think, and to
follow his own convictions.
"Every one of us shall
give account of himself to God." No one has a
right to merge his own individuality in that of
another.
In all matters where principle is
involved, "let every man be fully persuaded in his
own mind." Rom. 14:12,5.
In Christ's kingdom
there is no lordly oppression, no compulsion of
manner.
The angels of heaven do not come to the
earth to rule, and to exact homage, but as
messengers of mercy, to co-operate with men in
uplifting humanity.
The caring ministry of Christ is to inspire
obedience rather than command performance.

Freedom of

choice and respect of personal convictions must be
preserved for spontaneous communion between God and man.
Caring ministry cannot take place when personal opinions
^Matt 23:4.
■^White, The Desire of Ages, pp. 550, 551.
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are superimposed as divine principles.

Jesus emphasized

the immediate opportunity of restoration and freedom from
the captivity and tyranny of this world while leaving the
time of judgment to follow.
with God.

Now is the time to find favor

Now is the time to re-unite with the Creator of

this worId.
It was for the purpose of preserving life that
Christ came to this earth.

It was not the cruel spikes

driven into the hands and feet of Jesus that held Him on
the cross.
ministry.

It was His heart of loving through caring
In the garden of Gethsemane,

easily defended Himself.

Jesus could have

In a blinding flash He could have

extinguished everyone who opposed Him.

They came against

Him with "Lanterns and torches and weapons."1

What effect

could these weapons have against the power that created all
power?

It was not the cords that bound Him that held Him

to the cross.

All the power of mankind was useless when

used to contain the omnipotent Son of God.
cannot be constrained.

Omnipotence

It is ridiculous to think that the

Creator could be controlled by those He created.
hung on the cross there was much physical pain.
appeared to be at the mercy of His tormenters.

As Jesus
He
He had the

power to destroy and come down, but never for a moment did
He contemplate using it.

Why did He remain on the Cross?

Because of a power that is greater than all the atomic
1John 18:3.
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bombs exploding at once.

It was the power of love, because

He cares that we be restored to His image and be reunited
with Him.

This is why He remained on the cross and was

able to plead with God,

"Father,

forgive them, for they do

not know what they are doing.
Caring Acts in the Ministry of the Apostle Paul
The caring nature of God and example of Jesus was
constantly reflected through the ministry of the apostle
Paul.

He was a great lover of people.

In his letters he

constantly remembered the sheep of his flock and continued
to pray for them. Spiritual liberty for his people was
constantly on his heart.

That genuine love which was an

expression of the ministry of Christ continued in him and
is of utmost importance for effective ministry today.

We

must model this same loving ministry to our congregations
and they in turn will respond with more of the same.
"Strong pastors of strong churches have earned the fierce
loyalty of their parishioners.

The Sheep love their

shepherd."2
Caring and love are like a fire which needs more
than one log to make a flame.

There must be a relationship

for caring and love to ignite and give warmth to others.
That relationship is with God through Jesus, and then
iLuke 23:34.
^Peter Wagner, Your Church Can Grow (Glendale: Regal
Books, 1976), p. 57-58.
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extends to others through Christ's followers.

In the

worship service where God's people come together and in
private personal worship that love is given back to God
again.

Sharing God's love through loving relationships

was the basis for the ministry of the apostle Paul. The
introduction and conclusion of many of Paul"s letters are
expressive of his caring ministry.

Following is a sample

of the caring expressed by Paul in the introduction of his
letters:
...to all in Rome who are loved by God and called
to be saints:^
I always thank God for you because of his grace
given you in Christ Jesus.2
For I wrote you out of great distress and anguish
of heart and with many tears, not to grieve you but
to let you know the depth of my love for you.3
. . .ever since I heard about your faith in the Lord
Jesus and your love for all the saints, I have not
stopped giving thanks for you, remembering you in
my prayers .4
I thank my God every time I remember you.^
We always thank God, ...when we pray for you,
because we have heard of your faith in Christ Jesus
and of the love you have for all the saints— 6

iRom 1:7.
21 Cor 1:4.
^1 Cor 2:4.
4Eph 1:16.
5Phil 1:3.
6Col 1:3.
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To Timothy my true son in the faith;!
I always thank my God ... because I hear about your
faith in the Lord Jesus and your love for all the
saints .2
Paul was not hesitant to express his feelings of
pride in his people who had caught the inspiration of
caring.

He repeatedly affirmed his love for them and

appreciation of their love for others.
necessary there were tears in his eyes.

When appeal was
He reminded the

Ephesian elders that for three years he never ceased to
warn each of them "night and day with tears."3

It is

important that people know they are loved and appreciated.
Without this it is difficult to accept even constructive
criticism.
Paul had every right to exercise his authority in
the discipline of his people, however, he chose the model
of a loving father rather than that of an autocratic
disciplinarian.

God’s love and care are evident in the way

Paul reminds them of their great value and of his close
relationship to them.
You know we never used flattery, nor did we
put on a mask to cover up greed--God is our
witness.
We were not looking for praise from men,
not from you or anyone else.
As apostles of Christ
we could have been a burden to you, but we were
gentle among you, like a mother caring for her
little children.
We love you so much that we were
delighted to share with you not only the gospel of
1ITim 1:2.
^Phlm 1:A , 5 .
^Acts 20:31.
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God but our lives as well because you had become so
dear to us,^
Christians through the centuries have been thankful
for the care and love expressed by Paul as he wrote to the
Christian believers. His words "gentle," "caring mother,"
"we loved you," "delighted to share," and "so dear"
communicate Paul's outstanding love and caring that through
Christ had become a part of his nature and now was able to
share from the heart.

Without doubt these caring

characteristics have been preserved in order to inspire
succeeding generation to cultivate these spiritual gifts.
Caring,

to be meaningful, must be genuine.

False

motives are qtiickly recognized and caring is interpreted as
a contemptible counterfeit.

Those who cultivate an

expression of caring and love must be genuine in their
expressions.

Actions and words must not contradict.

Expressions of love must be honest and open.
are willing to admit that we make mistakes,

It is when we
laugh at them,

and learn from them that people will see us as genuinely
caring people.
Paul was able to be vulnerable and open in his
relationships.
deficiencies.

He was quick to admit his shortcomings and
His security in Christ was strong enough

that he could admit his weaknesses.

When writing to the

Corinthians about their shortcomings He was able to admit
his own personal frailty.
12 Thess 2:5-8.

"I came to you in weakness and
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fear, and with much trembling.

My message and my preaching

were not with wise and persuasive words,

but with a

demonstration of the Spirit's power, so that your faith
might not rest on men's wisdom,

but on God's power".1

In

Rom 7 Paul was able to admit frankly and without shame the
internal tension sin caused in his own life.
with the expression,

He concludes

"What a wretched man I am!

Who will

rescue me ...?"2
The willingness of Paul to be vulnerable and honest
about himself was the key to acceptance of his love.
did not find his security in his perfection,
Jesus Christ.

Paul

but rather in

His one objective was to preach Christ.

He

did not try to force his converts to conform to his
thinking,

but to look to Christ as their example.

Paul's

people were able to understand him because he recommended
Christ as their authority figure, rather than himself.
Paul was able to admonish in the name of Jesus
because His love is the only perfect love. Paul recognized
that discipline must be done in love.

He recognized that

forced obedience may command conformity,

however,

it does

not build relationships.
If I speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, but do not have love, I have become a noisy
gong and a clanging cymbal.
And If I have the gift
of prophecy, and know all mysteries and all
knowledge;
and if I have all faith, so as to
remove mountains, but do not have love, I am
1 1 Cor 2:3, A.

^Rom 7:24.
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nothing...... And now these three remain: faith,
hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.l
Pessimism causes downward adjustment. Faith, hope,
and love cause upward commitment.
build on.

Faith is what Christians

Hope is what inspires them, and love is what

changes them.

"Non judgmental, unconditional love is the

most healing force in the world".2
The ministry of Paul was a continuation of the
example of Christ who came to reveal God's true nature.
Paul had experienced a personal relationship with the
living Christ on the road to Damascus,

and His life was

committed to passing that love and caring on to the world.
Paul could not forget the mercy and grace he had received.
"The memory of what he had been saved from and saved to was
the constant incentive of his arduous and exhausting
toils.He

was so grateful for the new life that God had

given him that he could not refrain from urging everyone to
glorify God by experiencing fellowship with God through
Christ.
When one has been delivered from bondage it is not
hard to relate that experience to others.

In fact it is a

joy to share with others the way to release and relief from
circumstances of bondage. Through sharing, a caring1
1 1 Cor 13:1, 2.

^Robert H. Schuller, Self Esteem: The New Revolution
(Waco, TX: Word Books, 1982), pp. 21,22.
^F. B. Meyer, Paul, Servant of Jesus Christ (Fort
Washington, PA: Christian Literature Crusade, 1953), p. 131
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circumstances of bondage. Through sharing, a caring
relationship develops.

People are encouraged who suffer

similar difficulties through caring relationships of those
who have found peace in the midst of turmoil.
Paul accepted the invitation to be Christ's
representative with boldness.
through him to his converts.

The love of Christ flowed
The wounds of Christ were

represented in the scars of his own body.
Christ became his mind.
that others might live.-*-

The mind of

Like Christ he would rather die
He was able to say, "I live, yet

not I, but Christ liveth in me".*
2

Thus the incarnation of

Christ's love and care lives on today as Christians
continue to love and care with resurrection power.

In a

very real sense Christ has no feet but our feet, He has no
tongue but our tongue".^
We today, living twenty centuries after the example
of Jesus and the ministry of the apostle Paul, must
identify attitudes and actions which will pass the torch of
caring on to successive generations.
people of our present generation.

We must relate to the

Chapter 2 discusses a

spectrum attitudes found in current management literature.
Ijames Stalker, The Life of St. Paul (Grand Rapids MI:
Zondervan Publishing House), p. 101.
2Gal. 2:20 KJ V .
2Ray C. Steadman, Body Life (Glendale, C A : Regal
Books, 1972), p. 93, 94.
^Joseph C. Aldrich, Life Style Evangelism (Portland,
OR: Multnomah Press, 1981), p. 32.

CHAPTER II
A PHILOSOPHY FOR "CARING CHURCH MINISTRY"
INFORMED BY MANAGEMENT THEORY
Almost two thousand years have passed since the
caring nature of God was expressed in human life through
Jesus Christ.

In this chapter we will discuss caring

attitudes which are found in the business world today.

The

focus of this chapter will be on present attitudes which
promote caring, and thus the development of people.

The

caring interest of leadership in individuals creates a
climate for growth and development.
One of the most thrilling experiences in life
is to turn out superior products or provide
superior services, and contribute to the overall
economy, by working to help common people become
uncommonly effective.^
Methods for reaching church objectives are in
themselves only tools which are limited to the appreciation
and endorsement of those who are expected to employ them.
Critical to the success of any program is leadership's
recognition of the true value of people and the importance
of their attitudes towards objectives and goals.
People can be paid to perform almost any task; however,
Ij.D. Batten, Beyond Management by Objectives (New
York: American Management Association, 1966), p. 98.
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endorsement and enthusiasm are indispensable to the
effectiveness of voluntary cooperation.

The esteem

leadership gives to voluntary associates affects their
willingness to expend time and energies in cooperative
ventures.
Management Identifies Importance of Attitudes
The importance of worker attitudes was largely
overlooked by management until the beginning of the
twentieth century. People were regarded as tools of
management and were to follow the direction of management
with little or no voice regarding their work.

In 1910,

Frederick Taylor launched what became known as "Scientific
Management."

Taylor was a production engineer who became

interested in worker attitudes through a study of how to
increase production.

He insisted that increased production

was dependent upon better working conditions.
Two significant contributions were made by Taylor
and his associates.

The genius of mass production was made

possible by the standardization of specifications for
materials to be assembled.

An even greater contribution

was the subjection of management to the same scientific
analysis used to measure productivity.

Taylor, himself,

did not actually test his ideas in the area of management,
but he did insist that his contribution was "an attitude of
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mind" which could be applied to management studies.^
Attitude of mind to a large extent determines the
potential for personal achievement.

A perceptive

understanding of self-esteem is necessary to correctly
interpret behavior. Self-esteem produces attitudes which in
turn determine conduct.

Personal need for respect from

others as well as the personal need for self-esteem are
important factors in the formation of positive behavioral
attitudes.

Love and encouragement given by leadership

promote to a great extent the positive values of self
esteem which are held by subordinates.

Feelings of dignity

and ability to control one's destiny are important
motivating factors for the creation of a good self-image.
Lawrence Appley and Management Attitudes
According to Lawrence Appley,
American Management Association,

past president of the

there is a spectrum of

specific, identifiable management attitudes.

Leadership

expresses itself in one or more of the following forms.
Savagery
Slavery
Servitude
Welfare

Paternalism

Subordinates are enemies and are to
be destroyed.
- Subordinates are to be conquered and
use d a s tools.
Subordinates are to serve for a
consideration and nothing more.
Subordinates should be helped up when
down, without too much concern for
what got them down.
- Subordinates should be cared for at
the discretion of the leader.

^William H. Newman, Charles E. Summer,and E. Kirby
Warren , The Process of Management (Engelwood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1967), pp. 21-22.
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Participation-Subordinates do have something to
contribute to the efforts of
leadership and can be helpful and
appreciated .
Trusteeship
-Leadership does not own the goals for
which it is responsible. Leadership
encourages subordinates to participate in
developing and administering strategies
for the benefit of others.
Statesmanship-Subordinates are capable of being far
more than they are and it is the
responsibility of leadership to help
them develop to their fullest potential. ^
Without doubt, the first three catagories would be
unthinkable in a Christian environment.

Acceptable

leadership attitudes can be identified with increasing
merit, however,

in the last five catagories.

The attitudes

of Trusteeship and Statesmanship are more than lofty ideals
to which lip service is given without practical
application.

For leadership to be effective these

principles must be a way of life which is evident through
constant relationships with people.

The closer a leader

comes to the principles of Trusteeship and Statesmanship,
the more eager subordinates are to become involved in
voluntary endeavors.

Interest in helping people become

more effective, and appreciation of their potential are the
caring qualities which make possible the accomplishment of
a church program.
The achievements of a church body are dependent
mainly upon co-operative efforts which are realized through
voluntary endeavor.

Vital to the success of a church

^Lawrence A. Appley, Management in Action (New York:
American Management Association, 1956), p. 21.
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program is the concern of leadership for an accurate
understanding of the attitudes of people which contribute
towards voluntary co-operation.
Experience has shown that voluntary cooperation is
much greater when there has been participation in the
preparation of plans.

Attitudes of endorsement and

enthusiasm flourish when ownership of goals is shared with
those who are challenged to produce results.
Several conclusions may be drawn from Appley's
spectrum of management attitudes.

The first three

attitudes (Savagery, Slavery, and Servanthood) are
characteristic of totalitarian leadership. These are
attitudes of survival of the strongest.

Caring is limited

to self-preservation at the expense of subordinates.

It is

difficult to conceive of these attitudes in the framework
of Christianity; however,

these attitudes, even though

camouflaged in the guise of piety, can be present in
Christian leadership through self-righteousness,
and the manipulation of people.

dogmatism,

These attitudes may

produce results more quickly than the others, however, they
are self-defeating in their failure to develop Christian
character and leadership qualities in others.
The attitudes of Welfare and Paternalism

show that

caring by itself is not enough to develop leadership
qualities.

These attitudes are lacking in principles of

Ipeter. F. Drucker, The Practice of Management (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1954), p. 129.
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self-actualization and therefore do not encourage the
development of leaders in the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
In order to fulfill the gospel commission given to them,
Adventists need leaders who inspire more leaders.

Focus in

this study is, therefore, on Appley's last three management
attitudes: Participation, Trusteeship, and Statesmanship.
Trusteeship and

Statesmanship attitudes provide a

framework for genuine caring and leadership development.
The Trusteeship level adds a dimension of responsibility to
the participation level of management attitudes.

The

Statesmanship attitude urges the highest development
possible.

Only as both leaders and subordinates are

challenged to grow will a climate for acceptance and caring
give freedom from destructive criticism when failure
results through mistakes and error.

The Statesmanship

attitude is quite compatible with the following declaration
by Ellen G. White:
The religion of Christ never degrades the
receiver; it never makes him course or rough,
discourteous or self-important, passionate or
hardhearted.
On the contrary, it refines the
taste, sanctifies the judgment, and purifies and
ennobles the thoughts, bringing them into captivity
to Christ.
God's ideal for His children is higher
than the highest human thought can reach.
He has
given in His holy law a transcript of His
characterw ^
The closer leadership comes to the caring attitudes
of Trusteeship and Statesmanship,

the more realistic

1Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 8: 63.
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becomes the possibility for growth and development,

both

for the individual and for the church.
Abraham Maslow and the Hierarchy of Needs
Abraham Maslow

contributed to the understanding of

attitudes through his study of the "Hierarchy of Human
Needs."

1 Maslow divided human needs into five general

catagories in an ascending order.
5. Self-actualization
4.
Self-esteem and status
3. Social needs, including belonging
2. Safety and security needs
1. Basic physiological needs
Maslow maintained that a person does not
concentrate on a level of need which is higher than a level
which has not been satisfied.

It is understandable that

social needs are not of great concern when physiological
needs of food, clothing, and shelter have not been met.

As

long as there is a need to assure personal safety and
security, it is difficult to generate interest in the
higher levels of social needs, self-esteem, and selfactualization.
It is, therefore, possible to understand the
presence of Savagery, Slavery, and Servitude when basic
physiological,
met.

safety, and security needs have not been

Leadership needs to be aware that hostile or

destructive conduct is caused by attitudes which reflect a
^•Abraham Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1954), pp. 80-92.
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need in the areas of self-preservation.

Defense of self

esteem is also a way of preserving security and safety.
Douglas Marray McGregor and The X and Y Theory
Douglas Murray McGregor made an important
contribution to the understanding of attitudes.

He found

both positive and negative factors which affect enthusiasm
for goal-directed behavior.

McGregor applied the needs-

satisfaction levels developed by Maslow to leadership and
management theory.

His work is useful in explaining why

people are responsive to certain stimuli.

The thesis he

developed involves a contrast of attitudes which is typical
of what he calls theory X and theory Y.l
McGregor makes the following assumptions about
management and workers which he calls the conventional view
or theory X:
1.

Management is responsible for organizing
the elements of productive enterprise—
money, materials, equipment, people--in the
interest of economic ends.

2.

With respect to people, this is a process
of directing their efforts, motivating
them, controlling their actions, modifying
their behavior to fit the needs of the
organization.

3.

Without this active intervention by
management, people would be passive— even
resistant— to organizational needs.
They
must therefore be persuaded, rewarded,
punished, controlled— their activities must
be directed.
This is management's task.

■'•Max D. Richards and William A. Neilander, Readings in
Management (Cincinnati, OH: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1969), p. 569.
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We often sum it up by saying that
management consists of getting things done
through other people.
4.

The average man is by nature indolent— he
works as little as possible.

5.

He lacks ambition, dislikes responsibility,
prefers to be led.

6.

He is inherently self-centered,
to organizational needs.

7.

He is by nature resistant to change.

8.

He is gullible, not very bright, the ready
dupe of the charlatan and the demagogue.^

indifferent

Theory X is a motivational concept which is related
to the lower levels of needs such as safety, security, and
physical well being.

The theory X style of management is

referred to as a task-oriented attitude which has little or
no regard for the value of people other than tools to be
organized and directed for the accomplishment of the goals
of management.

According to theory X, people must be

directed and their behavior modified to fit the needs of
management..

Theory X sees people as passive or even

resistant to the needs of organization.
persuaded, rewarded,
be effective.

They must be

punished, and controlled in order to

The task of management is to direct their

energies in order to accomplish goals.
McGregor developed what he called theory Y which
was in contrast with theory X.
dimensions:
^Ibid., p. 569, 570.

It has the following
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1.

Management is responsible for organizing
the elements of productive enterprise—
money, materials, equipment, people— in the
interest of economic ends.

2.

People are not by nature passive or
resistant to organizational needs.
They
have become so as a result of experience
with their organizations.

3.

The motivation, the potential for
development, the capacity for assuming
responsibility, the readiness to direct
behavior toward organizational goals are
all present in people. Management does not
put them there.
It is a responsibility of
management to make it possible for people
to recognize and develop these human
characteristics for themselves.

3.

The essential task of management is to
arrange organizational conditions and
methods of operation so that people can
achieve their ov/n goals best by directing
their own efforts toward organizational
objectives.^
The task of management in both theory X and Y is

the same, according to McGregor.
resources,
productive.

That task is to organize

both human and material, in a way to be
The difference in the theories is observed in

the attitudes of management toward subordinates.
Theory Y is a process of sharing responsibility
with subordinates by creating opportunities for them to
participate in the decision-making process.

Hidden

potential is discovered by encouraging growth.

This

removes obstacles of the "them and us" attitudes and
!Ibid ., p. 575.
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promotes an atmosphere where synergism^ is able to take
place.

The basis of this theory Y is, that given an

opportunity for self-expression and creativity, the very
best for productivity and group goals will emerge.
Peter Drucker and "Situational Management"
Peter Drucker criticizes the theory Y assessment of
people by saying that not everyone is progressive and ready
to contribute to the objectives of an organization.

Some

people are by nature lazy and in extreme unfavorable
circumstances even resort to sabotage.

In other situations

the same person is motivated to contribute to the
organizational objectives.

He states that theory X and Y

are not assumptions about human nature and motivation at
all; rather it is the structure of a particular situation
which motivates one person and de-motivates another.
Motivation,

drive, and impulse originate from without

rather than from within a person.

Rather than human

nature, it is surrounding attitudes and circumstances and
the way they are perceived rather than human nature that
determine the type of leadership that is necessary for
optimum results. 2
A demanding authoritarian attitude may be very much
^The total effect is greater than the sum of the two
or more effects taken independently.
^Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices (New York: Harper and Row,
1973), p. 234.
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appreciated in times of crisis when immediate action is
necessary to the safety and well-being of people or
products.1

At a time when analytical skills are needed to

assess malfunction or determine needed corrective measures
the same authoritarian attitudes would lead to frustration
and alienation.
Many variables determine the willingness of
subordinates to follow directives.

Effectiveness is not

necessarily determined by a particular leadership style,
but through a complex relationship of the foliowing
variable factors in a given situation:
1.

The characteristics of the leader.

2.

The needs, attitudes, and other personal
characteristics of the followers.

3.

The organizational characteristics of
function, goals and structure.

^Julius Caesar in his commentary concerning the first
expedition of the Romans in their Gallic conquest (100
B.C.-44 B.C.) gives the following classic example of
directive leadership by example:
...and then, while our troops still hung back
chiefly on account of the depth of the sea, the
eagle bearer of the Tenth Legion, after a prayer to
heaven to bless the legion by his act, cried:
"leap down, soldiers, unless you wish to betray
your eagle to the enemy;
It shall be told that I
at any rate did my duty to my country and my
general." When he had said this with a loud voice,
he cast himself from the ship, and began to bear
the eagle against the enemy.
Then our troops
exhorted one another not to allow so dire a
disgrace, and leapt down from the ship with one
accord.
Gaius Julius Caesar
Gallic Wa r , in Louis
C. Schroeter, Organizational Elan (New York:
American Management Association, 1970, pp. 33,34.
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4.

The social, economic, and political
milieu.-'Leaders v/ho are not able to adapt to the changing

factors which determine attitudes tend to diminish
initiative,

performance,

co-operation,

and trust.

Management demonstrates how it values people through
relational attitudes.

The many and sometimes complex

factors of human, organizational,

and environmental

circumstances must be considered in determining leadership
style.
The Japanese and Teamwork Management
The production of quality products has been
achieved by the Japanese industrial system.

Decision

making through group participation and worker ownership of
goals has made a significant contribution to making
possible the vast quantities of high quality Japanese
imports in most countries of the world.
William Ouchi,

in a book titled "Theory Z,"

demonstrates the success of the Japanese management in
motivating workers to take pride in the quality of their
products.

Participation in decision making, mutual trust

between management and worker, and voice in policy
formation are key factors to their success.2
-'-Douglas Murray McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book C o . , 1960), p. 182.
^William Ouchi, Theory Z (Reading MA: Addison Wesley,
1981).
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New American Attitudes, User Groups and Self-Help
Disenchantment with institutional regulation,
whether it be the Federal Government or the Church, has led
many people to seek answers to problems of life in what are
now known as user or self-help groups.

Economic

constraints and declining trust in the ability of
institutions to solve personal problems has led many people
to feel frustrated with traditional institutional systems.
Today people bypass institutional systems by grouping
together with others of similar problems who will share
freely of their experience.

They relieve their

frustrations by joining user groups and self-help clubs.
These groups are quite effective in delivering practical
help and "deal directly with some immediate problems of
everyday life."-*-

Caring people who have successfully gone

through a crisis in life are readily respected and admired.
Chapter 4 discusses the role of the church in self-help
groups and the function of five groups in planning a
strategy for church growth.
There has been a definite swing in our American
society from institutionalism to self-help movements.
People have found that institutional help is usually
expensive and does not always provide the help that is
needed.

Sharing of information and experiences in an

*-John Naisbitt, Megatrends (New York: Warner Books.
1982), P . 150.
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informal manner through self-help groups brings a balance
between institutionalism and individualism.

Helping one's

self by helping others has become a guiding principle.^
It is important for a leader to affirm the value of
individuals by encouraging them to share their experience
and opinions without fear of reprisal.

By living one's

beliefs and defending them for one's self without
condemning others for not doing likewise tends to build
respect and confidence.2

As Louis Schroeter has said so

well, "Leadership must believe in people before people will
believe in i t !"3
Building on the strengths of people rather than
focusing on their inabilities is a central factor in
developing confidence.

There is nothing that is more

harmful to the spirit of caring than to focus on
!lbid., p. 131.
^An excellent demonstration of this principle is given
in the illustration of a youth who was turned away from his
church and religion by his employer who Was quite critical
of church members who do not live up to the strictest
teachings of the church.
The next summer this youth worked
for another employer who was just as strict in the practice
of his religion, but did not criticize.
The youth was very
much impressed by the employer who was strict with himself,
but tolerant of the views of others and stated his
appreciation in the following words.
"I have a tremendous
respect for my current employer. When he talks about his
beliefs he always refers to himself. He might say, 'I am a
vegetarian because... or it does thus and so for me.'
He
does not try to make me feel inferior or guilty because I
have not reached his level of commitment". Thus confidence
was won, the first step in the transfer of values.
3Louis C. Schroeter, Organizational Elan (New York:
American Management Association, 1970), p. 55.
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differences rather than to build on potential.

Time spent

rehearsing one's disabilities seldom results in confidence
building.

Only as abilities are placed in action which

results in productivity will dignity and confidence emerge.
A climate for caring must be built through focus on the
strengths of individuals who comprise an organization.^

A

climate for caring matches strengths of people with
opportunities rather than weaknesses with problems.

People

must be loved and developed from a perspective of their
strengths and the opportunities surrounding them.
Concentration on weakness produces only frustration, and
the absence of weakness produces nothing.
It is futile to expect productivity to result from
the mere absence of weakness.^

People grow and develop by

exercising their strengths which become even stronger with
use. The parable of the talents in the Bible is an
excellent example of this principle.^
Vince Lombardi was well-known for his skills in
coaching the famed Green Bay Packers football club.

In a

speech to the American Management Association shortly
before his death he said:
Mental toughness is humility, simplicity,
Spartanism.
And one other, love.
I don't
necessarily have to like my associates, but as a
^Drucker , The Practice of Management, p.145.
^Peter Drucker, The Effective Executive (New York:
Harper and Row, 1966), pp. 98, 99.
^Ma tt 25:15-30.

;
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man I must love them.
Love is a loyalty.
Love is
teamwork.
Love respects the dignity of the
individual.
Heartpower is the strength of your
corporation" .
His philosophy identifies to some degree with the
caring nature of God.

Integrity Is Fundamental to Caring
Development of people to their highest capacity
calls for participative management in which human dignity
and integrity are highly regarded. The following quotation
from Ellen G. White points out the priceless value of
integrity and serves as a basis for examination of the
value of integrity from management literature.
The greatest want of the world is the want of
men — men who v/ill not be bought or sold, men who in
their inmost souls are true and honest, men who do
not fear to call sin by its right name, men whose
conscience is as true to duty as the needle to the
pole, men who will stand for the right though the
heavens fall.
But such a character is not the result of
accident; it is not due to special favors or
endowments of Providence.
A noble character is the
result of self-discipline, of the subjection of the
lower to the higher nature — the surrender of self
for the service of love to God and man."^
Integrity and values are foundation stones for
building confidence.

People are motivated to either become

or share with others the ideals and vision which they
W i n c e Lombardi, quoted in Tom Peters and Nancy
Austin, Passion for Excellence (New York: Random House,
1985), p. 290.
^White,

Education , p. 57.
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perceive to make them better people than they would
normally become.
The world offers transactional leadership.
offers transformational leadership.

Christ

Genuine caring must be

value shaping, modeling in example, and create meaning to
life that unites people. Far more important than
preoccupation with techniques to obtain power is the
responsibility of inspiring purpose in life.

The following

words describe a vision of transforming leadership:
Transforming leadership occurs when one or more
persons engage with others in such a way that
leaders and followers raise one another to higher
levels of motivation and morality.
Their purposes,
which might have started out separate but related,
in the case of transactional leadership, become
fused.
Power bases are linked not as
counterweights but as mutual support for common
purpose.
Various names are used for such
leadership: elevating, mobilizing, inspiring,
exalting, uplifting, exhorting, evangelizing.
The
relationship can be moralistic, of course.
But
transforming leadership ultimately becomes moral in
that it raises the level of human conduct and
ethical aspiration of both the leader and the led,
and thus has a transforming effect on
both.... Transforming leadership is dynamic
leadership in the sense that the leaders throw
themselves into a relationship with followers who
will feel "elevated" by it and often become more
active themselves, thereby creating new cadres of
leaders.1
We live in a world where responsibility for values
and integrity are often abandoned.

Our world today gives

more value to power and profit than to moral purpose.

This

is evident in the following transactions:
Ijames MacGregor Burns, Leadership (New York; Harper
and Row, 1978), p. 20.
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Unfortunately there are few real models of
moral behavior.
The president of a top brokerage
approves the deliberate overdrafting of bank
accounts across the country but, in the $8 million
fraud, no one is charged with a crime; the chairman
of a prestigious art gallery shrugs as he admits he
lied about millions of dollars of supposed sales.
Tremendous overcharges in the U. S. defense
industry are widely dealt with by a slap on the
hand.
Auto repairs that are faulty, unnecessary,
or fraudulent cost Americans about $55 million
every day.^
John Gardner^ recognized the lack of integrity in
our country in his statement:

"It is little wonder then

that most contemporary writers are reluctant or embarrassed
to write explicitly about v a l u e s . L o n g

gone are the days

of Jefferson who admonished the younger generation,
up money, fame, science,

"Give

the earth itself rather than do

any immoral act.
Isolated breeches of integrity must not be used to
generalize accepted moral values in the business community.
A breech of integrity by a leader known to the public often
brings other leaders in the same field into question.

this

is damaging to the reputation of many innocent leaders. It
is reassuring to read in the literature of leading top
management authorities that integrity is still of greatest
^William Kenneth Cumming, "Educational Ethics for
survival," Vital Speeches
52 (October 15,1985):12.
2
John Gardner at one time was United States Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
^John W. Gardner, Morale (New York: Norton,
28.
^Cumming, p . 14.

1978), p.
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importance.

John Bosted, while treasurer and assistant

general manager of National Association of Manufacturers,
wrote an article titled "Top Management's Responsibility
for the Private Enterprise System."
these words.

He concludes with

"Free enterprise is first of all a system of

morality
James Watson, Jr., top executive at IBM, wrote an
entire

book about the importance of values.

He begins

with the premise that the continuing success of a business
can be traced to the way it brings out the energies and
talents of its people.

These talents and energies must

have as their rock solid foundation a set of beliefs which
unifies them in a common cause.

Common cause and direction

are maintained over long periods of time by review and
renewal of convictions.

Constant practice of basic beliefs

often have more to do with success than technological
advance.
Consider any great organization — one that has
lasted over the years— I think you will find that
it owes its resiliency rtot to its form of
organization or administrative skills, but to the
power of what we call "beliefs" and the appeal
these beliefs have for its people.
This then is my
thesis:
I firmly believe that any organization, in
order to survive and achieve success, must have a
sound set of beliefs on which it premises all its
policies and actions.
Next, I believe that the
most important single factor in corporate success
is faithful adherence to those beliefs.
And,
finally, I believe if an organization is to meet
the challenge of a changing world, it must be
1 John C. Bosted, "Top Management's Responsibility for
the Private Enterprise System," in Top Management (New
York:
McGraw Hill, 1978), p. 1078.
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prepared to change everything about itself except
those beliefs as it moves through corporate life.
In other words, the basic philosophy, spirit, and
drive of an organization have far more to do with
its relative achievements than do technological or
economic resources, organizational structure,
innovation, and timing.
All these things weigh
heavily in success.
But they are, I think,
transcended by how strongly the people in the
organization believe in its basic precepts and how
faithfully they carry them out.
Beliefs are important only as members of an
organization recognize them as principles.

The appeal of

beliefs must be strong enough to cause members to be
willing to sacrifice to maintain their beliefs.

There

would be fewer divorces today if spouses would be willing
to sacrifice in order to preserve their belief in their
marriage vows to which they solemnly swore before God to
uphold until "Death do us part".

Fidelity to principle is

a bonding factor that maintains an organization through
difficult times.

It is indulgence of the selfish nature

that leads to breakdown of relationships and ultimately
disintegration of an organization.

Integrity crumbles when

beliefs are set aside in an attempt to gratify self.l
Leadership must be based on truth and integrity.
Field Marshal Montgomery once commented that "A leader is a
man who can be looked up to, whose personal judgment is
trusted, and who can inspire and warm the hearts of those
he leads— gaining their trust and confidence and explaining
^Thomas Watson Jr., A Business and Its Beliefs: The
Ideas That Helped Build IBM (New York: McGraw Hill, 1963),
p .280.
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what is needed in language which can be understood."1
American Industry and the Golden Rule
Observance of the principle of the Golden Rule is
fundamental to the philosophy of many successful companies.
Worthington Industries, a steel company with no corporate
procedure books, has the following concept of the Golden
Rule in a statement of philosophy.

"Take care of your

customers and take care of your people, and the market will
take care of you."

Bob Swiggett of Kollmorgen states,

"It's all about trust and the Golden Rule."

Tom Monaghan,

owner of the Detroit Tigers and Dommino's Pizza, declares,
"Pay attention to the Golden Rule, and the world is yours."
Tom Watson, Sr., of IBM, and Mo Siegel, of Celestial
Seasonings, also have the Golden Rule as their statement of
philosophy.^
The Golden Rule is present in the statement that
the development of people is more important than the
production or sale of things.

Nordstrom Corporation at one

time ran an advertizement which reflects their peoplecentered philosophy,
WANTED:
People Power
It's something Nordstrom, the West's leading
fashion specialty store feels very strongly about.
We will soon be opening our exciting new store at
1-Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery, The Path to
Leadership (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1961), in Louis
C. Schroeter, Elan, p. 80.
^Tom Peters and Nancy Austin, A Passion for Excellence
(Random House: New York, 1985), p. 204.
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the Stanford Shopping center.
And we'll be taking
applications in our search for the best possible
people to staff it.
We are looking for experienced
people who want to learn, grow and expand with us.
People who genuinely like people; who find
satisfaction in helping others; in going out of
their way to be of service.
We need people with an
eye for detail, a will to succeed.
Experienced
people to handle sales, to alter and wrap, to
maintain the building and keep it stocked.
People
to lead and people to follow.
We need people to
make things go smoothly.
People with ideas.
All
kinds of people with all kinds of potential.
People power.
It's the difference at Nordstrom.
Help us make it happen.at the Stanford Shopping
Center .^
To make the above philosophy come true leaders must
live their message, which requires consistent integrity.
This requires faithfulness to one's beliefs.

Integrity

means wholeness, consistency to timeless values, and
soundness.

Lip service must be proven by consistency of

action which comes from the heart.
Summary
Caring becomes fact when attitudes of Savagery,
Slavery, and Servitude are replaced with progressively
higher attitudes of Welfare, Paternalism, Participation,
Trusteeship, and Statesmanship. The more participation and
trust is welcomed,
caring.

the greater will become attitudes of

Growth and development are dependent upon the

advanced levels of caring.
The Hierarchy of Human needs developed by Abraham
Maslow teaches us that lower levels of needs satisfactions
ilbid., p. 202.
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must be met before caring about others becomes a reality.
Theory X

(people cannot be trusted) is useful in

situations where control is necessary to avoid disaster.
Theory Y (given favorable circumstances people can be
trusted) builds confidence by involving subordinates in the
decision-making process.

The Japanese concept of teamwork

multiplies caring attitudes through group responsibility
for organizational goals.

When "goal oriented people" are

also "people oriented," a spirit of excellence emerges
which reproduces both caring and achievement.
Integrity is fundamental in developing caring
attitudes.

Values must be upheld and modeled by leaders

without the imposition of them on others in a way that is
forced or controlled.
way of life.

Above all the Golden Rule must be a

A statesmanship philosophy of insisting on

self-control and development to the highest potential
possible best develops caring attitudes.

Transformational

leadership raises the level of aspiration and conduct of
both the leader and the led and therefore takes both above
and beyond their natural abilities.
From this study we find a framework for caring in
contemporaty business ethics.

For caring to be meaningful

it must become intimately identified with the felt needs of
people.

In chapter 3 we discuss the use of surveys and

interviews as a basis for a caring church program.

CHAPTER III
THE USE OF SURVEYS AND INTERVIEWS IN DETERMINING
A PLAN FOR A "CARING CHURCH MINISTRY"
In chapter 2 vie examined a spectrum of attitudes
which ranged from savagery to statesmanship.

It was found

that even in the business world true development and
success are achieved by meeting needs of people and the
practice of the Golden Rule.^

God's love as exemplified

through the life of Christ is to be continued today through
healing the hurts of humanity and inspiring "common people
to become uncommonly effective."2

Caring can best be

effective as needs are discovered and focused upon.
Through the use of surveys and interviews an
attempt was made to establish a basis for a caring church
ministry to the community surrounding the Eugene Oregon
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
This was the method Robert Schuller used as he
began a church in an outdoor theater in Southern
California.

His church has often been referred to as the

"^Peters and Austin, p. 204. •
^Batten, Beyond Management by Objectives, p. 98.
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"Garden Grove Experiment".^

The basis for his success was

his ability.to find the needs of people and creatively
provide ways to meet those needs.

This he did through

surveys, house calls, and listening.
out where people were hurting.

He took time to find

He identified their

difficulties and singled out their daily problems.

Upon

recognition of the needs of people he sought honestly to
find satisfying answers to meet their needs.

Those answers

have attracted people to his church in ever increasing
numbers.2
Surveys are useful to either substantiate or give
reason to modify commonly held suppositions which are based
on assumptions rather than fact. Effective planning for
church ministry is aided by a factual assessment of the
felt needs of the community surrounding a church, the
awareness of the community concerning a church and its
mission, and the attitude of a church as it relates to both
nurture and outreach ministry.
As an aid to this project two surveys were
conducted in the community surrounding the Eugene, Oregon,
Seventh-day Adventist church.3

The first survey provided

documentation of community interest of thirteen felt needs.
^Robert H. Schuller, Your Church Has Real
Possibilities (Ventura: Regal Books, 1974), p. 127.
2Ibid. , p. 127.
^These surveys were developed by the Institute of
Church Ministry, Andrews University Theological Seminary,
Berrien Springs, MI.
See appendix A

The second survey measured community acceptance of
the Church as a recognized Christian church.

It also

assessed community awareness of the teachings and actual
practice of the church.
the church itself.

A third survey was conducted in

The purpose of the survey was to

document the present attitudes and behavior of the Eugene
Church which either enhance or inhibit caring and therefore
church growth.
These surveys furnished factual information which
was valuable in establishing a church ministry program.
The findings of these surveys documented the needs of the
community which the church wanted to meet.

A survey of

attitudes and practices of the Church provided tools for
realistic planning.

The interpretation of this data

clarified the necessity for "needed changes, more effective
evangelism, and more adequate church growth.
A Survey of Community Felt Needs
The first survey reports the felt needs of the
community surrounding the Eugene Oregon Seventh-day
Adventist Church.

The survey was titled;

Community Felt Needs."2

"A Survey of

It was conducted by church members

who personally interviewed residents living within a mile
of the church.

Occupants of seventy-five homes living on

^Ebbie C. Smith, A Manual for Church Growth Surveys
(South Pasadena: William Carey Library, 1976) , pi
2 R o ger L. Dudley and Des Cummings Jr., Adventures in
Church Growth (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald Pub.
Assoc., 1983), pp. 79-82.
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twelve streets near the church were interviewed. Thirteen
questions of major concern were selected from a national
poll about problems people feel most concerned about.

The

respondents were asked to rank their concern about each
question of the survey with one of the following answers:
a.
b.
c.
d.

No Concern
Some Concern
Quite a bit of concern
A great deal of concern
Table 1 indicates by percentage the number of

respondents who registered their intensity of concern for
each of thirteen needs surveyed.
Table 2 ranks by percentage,

from highest to

lowest, the concerns of respondents who expressed a great
deal of concern for each of the felt needs.
By combining the percentage of response under "A
Great Deal of Concern", with "Quite a Bit of Concern"
(table 1) we get the ranking (in terms of highest
percentage) shown in table 3.
The last question of the survey asked: "If a
seminar or workshop dealing with your concerns were offered
in this area, would you like to be informed about it?"
Thirty-six percent of those surveyed indicated they would
like to be informed of seminars and workshops that
addressed their needs.
Conclusions from the Community Needs Survey
The survey verifies that health (75%) is the number
one concern of the community surrounding the Eugene Church.
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TABLE

1

COMMUNITY FELT NEEDS QUESTIONS WITH
RESPONSES FOR EACH QUESTION

Needs

No
Concern
a

Responses (Riven in percentages)
Some
Quite a Bit Great Deal
Concern
of Concern
of Concern
b
c
d

1. Finances— making
13
a decent living

32

29

26

2. Being successful
21
on my job

15

30

34

3. Having good
health

08

17

24

51

57

20

09

16

32

36

16

17

22

40

21

17

18

25

17

40

8. Stress— being
up-tight

25%

45

19

09

9. Quality of my
marriage

66

09

04

21

10. Bringing up my
children right

49

13

09

29

28

21

20

32

12. Understanding the
meaning of life
39

28

16

17

13. My relationship
with God

22

3

23

4. Smoking too much

5. My weight
6. Time pressures—
getting
everything done
7. Nuclear war

11. Peace of mind

42
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TABLE

2

COMMUNITY FELT NEEDS: A RANKING RESPONSES TO
"A GREAT DEAL OF CONCERN"

Need No.
on Survey

Rank
Order

Needs
% Who Expressed
Surveyed __________________ Great Concern

(3)

1. Having good health

51

(7)

2. Nuclear war

40

(2)

3. Being successful on my job

34

( 11)

4. Peace of mind

32

(10)

5. Bringing up my children

29

6. Finances--Making a decent living

26

7. My relationship with God

23

8. Quality of my marriage

21

9. Understanding the meaning of life

17

(5)

9. My weight

17

(6)

9. Time pressures

17

(A)

10. Smoking to much

16

(8)

11. Stress— Being up-tight

09

(1)
(13)
(9)
(12)
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TABLE

3

COMMUNITY FELT NEEDS: A RANKING OF COMBINED RESPONSES TO
"QUITE A BIT OF CONCERN" AND "A GREAT DEAL OF CONCERN"

Survey
Order
Surveyed
Quite a Bit of Concern
______________________________________ A Great Deal of Concern
(3)

1. Having good health

75

(2)

2. Being successful on my Job

64

(7)

3. Nuclear war

57

(1)

4. Finances--Making a decent living

55

(11)

5. Peace of mind

52

(10)

6. Bringing up my children

38

(6)

' 7. Time pressures-Getting
everything done

38

(13)

7. Relationship with God

36

(12)

8. Understanding the meaning of life

(5)

9. My weight

33
32

(8)

10. Stress--Being up tight

28.

(4)

11. Smoking to much

25

(9)

11. Quality of marriage

25
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Other needs which rank in degree of concern (50% or above)
are: Being successful (64%), nuclear war (57%), finances —
making a decent living (55%), and peace of mind (52%).

The Adventist Awareness Survey
People who are favorably impressed by interaction and
friendliness of Adventists are most likely to be receptive
to becoming a part of the Adventist Church.

The "Adventist

Awareness Survey" was conducted through telephone
interviews.

Eighty-nine interviews were conducted by a

random sampling of the names listed in the EugeneSpringfield telephone directory.

Phone calls were limited

to Eugene prefixes.
Answers to the questions of the Adventist Awareness
Survey give an indication of the awareness and acceptance
of the community of the belief and practice of the church.
The survey and its findings are listed in table 4.
Conclusions from the Adventist Awareness Survey
a.

The name, "Seventh-day Adventist" is well known

in the city of Eugene.

97 percent of the respondents had

heard of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
b.

Adventists in Eugene Oregon were best known for

their teachings,

(34%) and their behavior, (33%).

A caring

people came to mind for 22 percent of the respondents.
other stereotypes totaled 11 percent.

All
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TABLE

4

ADVENTIST AWARENESS SURVEY WITH
RESPONSES BY PERCENTAGE
Question

Commen t s

Responses
(given in percentages)

1. Have you ever heard
of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church

Yes
97

No
3

97% of the respondents had heard of
Seventh-day Adventists.
20% could
not recall anything about them.
Another 21% identified Adventists
with a teaching or behavior but gave
no details.
2. What comes to your mind when
Distinctive
Teachino
you think of Seventh-day
Adventists?
97% of the respondents mentioned the
Sabbath as a distinctive teaching;
two misconceptions were, "different
gods" and "under the bondage of the
law."
Distinctive
Behavior
33
19% mentioned "healthful living"—
vegetarianism, meat substitutes,
abstinence from smoking and drinking;
others mentioned, "lack of makeup,"
"family orientation," and strict
rules."
A Caring
Group
22

8% mentioned community health clinics
or the Community Service Center;
others mentioned, "good Christian
people," "have lended (sic) support,"
"help people in the armed forces quit
smoking," and "help the needy."
An Isolationist
people
3
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TABLE

4— Continued

Question
Comments
Responses
__________________________________________________ (pi v en by % )
Other:

Expressed Negative

Impressions

9
Each of the following was referred to
by 3% of the respondents.
Relatives,
Schools and Academies, The television
media, Confused Adventists with
Mormons *-

3. Do you think of SeventhSeventh-day Adventists
as :
a. A Christian Church much like other
denominations

59

b. A Christian church but with some
radically different teachings
than other denominations

20

c. A non Christian cult

2

d . D o n 't know
4. Do Seventh-day Adventists,
your opinion, believe in
following teachings?

19
in

a . Jesus Christ is the Son of God
b. The Bible is an inspired book
c . It is wrong to have blood
transfusions
d. A person earns salvation by
keeping the 10 commandments
e . A man can have "Spiritual
marriages" with more than
one wife at a time
f. The saved will be resurrected
and taken to heaven at the
coming of Jesus

Yes
72

No
1

75

2

Yes
9

No
39

Not sure
52

34

15

52

Not sure
27
23

4

68

28

49

05

46
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TABLE

Question

4 .. Continued

Comments

Responses
(Given by

5. Have you heard of
Seventh-day Adventists:
a. Hospitals

Yes
56

No
44

b. Stop-smoking clinics

45

55

9

51

28

72

Yes
50

No
50

13
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c. Services to the needy
d. Summer camps for children
6. Do you have any friends who are
Seventh-day Adventists?
7. Do you have any relatives who
are Seventh-day Adventists?
8. Would you mind telling us your
ethnic background
9. Which of the following age
groups are you in?
a. under 19

Caucasian 92
Asian
7
1
Other
1

b. 20-35

37

c. age 36-50

27

d . age 51-65

18

e. over 65

15

10. Your Sex?

Male
9
Female 71

1-The total of percentages equals more than 100% due to
the fact that many of the respondents indicated more than
one area when asked, "What comes to your mind when you
think of Seventh-day Adventists?
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c.

The Church was accepted as a component of

the community.

"Isolationist people" came to mind for only

3 percent of the respondents.
d.

Some negative feelings existed (09%).

e.

Adventists in Eugene Oregon were accepted as

Christians by 79% of the respondents.”'
f.

The percentage of respondents who did not

know if Adventists were a Christian church was 19%.
g.

Adventists Beliefs:

They believe Christ is the Son of God---------- 72%
(27% not sure)
The Bible is an. inspired book-------------------75%
(23% not sure)
The resurrection of the saved
at the coming of Jesus------------------------ 49%
(46% not sure)
h .The ethnic background of the community was
found to be mostly Caucasian (92%).
i'.

The highest percentage of people was in the

20-35 age group.
The Caring Church Survey
The Caring Church Survey was first conducted in
April 1982 by Roger L. Dudley and Des Cummings, Andrews
"'This percentage represents the sum of the respondents
who thought of the church as much like other denominations
(59%), and those who thought of a Christian church but with
some radically different teachings (20%).

University,”' among 5,24-2 members in many churches across
North America.

The Eugene Oregon Seventh-day Adventist

Church was included in this survey.

The purpose of the

survey was to discover attitudes and behavior, both
enhancing and inhibiting, to church growth.

The survey was

composed of twenty-four questions which give a profile of
the strengths and weaknesses in each church.1
2
By repeating' the survey in the Eugene Church
three years later, it was possible to establish trends with
the -percentages of both the national and Eugene survey of
1982.

The following study compares the relationship of the

1985 Eugene Church percentages with the national and Eugene
percentages of 1982.

In order to obtain an inclusive

reading of the positive responses, the percentages of the
two highest ratings for each response are combined.
Areas of Greater Strength
The attitudes and behavior of the Eugene church
which scored at least 6% higher than the national
percentages in 1982 and are listed in table 5.
By comparing the national percentages

(a) with

the Eugene church percentages for both 1982 (b) and 1985
(c) it is possible to recognize areas which may need
improvement.

By comparing the Eugene church percentages of

1982 (b) with its percentages of 1985 (c) it is possible to
1Dudley and Cummings, Adventures in Church Growth, p.91
2The survey is given in its complete form in appendix
A.
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TABLE 5
THE CARING CHURCH SURVEY: AREAS
OF GREATER STRENGTH

Question
______ __________________________ 1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4&5)

3. Circle the number indicating the
relationshipthatyouhave
with Jesus Christ.
None
5
■*-a. 1
4
b. 1
6
c. 0

28
23
17

4. What number shows your assurance
of eternal life?
Not sure
6
a. 4
6
b. 3
c. 3
6

Very
23
16
16

Intimate
32
36
41
31
30
48

(68)
(72)
(78)

Certain
32
36
24
51
21
56

(68)
(75)
(77)

All the way
5
5
28
2
3
30
11
9
31

(33)
(32)
(40)

5. To what extent have you attended
Adventist Schools?
5 B . Academy

(grades 8 - 12)
None
a . 56
b. 57
c . 43

6
8
6

6. Circle the number which shows the emphasis
your pastor places on soul winning
All the wa y
Little
14
27
3
55
(82)
a. 1
2
34
25
b.
11
28 (53)
4
26
26
42
(68)
c. 3
12. Have you been involved in community
Yes
outreach services (Dorcas,
a. 35
Stop Smoking, etc.)?
b. 50
c . A3
•
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TABLE 5— Continued
Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5
(4 &5 )

15. How much do you agree with
these statements?^
15E. Our church should join with
other Adventist Churches
to hold crusades.
Disagree
a . 12
10
b. 12
5
c. 9
9

31
26
24

____ Agree
18
30
22
35
21
36

15H. People in our community have a
high opinion of our church.
Disagree________ Agree
a.
4
6
36
32
23
b.
3
7
28
37
26
c .^

(48)
(57)
(57)

(55)
(63)

17. Circle the number which shows
the degree that you have
been involved in:
17 A . Daily personal Bible Study
4DA
a. 2
b.
2
c. 0

4
6
3

S
33
27
28

U
36
37
37

A
25
28
32

(61)
(65)
(69)

17B. Daily prayer for the conversion
of specific people
N
DA
4
a. 2
b. 3
5
4
c. 1

S
33
32
30

U
24
24
17

A
36
35
49

(60)
(59)
(66)

17C. Study of Ellen White Books
DA
a. 3
b.
3
c. 1

S
48
36
38

U
21
28
24

A
16
21
27

(37)
(27)
(51)

N

N
11
12
10
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TABLE 5— Continued

Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in Percentages)
2
3
4
5
(4 & 5 )

17D. Financial support for local soul-winning
DA
N
S
U
24
a. 4
29
9
b.
8
12
30
29
31
c. 3
9
19

A
34
21
38

(58)
(51)
(57)

;^a=percentages based on 5242 members of North American
Seventh-day Adventist Churches in 1982
b=percentages based on 124 members of Eugene Oregon
church in 1982
c=percentages based on 108 members of Eugene Oregon
Church in 1985
2
This question and the percentages given have been
obtained from 7,857 members (94% white) attending Oregon
Conference churches rather than the national survey.
^This question was not in the 1985 survey.
^DA=Doesn’t apply
N=Never
S=Sometimes
U=Usually
A=Always
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note changes that have taken place within the church during
the three year period.
Areas of Lesser Strength
One widely accepted theory of management is that
focus on what an organization does well tends to make its
negative factors become irrelevant.^

Another theory

insists that weakness must be analyzed before improvement
becomes desirable.2
Table 6 reports the areas in which the Eugene
Church scored higher than the national average, indicating
an aging congregation.

The 1985 survey of the Eugene

Church revealed that 16 percent more members had been
baptized for more than twenty years than were found in the
national survey of 1982 (See table 5).

While this

indicates the stability of long time members,

it also

points out there were 12 percent fewer new members in the
zero to five-years category than were found in the national
percentages.
had increased,

Thus while the number of established members
fewer new members were remaining.

This is

not a positive statistic in terms of church growth.
The second area of concern in Table 6 shows the
average age for the Eugene congregation.

According to

question 22 (table 6) the Eugene church in 1982 had 12
percent more members over fifty years of age than the
^Drucker, The Effective Executive, p.71.
^Dale E. Galloway, 20 20 Vision (Portland: Scott
Publishing Co., 1986), pp.107, 108.
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Table 6
THE CARING CHURCH SURVEY: LENGTH OF
MEMBERSHIP AND AGE GROUPS
Question

Possible Responses
(Riven in percentages)

1. Circle the number shov/ing how
long you have been a
baptized Adventist.
0-1 year
1-5
(0-5 combined)
16
(22)
a. 6
b. 7
13
(20)
07
(10)
c. 3

6-■10
11
11
7

11-20
19
28
19

20+
48
41
64

Circle the number of the age group you are in .
20-35
+ 65
19 or less
36-50
51-65
(51-65+)
22
28
22
20
a.
9
(42)
b.
10
14
21
(47)
26
29
4
20
22
c.
26
28
(54)
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national average.

This age group increased from 47 percent

to 54 percent between 1983 and 1985.

Either the church is

baptizing more older members or younger members are not
remaining in the church.
Table 7 shows those characteristics of the
Eugene congregation which scored 6 percent or lower in the
1985 survey than those of the national and Eugene percent
percentages of the 1982 survey.

These are listed with the

intention of analyzing weakness in order to bring about
strength.
As the Eugene church compares itself with the
percentages of the national survey and differences within
itself between 1982 and 1985, it is possible to understand
the areas which may need improvement.

Understanding is the

first step toward a desire for change.
Summary
By studying the results of the three surveys
presented in this chapter,

several strengths as well as

growth-inhibiting factors were identified.
The needs of the community indicate a high level of
interest in personal health (75%).

Interest in personal

finance (55%), being successful on the job (64%), the
threat of Nuclear war (57%), and longing for peace of mind
(52%) were of high interest to the community.
Interest in health-related seminars to assure health
quality (36%), however, was not as high.
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TABLE 7
THE CARING CHURCH SURVEY: AREAS
OF LESSER STRENGTH

Question
1
6.

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4 5
(4&5)

Circle the number which shows
the emphasis your pastor
places on soul winning.
Little_____ All
14
1a.
1
3
b.
2
11
34
4
26
c. 3

the way
27
55
25
28
26
42

(82)
(53)
(68)

Not enough
26
35
27
21
20
20

(61)
(48)
(40)

8. Hoxv well prepared are you for
the work of soul winning?
Not at all
Very well
37
26
a . 12
16
9
44
22
2
b. 12
19
42
c . 14
28
10
6

(25)
(21)
(16)

7. How do you feel about the amount
of money the Conference spends
on public evangelism?
To mu ch
a. 4
5
b.
2
11
12
c. 8

30
42
39

10. Do you hold a church office or
other position of service?

Yes
a. 58
b. 47
c. 50

14. Within the last year have you
attended a \>ritnessing
training program?

Y es
a. 18
b. 12
c. 12

15. How much do you agree with
these statements?
15B. I would feel comfortable bringing
a visitor to our Sabbath School.
Disagree__________Agree
14
a. 5
5
55
20
b. 10
6
11
23
51
24
6
41
c. 9
19

(75)
(74)
(60)
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TABLE 7--Continued
Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
4
3
5 (4&5)

15C. Most Sabbath sermons are
quite interesting.
Disagree
5
4
8
3
8
7

16
13
21

26
29
23

Agree
49
41
40

(75)
(70)
(63)

Disagree
a.
7
12
b.
7
12
17
c. 10

37
28
37

23
30
19

Agree
22
23
18

(45)
(53)
(37)

15E. Our church should join with
other Adventist churches
to hold crusades.
Disagree
a. 12
10
b. 12
5
c.
9
9

31
26
24

18
22
21

Agree
30
35
36

(48)
(57)
(57)

S
29
29
31

U
24
30
19

A
34
21
38

(58)
(51)
(57)

9
33

S
29
37

U
24
8

A
34
5

(58)
(13)

N
33
48
30

S
33
21
45

U
12
9
6

A
12
6
9

(24)
(15)
(15)

a.
b.
c.
15D. We have generally had good
experience with public ev
angelism in this church.

17. Circle the number which shows
the degree that you have
been involved in:
17D. Financial support for
local soul-winning
2DA
a. 4
b. 8
c. 3

N
9
12
9

17E. Attending prayer meeting
DA
a. 4
b. 16
c.
3
17F . Meeting regularly with a small
study or fellowship group
DA
a. 10
b. 16
c. 9

N
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TABLE 7--Continued
Question

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4&5)

______________________ 1
17G. Helping neighbors with their
personal problems
DA
a. 4
b.
6
c. 7

N
13
15
12

S
42
45
45

U
24
21
15

A
17
13
20

(41)
(34)
(35)

N

S
34
29
39

U
36
32
35

A
24
27
19

(60)
(59)
(54)

171. Witnessing in everyday
activities
a.
b.
c.

DA
2
6
2

17J. Attending Sabbath School^
DA
a. 3
2
b.
c. 1

4
7
5
N

S
1
2
1

5
2
11

U
17
15
23

A
74
78
54

(91)
(93)
(77)

17K. Tithing
a.
b.
c.

DA
4
2
2

00
r-H

2
5
4

S
8
7
15

U
10
13
9

A
76
74
70

(86)
(87)
(79)

16
10
11

37
34
43

20
39
24

Yes
19
17
20

(39)
(56)
(44)

N

Circle the number which best
describes your church group:

18A . Soul winning church
a.
b.
c.

No
8
1
2

a.
b.
c.

Lo w
2
2
1

6
3
9

30
21
39

33
45
30

High
28
29
21

(61)
(74)
(51)

a.
b.
c.

Cold
3
5
4

6
8
8

19
22
25

28
31
31

W a rm
44
34
31

(72)
(65)
(62)

18B. Adventist Standards

18C. Friendliness
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TABLE 7--Continued
Question

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5
(4&5)

1
18D. New Members
Ignored
3
8
10
3
1
10

Involved
17
30
22
35
22
19

(47)
(57)
(41)

18E. Feelings towards Church people
I Don 't fit in
My kind of peo pie
5
a. 3
20
29
43
b.
6
3
35
36
35
3
26
35
30
c. 6

(72)
(71)
(56)

19. Do you have close friends who
are not Adventists?
None
10
a. 2
b.
0
3
20
c. 8

(68)
(65)
(42)

a.
b.
c.

21
30
47

21
32
29

14
19
16

Many
54
46
26

20. Where do you presently send
your children to school?
SDA Schools
Public Schools
None school age
a . 27
8
66
b. 14
8
77

c.5
la. = National percentages
b. = Eugene Church 1982
c . = Eugene Church 1985
2DA = Doesn't apply
S = Sometimes
A = Always

1982

N = Never
U = Usually

3This question v/as not included in the 1985 edition
used in this study.
^National percentages for question 22, J and K were
obtained from 7,857 members (94% white) attending Oregon
Conference Churches rather than from the national survey.
^This question did not appear in the 1985 survey.
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The awareness survey gave renewed confidence to the
church that it is well known (97%) and accepted as a
Christian church(79%)*

Seventh-day Adventists were

associated with the fundamental Christian doctrines of the
deity of Christ (75%) and biblical inspiration (72%).

Half

of the people interviewed indicated they have personal
friends who are Seventh-day Adventists.

These attitudes

are building blocks for self-esteem and contribute to
making it easier to share one's faith with strangers.

Some

misconception did occur concerning salvation through the
keeping of the Ten Commandments (34%)-

A few confused non-

biblical teachings of other churches with the Seventh-day
Adventist Church.
The Caring Church Survey indicated that the members
have a close relationship with Jesus Christ (78%),
assurance of eternal life (77%), daily personal Bible study
(69%), and the study of Ellen White books (51%). This
speaks well for the relationship of the members to God, a
security for the future, and their confidence in the gift
of prophecy.

Concern for community outreach (43%) and

daily prayer for the conversion of specific people (66%)
indicates a stronger than average concern for the
fulfillment of the mission of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
The Caring Church Survey also indicated several
areas that need improvement.

More younger and middle-age

members (table 6) are needed for a growing and vigorous
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church.

Attendance at prayer meeting was 45 percent less

than that of the national survey.1

In the 1985 survey the

congregation had 26 percent fewer non-member friends than
indicated by the national survey.(see Table 7).

This

difference, most of which took place between 1982 and 1985,
raises concern for the inward focus of the congregation.
Table 8 gives a summary of the areas in which the
Eugene church was weaker than the churches of the national
survey or where strengths were decreased between 1982 and
1985 by at least 10 percent.

This data shows where

improvement is desirable.
The profiles developed through the surveys of this
chapter give valuable insights concerning the needs of both
the congregation and the community.

Without such surveys

and findings a church tends to make plans on the basis of
assumptions rather than fact.

1-This question was not included on the 1985 survey,
therefore it is not possible to establish a trend.
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TABLE 8
THE CARING CHURCH SURVEY: A SUMMARY
OF LESSER STRENGTH

Question______________ Summary___________________________
6.

1 4 .% less emphasis by the pastor on soul
winning was registered by the members of the
Eugene congregation than by those of the
national survey.
An improvement was seen as
the percentage of emphasis increased from 52%
to 68% between 1982 and 1985.

7.

21% fewer members of the Eugene church
thought more should be spent on public
evangelism than did members of the national
survey.
The trend reveals that 4.8% of the
members decreased to 4-0% who supported public
evangelism between 1982 and 1985.

15B.

15% fewer members in the Eugene
congregation felt comfortable about bringing
visitors to Sabbath School than did members of
the national Survey.

15 C w

12% fewer of the Eugene congregation found
Sabbath sermons interesting than in the
national survey.

17E.

4-5% fewer of the Eugene congregation in the
1982 Caring church Survey usually or always
attended prayer meeting than those of the
National Survey for the same year.

17J.

14-% fewer church members in the Eugene
congregation attended Sabbath School than in
the national survey.

18B.

10% fewer members in the Eugene
congregation considered their church to have
high standards than did members of the national
survey.
In 1982 74-% of members considered
their church to have high standards.
By 1985
only 51% thought their church had high
standards.
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TABLE 8— Continued
Question_____________ Summary________________________________
18C.

10% fewer members of the Eugene
congregation considered their church warm and
friendly than did members in the national
survey.
18D.
16% less new members were involved in the church
in 1985 than in 1982.
19.
26% fewer of the Eugene congregation in the
1985 survey had close friends who were not
Adventists than members of the 1982 national
survey.
There was an alarming difference
between the Eugene percentages of 1982 and 1985
indicating that the 65% of the members who had
close friends who were not church members had
dropped to 4-0%.
20.

13% fewer children of the Eugene
congregation attended church school than were
found in the national survey.

CHAPTER IV
PLANNING A "CARING CHURCH" MINISTRY THROUGH
CONGREGATIONAL PARTICIPATION
Planning is a bridge between objectives and
accomplishment.
plans.

Just as bridges have foundations so must

In the first three chapters pillars to undergird

plans for a caring-church ministry have been recommended.
They are a theology of the caring nature of God, a
Christian philosophy management, and surveys to
substantiate needs of the community.
With this in mind plans for a caring-church
ministry in the Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church were
developed through the input of church members.

This was

accomplished as follows:
Five Areas of Caring Church Management
All activities of the church were assigned to one
of five general areas of management.

The church board

appointed a leader for each of the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Spiritual Nurture
Church Outreach
Leadership Development
Financial / Stewardship Management
Facilities for Growth
The appointed leaders were asked to recommend three
89
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to five members whom each felt could make a contribution in
his area.

The church board then acted on their

recommendations by giving authority to these committees to
form plans for a caring-church ministry for the 1985-1986
church year.
On a designated Sabbath the whole church met in a
brainstorming session for the purpose of involving as many
church members as possible in the initial stages of
planning.

The session was called to identify needs and

stimulate the creation of possibilities for a caring church
program, rather than produce solutions to problems.^
Involvement of members was encouraged by announcing the
meeting in the church bulletin two weeks in advance so as
many members as possible could feel involved in plans for
the program.
At the beginning of the session, the purpose of the
meeting was explained. The objectives of each of the five
general areas of church management were given to help
members understand the responsibilities of each caring
church committee.
The committees and their objectives were:
Spiritual Nurture
The objective of Spiritual Nurture is to plan for
spiritual growth of the members.

Growth becomes evident

^Robert S. Cathart and Larry A. Samovar, Small Group
Communication:
A Reader (Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown
Company, 1970), pp. 133-138.
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through members coming closer to Christ as a result of
personal Bible study, prayer, individual commitment, and
corporate worship.

Spiritual nurture focuses on Christ in

ministry to both active and inactive members alike.

It

aims to produce oneness with Christ in all aspects of
church life, including worship, teaching from Scripture,
and fellowship through various forms of Christian help
w or k .1
Church Outreach
The objective of Church Outreach is to promote v/ays
of uplifting Christ to the community of Eugene, Oregon, and
the regions beyond through the distinct message and mission
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

This should be

evident in all forms of church activity such as community
services,

personal witness,

public evangelism, and all

contact with non-church members.

The goal is to uplift

Christ to those outside the church in such a way that they
will be benefited by Christ's

message to the extent of

wanting to share with others their joy and become a part of
the Adventist Church family.2

Jesus challenged all

Christians with his parting words,

"...Go and make

^Lawrence 0. Richards, A Theology of Christian
Education (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Corporation, 1975), p. 15
^Ellen G. White, Evangelism (Washington DC: Review and
Herald Pub. Association, 1946), p. 15.
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disciples of all nations...and surely I will be with you
even unto the end of the age."^
Leadership Development
The objective of Leadership Development is to
identify and produce leaders within the church.

This is

done by encouraging members to identify their spiritual
gifts and develop them for the blessing of others. This can
best be done by recognizing the value,

potential, and

uniqueness of each individual and by providing opportun
ities,

instruction, and encouragement.

Definition of

responsibility is vital to clear understanding of
expectation for any role in the church.

It is of critical

importance that all members elected to responsibility in
the church learn and understand the purpose,
skills, and consequences of their work.

technical

The possibility

for church growth increases as the ability of members to
minister is developed.^

Financial / Stewardship Management
The responsibility of Financial/Stewardship
Management is to assist the local church in recognizing the
blessing of stewardship in all aspects of life.

This

becomes evident when the needs of the church are cared for
by a membership that responds through love and gratitude to
JMatt 27:19, 20.
^C. Peter Wagner, Leading Your Church to Growth
(Ventura: Regal Books, 1984), p.134.
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God.

The act of giving should be the highest act of

worship because giving is sharing life.

Gratitude for the

presence and power of God and the blessings He gives should
motivate members to faithfully return to God's work a part
of themselves.
talents,

This is done through dedication of time,

treasures, and the consecration of one's self so

that others may also be blessed.

The privilege of sharing

a part of earnings gives real meaning to life. The
discipline of giving pays dividends to the giver by
inspiring discipline in every other aspect of life.

The

true spirit of stewardship changes the focus of life from
"taking" to "giving" and that is the first step in
transforming society.^

Developing a philosophy of

stewardship which will result in blessing to members and
responsibility for God's work is of utmost importance.

It

is the responsibility of those who plan the finances of the
church to recommend a yearly budget to the church board as
well as policies and procedures which will allow the church
to operate on a sound financial basis.

Monthly monitoring

of the church income-expense operation and recommendations
for modification of expenditures or the budget items is
also a responsibility of this committee.
Facilities For Growth
The objective of Facilities for Growth planning in
the church is to insure that the church building and all
■1-Carl George, Lecture presented to Seventh-day
Adventist church leaders at Andrews University, Sept. 6, 1985
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physical properties are as representative of God as
possible.

Not only is maintenance envisioned but also the

art of making all rooms attractive so as to create an
atmosphere where God and man will be pleased to meet
together.

This includes making provision for the

handicapped, adequate bathrooms,

proper identification of

the church, entrance signs, and labeling rooms for specific
functions.
Opportunities must be sought to make the church
more functional and attractive by providing for ample
parking, classroom, fellowship, and worship facilities.
Acoustics, communication equipment, and atmosphere for
worship and fellowship should also be carefully studied.
Anticipation of future maintenance needs and the alerting
of the church finance committee to possible options with
financial costs for repairs helps to avoid overwhelming
financial emergencies.

Maintenance of the community center

and the church school buildings are also responsibilities
that m u s t ,be encompassed.
After an explanation of the purpose of the meeting
and a description of the five general areas of church
management as listed above, the brainstorming session was
held .
Members Identify Needs Through Brainstorming
The purpose of the brainstorming session was to
involve as many members as possible with as many ideas as
possible.

To encourage a maximum flow of ideas three
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ground rules for the brainstorming session were given.

The

Ground rules were:
1.

Adverse criticism would not be allowed

2.

"Free wheeling" of ideas would be encouraged

3.

A maximum of ideas was encouraged

Fifty-five members of the church were present for the
brainstorming session.

The members were asked to group

around one of the five leaders and his assistants who had
been chosen by the church board.

The number in each group

was equalized by asking some in the larger groups to join a
smaller one until there were ten to twelve members in each
group.

The groups were then sent to designated areas for a

half-hour session.

They were then rotated to the next area

so each leader was able to receive input from everyone
present concerning his area of church responsibility.
Suggested topics for consideration were given to
each group as follows:
1.

Spiritual Nurture:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

2.

Assimilating and discipling new members
Reclaiming and assimilating inactive members
Youth nurture
Involvement of members in study, prayer,and
reading
Christian education promotion
The Sabbath School as an area of spiritual
nurture
Strengthening family units (i.e., families,
worship service, etc.)
Ministering to singles
Ministering to senior citizens
Ways to help members grow spiritually

Church Outreach
a. Community service classes
1. Vegetarian Cooking Classes
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2.
3.
A.
5.
6.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
3.

WeightControlClasses
Breathe Free Plan to stop smoking
Stress Control Classes
Food Bank for destitute families
Community Center clothing and bedding
distribution
Personal evangelism
Bible studies
Public evangelistic meetings
Youth baptismal class
Mass media, ministry to motorists passing church
University students, Bible exposition
Making visitors feel welcome at our church
Incorporating a sense of urgency into
evangelistic plans

Leadership Development
a. Awareness of church-growth principles by church
leaders
b. Leadership training seminars; both at church and
conference
c. Recognition of spiritual gifts
d. Preparation of -'j-ob descriptions for all elected
offices
e. Understanding principles of leadership
f. Understanding principles of followership
g. Principles of motivating members

A.

Financial/Steward ship Management
a. Development of stewardship principles
b. Promotion of:
1. Tithe
2. Missions
3. Combined budget
A. School subsidy
5. Conference and General conference budgets
c. Church budget recommendations
1. Areas where more needs to be spent
2. Areas where less needs to be spent
3. Contingency provisions for emergencies
A. Management of trust fund accounts

5.

Facilities for Growth
a. Maintenance of church plant
b. Recommendations of church property management
team
c. Plans for building fellowship hall
d. Adequate entrance and bathrooms for handicapped
e . Signs:
1. Identification
2. Directional
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3. Messages to the community
f. Provision for adequate parking
g. Provision for major maintenance
1. Paint
2. Roof
3. Structural repair
h. Remodeling sanctuary
1. Consultation with Spiritual Nurture committee
2. Consultation with the decorating committee
At the close of each session the participants were
asked to prioritize the ideas which had. been generated.
This was done by asking the group to select the one item
they would choose if they could only develop one idea.
They were then asked to choose a second,
etc.

third, fourth,

This was done to help the area committees discern

which of the suggestions were most important to the members
and should receive priority in planning.
Caring Church Committees Make Plans
Ideas generated and prioritized at the
brainstorming session by the church at large were used by
the five committees which had been designated by the church
board to be responsible for specific areas of church
management.

The committees realized the impossibility of

incorporating all of the ideas into the church program in
one year.

The prioritized list gave direction to the

committees in making provision for the needs of the church
as time and finance were available.
For a period of five weeks each caring church
committee met as many as three times with myself as the
coordinator to study the results of the brainstorming
session and prepare plans to recommend to the church board.
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Following suggestions of the committees I then
drafted a statement of Mission for our church.
Our Statement of Mission
We perceive the mission of our church to be an
extension of the ministry of Jesus as outlined in
the Gospel Commission given in Matthew 28:19,20^
and repeated in specific detail in Revelation 14:612.2
Our mission is:
1. To minister and provide services to members
and community that will inspire preparation for our
Lord's soon return and judgment with the
restoration of the Biblical Sabbath as God's
designated day for celebration of God's love and
care through worship, Bible study, and fellowship.
This is our firm commitment.
2. To encourage the development of spiritual
gifts to their fullest extent in the lives of
each member.
3. To share through evangelism the blessings of
preparing to meet our Lord in peace.
4. To support the world mission of the Seventhday Adventist church through prayer, sharing of
means, and personal commitment to the restoration
of man to the image of God with special concern for
emphasis in Eugene, Oregon.3

^Matt 28:19,20
"Therefore go and make disciples of
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to
obey everything I have commanded you.
And surely I will be
with you always, to the very end of the age."
2Rev. 14:6-12
"Then I saw another angel flying in
midair, and he had the eternal gospel to proclaim to those
who live on the earth— to every nation, tribe, language and
people.
He said in a loud voice, 'Fear God and give him
glory, because the hour of his judgment has come.
Worship
him who made the heavens, the earth, the sea and the
springs of water.'..."
3
Mission.

See appendix B, Church Growth Plans, Statement of
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The statement of mission was useful in helping the
church to focus on the purpose of its existence.
Our Long Range Objectives
Long-range objectives which are anticipated to be
achieved within the next five years are important to the
future direction of a church and its congregation.

This

type of planning is not deciding every step that will be
taken and then meticulously following each step.

Long

range planning is like an arrow which points in the
direction desired for the future.
into the future.

It becomes a road map

It is subject to revision as new routes

are discovered■which are-superior to those originally
chosen.

Failure to plan is planning to fail.

Advance

planing is tantamount to a job half done.^
The Long-range Objectives which I drafted from input
from the Caring Church Committees were as follows:
1. Through spiritual nurture, restore to this
church the values of the Early Christian church and
the pioneers of the Advent message.
2. To accomplish.revival and reformation
through participation in prayer objectives and the
celebration of prayer answers.
3. Provide a cell group in every neighborhood
of Eugene for the purpose of sharing the Gospel of
God's love through caring ministry.
4. Establish an ongoing ministry in the
University of Oregon for the purpose of witnessing
to young people who are in search of truth during
the decision years of their lives.

^Edward R. Dayton, Tools for Time Management (Grand
Rapids: Zonflervan Publishing House, 1974), pp. 124, 125.
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5. Provide a recreation center to meet the
spiritual, social and physical needs of our church
family and community.
6. Utilization of the spiritual gifts of 70
percent of the members of the church in some form
of active service.
7. Develop a concept of "Partnership With God"
to the extent that the local church budget will
have adequate funds for local church growth
activities.
8. Find ways of balancing school support with
outreach ministry while continuing to give quality
education to our young people.
9. Remodel or renew the present church
sanctuary so that better communication is achieved.
10. Share hope with those in need of the love
of our Lord Jesus by gifts of clothes, furniture,
and food through the service of our Community
Center.
11. Provide for the needs of young people and
young families of our church.
Components of Short Term Objectives
It is of utmost importance in organizational
leadership that a pastor assist his church in setting short
term objectives and then motivate his members to the action
needed for their accomplishment.

Very close in importance

is the monitoring of those objectives by analyzing and
solving organizational problems.^

In planning, it is

helpful to state objectives in a way that makes them
measurable through the application of standards.2
^Alvin J. Lindgren and Norman Shawchuck, Management
for Your Church (Nashville: Parthenon Press, 1977), p. 80.
^Bernard M. Lall and Greeta R. Lall, Dynamic
Leadership (Mountain View: Pacific Press Pub. Association,
1979), p. 57, 59.
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Each of the objectives of the Caring church plans
for tihe 1985-1986 church year had six components.

They

were :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The desired activity
The objective or results expected
Plans to achieve the objective
Date of expected completion
The person responsible
Financial resources needed
Using the above criteria, a document

church

growth plans was presented to theEugene

board on October 30, 1985.

of possible
church

Due to the length of these

plans they are listed in appendix 4.

Church board

discussion of the plans indicated the appreciation of board
members for the recommendations.

Doubt was expressed,

however, as to the possibility of accomplishing such a
large number of objectives in one year.

The plans were

voted with the suggestion that the church concentrate on
the events reported in chapter 5.

CHAPTER V
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN

The following events from the planning document
described in chapter A were highlights of the Caring Church
Program.

They are listed in chronological order for the

purpose of exhibiting the flow of activities through the
church year.

Weekly services of the church such as Sabbath

school, worship service,

prayer meeting, etc., are not

mentioned in this chapter except as they were a part of the
project.
Emerald Community Center Activities
(Tuesdays,

9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)

Each Tuesday from September 1985 through June 1986
the Emerald Community Center of the Eugene Church was open
to care for the needs of people in the area.

Many through

unfortunate circumstances were in need of material
assistance.-*-

It was the objective of the Emerald Community

Center to alleviate suffering by providing clothing,
^Compassionate ministries need to be the fruit, rather
than the focus of ministry.
Social service without
personal involvement seldom results in evangelism.
The
giving of material necessities must not substitute for the
commendation, "I was a stranger and you invited me in"
(Matt. 25:35).
Richard B. Wilke, And Are We Yet Alive?
(Nashville: Parthenon Press, 1986), pp. 42-45.
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household items, and bedding materials to anyone in need.
Recipients were encouraged to read spiritual pamphlets and
books.

They were also invited to the community clinics

offered by the church to help them stop smoking, gain
weight control, and cope with stress. They were also
invited to vegetarian cooking and nutrition classes.

Food Bank Project
(Tuesdays, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
The objective of the. Food Bank was to make food
available to unemployed and low-income families.

Jesus

said, "I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of
the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me."l
Physical needs must be met before higher needs will be
felt.

"Others will not care how much we know until they

know how much we care."^
Breathe Free Clinic
(October 6-10,

1985)

A revised Five-Day Plan to Stop Smoking titled
"Breathe Free" was offered to the community of Eugene.
Five-Day Plan had been in use for the past twenty-five
years.

The major revision of this plan was emphasis on

positive re-enforcement rather than scare tactics and
motivation by fear.
xMa11 25:40.
^Chuck Swindoll, Compassion (Waco TX: Word Books,
1984), p. 40.

The
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Scientific Weight-control Clinic
(October 14-17,

1985)

A Scientific Weight Control Clinic was offered to
people in the community who wanted to lose weight.

This

clinic was offered for five consecutive nights beginning at
7:30 p.m.

Then it continued to meet on the following

Monday evenings for five weeks.

The weight-control clinic

introduced a fat free diet and exercise.

Positive

encouragement was given to help people lose weight by being
in control of their diet and life-style.
Vegetarian Cooking and Nutrition Class
(October 14 to November 14, 1985)
The Vegetarian Cooking and Nutrition Class met each
Thursday evening for four consecutive weeks.

The objective

of the course was to teach healthful diet principles.
Students participated in preparing and sampling vegetarian
foods which exemplified one or more health principles.

The

instructor discussed with the class the value of the
principles learned from the cooking exercise.

At the close

of the class, vegetarian recipes featuring the principles
learned were given to the class participants.
Annual Week of Prayer
(October 26 - November 2, 1985)
The Annual Week of Prayer was conducted in the
church and homes of members. It featured the Bible as man's
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infallible guide in preparing for Heaven.

The goal of the

Week of Payer was to focus on the greatness and power of
God, and was recommended by the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists to every church around the world
during the same week.

Emphasis was on the global

commission of the church and spiritual growth through
commitment to Christ.
Ingathering Campaign
(December 7 - 22, 1985)
The Ingathering Campaign is an annual drive to
inform the community of the humanitarian work of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Church members were invited

to systematically visit each home in the community.
Community members contacted were invited to enroll in a
Bible or health course and to give a donation to the
philanthropic work of the church.

Church members who

preferred not to visit homes personally were invited to
make personal contributions to the Ingathering Campaign.
The goal, based on the membership of the church was
$3,300.00.

Many of the members formed groups which sang

Christmas Carols in various parts of the community.
two members from each group went from home to home
distributing informative literature and soliciting
donations.

One or
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Ninety-Day Bible Reading Marathon
(December 14, 1985 - March 9,1986)
Church members were invited to read their Bibles
through during the Ninety-Day Bible Reading marathon. This
was a pre-evangelistic Bible-reading program designed to
increase awareness of the far-reaching message of the
Bible.

Reading the Bible brings conviction to the heart.

This reading encouraged revival and reformation among
church members.

A Bible-reading guide was furnished to the

members, and each Sabbath during the marathon they were
encouraged to read approximately fifteen pages a day.l
Prayer meetings during this time were devoted to a
review of the passages recommended during the previous
week.

Time was also devoted to testimonies from members

about how God spoke to them through their Bible readings.
Bible Study Lesson Guides
(January 5 to March 9, 1986)
Each week for ten weeks prior to beginning public
evangelistic meetings, church members were given several
sets of Bible Study Lesson Guides titled "To Know Him."
They were encouraged to personally study the guides and, if
possible,

to study them with a friend.

It was recommended

that members deepen their relationship with Christ by
studying these lessons with their neighbors and family.
^See appendix C for a copy of the Bible reading-guide
which makes possible the reading of the Bible in 90 days by
spending one half hour per day in Bible reading.
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Breathe Free Clinic
(January 5-9, 1986)
Many people made a New Year’s resolution to quit
smoking.

To help them, another Breathe Free Clinic to help

people stop smoking was held immediately after the year-end
holidays.
Scientific Weight. Control Clinic
(January 13-16,

1986)

Another Weight-Control Clinic was held shortly
after the beginning of the new year.

After excesses in

eating and drinking during the holidays many people desired
better health habits.
Vegetarian Cooking and Nutrition Class
(January 23, 30 and Feb. 6, 13, 1986)
The personal contacts made during the December
Ingathering Campaign advertized Emerald Community Center
assistance and the clinics and classes held at the Church.
The vegetarian cooking and nutrition class was held again
for those interested in learning more about healthful
living through eating nutritious food.
Reclaiming Missing Members Seminar
(January 10-12 and February 7-9,

1986)

The Church Nurture Committee was concerned with the
large number of non attending church members who were not
in regular contact with the church.

Attempts had been made
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without much success to reclaim these missing members.

The

Church Nurture Committee believed that members needed
training for this specific purpose.

Curtis Miller,

director of Personal Ministries for the North Pacific Union
of Seventh-day Adventists, was invited to hold the seminar
for the purpose of reclaiming missing members.

He taught

members how to befriend those who have distanced themselves
from the church and how to recognize the dynamics which
cause people to leave church fellowship.
Communication skills were taught to help members
become better equipped in understanding and relating to
former members.

Recent research indicates that

understanding the dynamics which cause members to isolate
themselves from the church is essential in reclaiming
them.1
An objective was set to reclaim at least seven
inactive members by October 1, 1986.

Plans projected that

at least 5 percent of the active congregation would attend
the seminar.

Following the seminar several concerned

members who had participated met to pray for and discuss
the needs of the missing members.

Each participant

promised to visit at least one missing member and to pray
specifically for that person.

Letters were sent to

members living in other cities inviting them to join an
Adventist church in their community.

A leader from the

Ijohn Savage, The Apathetic and Bored Church Member
(Pittsford, NY: LEAD Consultants, 1976), p. 98.
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group was appointed and under that guidance, the group met
three times as a support group for those interested in
reclaiming missing members.
Sabbath School Teachers Seminar
(January 31; February 1-2, 1986)
The Training and Development Committee identified
a need for helping Sabbath School teachers develop caring
skills for members and visitors in the Sabbath School
class.

They recommended that Charles Brooks, associate

Sabbath School director in North America, be invited to
hold a Sabbath School Teachers Seminar.

Other churches in

the area were also invited to attend the seminar.

The

purpose of the seminar was to increase the caring skills of
our Sabbath School teachers.
Bible Exposition
(March 9, 1986)
The Outreach Committee recommended in October 1985
that evangelic meetings be held in the spring of 1986.

To

prepare the way for these meetings a display of Bibles was
announced to the public through mass-mailing invitations to
the Eugene-Springfield area.^

The Bible display was

arranged for the purpose of publicizing the continuous
significance of the Bible in all ages and its relevance for
people living today.

Residents of the community were

■^See appendix C for a copy of the invitation which was
mailed to the public one week before the Bible exposition.

no
invited to enter their old or unique Bible in the display.
Premiums were offered for the oldest,

largest,

smallest,

and most unique Bible displayed in the exposition.

An

auditorium with a capacity to accommodate 750 participants
was reserved at the Eugene Hilton Hotel.
Bibles were displayed in the order of their age or
their uniqueness.

Security was provided to protect Bibles

from handling and theft.

The Bible exposition was held on

a Sunday three days before the beginning of evangelistic
meetings.

Bibles were accepted for display until the

opening of the exposition.
Some very valuable

Bibles were placed on display,

including a facsimile of the Gutenburg Bible in two
volumes.

Another entry was a Jewish Scroll of the Law,

possibly dating back to the ninth century.

One lady

brought a large, badly worn Bible and apologetically
questioned whether it was worthy of entrance in the
exposition.

After close examination, a Methodist pastor

who had worked with the Dead Sea Scrolls estimated that
this Bible was printed in the 16th-century.
The Bible Exposition program allotted an hour for
viewing the exhibit.

This was followed by a lecture on the

history of the Bible given by Evangelist Garrie Williams.
Certificates were presented to those who had participated
in the 90-day Bible Reading Marathon and those who had
completed the "To Know Him Better" Bible Study Lesson
Guides.

The Exposition concluded with presenting awards
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for the oldest, biggest, smallest and most unique Bible.
Prominent leaders of the community including a Catholic
priest were invited to participate in determining who would
receive the Bible display awards and assisted in giving the
awards.
The primary objective of the Bible Exposition was
to increase awareness of the value of the Bible and inspire
a desire to benefit from its timeless truths.

By

advertizing the Bible Exposition through direct mailing to
92,000 homes, we gave all residents of the area an
opportunity to benefit from the Exposition.

It was also an

opportunity to introduce the evangelist Garrie Williams to
the people of the area and establish credibility in his
knowledge of Bible history and the importance of Scripture
for people today.

Inviting influential people of the

community to participate helped to establish identity of
the Adventist church with respected leaders who affirm the
importance of the Bible for people today.
Bible Prophecy Lectures
(March 12 - May 2, 1986)
Three days following the Bible Exposition, a series
of Bible Prophecy Lectures began at the Lane County
Conference Center.

The Conference Center was chosen

because it is centrally located and suitable for
evangelistic meetings.

Seven Adventist churches including

the Eugene church were invited to participate and benefit
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from the meetings.

The Eugene church, as sponsor,

took

responsibility for the major share of the local campaign
budget.

Supporting churches were required to finance only

their portion of the budget which funded advertizing to
their areas.

The Oregon Conference administration gave

strong support to the campaign by scheduling Garrie
Williams, Conference Ministerial Director,
meetings.

to conduct the

Larry Evans, Church Growth Coordinator for

District Four of the Conference was assigned to coordinate
the participation of area churches.

Strong financial

support was also given by the Conference.
Lectures were given over a six-week period
scheduled on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays at 4:00
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

The 4:00 o'clock lecture was scheduled

for those who preferred not to go out at night and or who
had duties in the evening.

Over the six-week period a

total of thirty-six lectures were given.
Four Bible seminars were also conducted on
alternating Saturday afternoons.

Topics discussed in the

seminars were "The Home and Family," "The Prophetic Gift,"
"Revelation Identifies God's People," and "Sabbath
Celebration ."
Pastors of the participating churches met with the
evangelist and co-ordinator at 10:00 a.m. each Wednesday
during the campaign to report on visits made to those
attending the meetings.

A file, compiled from the visitor

registration cards kept record of the attendance.

A
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visitation card was given to each pastor for participants
attending from his area.

Each visit was recorded on the

card along with notes concerning the interest or questions
noted during the visit.

At the Wednesday report sessions,

the visitation cards were updated and reports on visits
were given.
The direct-mail advertizing brochure carried the
caption: "Read the Newspaper and the Bible at the Same
Time."

The lectures were well illustrated through the use

of multiple slide projection on the left, overhead
projection in the center, and a large chalkboard on the
right of the platform.

The authenticity of the Bible and

its relevance for man today were illustrated from many
slides taken by the evangelist during his travels in Bible
lands.

The necessity and urgency of preparing for Christ's

second coming was vividly communicated by the speaker and
illustrated by the projection of scenes from Bible lands
and extensive use of the chalk board.
At the close of the series of lectures, advanced
Bible classes were organized in two locations and conducted
over a period of three weeks.

The Bible classes were to

review the principles taught during the lecture series,
establish an identity with the local church, and prepare
candidates for baptism.
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Breathe Free Clinic
(April 6 - 10, 1986)
During the last two weeks of the evangelistic
campaign a Breathe Free Clinic was held at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
to stop smoking.

This was to assist anyone who desired

A flor.escent, back lighted reader-board

sign, which had recently been installed on the corner of
the Eugene church property, announced the Breathe Free
Clinic with an excellent response.
attended.

Forty-five people

Continued assistance was provided after the

clinic through stress and weight-control clinics.
Baptism
April 12, 1986
All pastors participating in the evangelistic
meetings were invited to conduct a baptism on April 12.
Three candidates were baptized and received into the
fellowship of the Eugene church.
church members,

Two, who were children of

had made their decision in a school

baptismal class, and third candidate made his decision
through the evangelistic meetings.
On that day Evangelist Garrie Williams preached a
sermon stressing the significance and importance of baptism
and closed with an appeal which urged everyone present to
sign a commitment card.

The commitment card allowed those

in attendance to mark one of the following responses:
decision for baptism,

re-baptism,

re-dedication, request
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for Bible studies, and prayer requests for specific
problems.
Scientific Weight Control Class
(April 14 - 17, 1986)
A Scientific Weight Control class was held the week
following the Breathe Free Clinic of April 6 - 10.

Many

who stop smoking .be gin to worry about gaining weight.

The

weight-control class was held to help those who stop
smoking find relief from worry about gaining weight.
Sabbath Celebration Seminar
(April 25, 26, 1986)
A fourth and final seminar of the evangelistic
campaign was conducted to magnify the beauty and
significance of Sabbath celebration.

The Sabbath

Celebration Seminar was designed to help new converts learn
to celebrate the Seventh-day Sabbath and lead members to
re-affirm the joy and meaning of the Sabbath.1
Dr. Samuele Bacchiocchi^ was invited to spend a
weekend with the Eugene church.

He shared his research and

experience through three lectures.

His book, Divine Rest

•*-The Sabbath Celebration Seminar gave meaning to new
converts for worship on the Sabbath as well as establishing
the Church as a preferred place for worship.
It was
helpful in shifting the meeting place from the Conference
Center where the evangelistic meetings were held to the church
^Dr. Samuele Bacchiocchi is the author of the books,
From Sabbath to Sunday and Divine Rest for Human
Restlessness.
He is a professor of Theology and Church
History at Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan.
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for Human Restlessness, was used as a basis for the
lectures.

The joy of Sabbath celebration was shared

through concepts of God's care and His plan for human
emancipation.

The following statement is characteristic of

Dr. Bacchiocchi's enthusiasm for Sabbath celebration;
What an amazing divine concern the Sabbath rest
reveals!
It epitomizes God's care and plan for
human freedom: freedom from pitiless human
exploitation; freedom from over-attachment to
things and people; freedom from insatiable
greediness; freedom to enjoy God's blessings on the
Sabbath in order to be sent forth into a new week
with renewed zest and strength.^
This seminar illustrated principles of Sabbath
keeping that lead to genuine Sabbath celebration.

It

demonstrated how the Sabbath serves to solve contemporary
challenges such as human tension, restlessness, man's
identity, competitive pressures, and marital tensions.

It

also demonstrated how believers can discover that Sabbath
celebration can be a time of joyful delight instead of
gloomy frustration.
Stress-Control Clinic
(April 27 - 29; May 4 - 6 ,

1986)

The last of the programmed community clinics was a
Stress-Control Clinic.

The Stress Control-Clinic was

taught from a "holistic" approach to health.

It taught

that causes of stress are interrelated and must be
understood in the context of the life of the whole person,
-^Bacchiocchi, Divine Rest for Human Restlessness, p. 94.
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mentally,

physically, and spiritually.1

Dr. Sandoval Melim^ and I worked as a team in
teaching this class.

Films illustrated principles of

living that reduce stress.

Dr. Melim gave health lectures

which promoted proper care of the body through a balanced
diet, exercise, and tension-relaxing techniques.

I

administered the Taylor Johnson Temperament Attitude Test
and spent time with the participants teaching them
characteristics of the temperament test as well as causes
of stress. 1

Bible promises that relieve stress were given

to the class on the last evening.

The class participants

were invited to attend twelve Wednesday evening Bible study
classes .3
Commitment Sabbath Baptism
(May 11, 1986)
At the conclusion of the advanced Bible class,
another baptism was conducted to celebrate the decision of
■*-Paul Tournier, The Healing of Persons (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 11.
^Dr. Melim holds an M.P.H. and Dr. of Health Science
degree from Loma Linda University and a Ph.D. degree in
"Romance Languages and Literature" from the University of
Oregon. He has directed the Life Style Education Center,
837 Lincoln St. Eugene, Oregon
97401.
3
A prayer meeting series titled "God Cares: The
Message of Daniel" is described on pp. 118-119.
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those who had responded to the invitations to yield their
hearts to Jesus Christ.

By their baptism they openly

expressed their commitment to unite with the Seventh-day
Adventist Church and proclaim Gods message of love and
warningtotheworld.
Three candidates were baptized from the Eugene
church in this baptism.

They were young people from church

families who made their decision for baptism at the Emerald
Jr. Academy baptismal class.

This was a day of celebration

for churches who participated in the evangelistic meetings.
God Cares:

The Message of Daniel

(Wednesdays, May 14 - Aug. 27)
The last event of the Caring Church Program was a
series of prayer meetings designed to build confidence in
God's care and leading.

The book, God Cares, vol.

used as a basis for the prayer meeting series.^

1, was

Interests

from the evangelistic meetings of the Eugene area,
participants in the health clinics and classes, and church
members were invited to attend.
This series was conducted during a time of
disappointment and unrest within the Church.

The Study of

the book of Daniel provided an opportunity to reflect on
Gods faithfulness and care, even in times of great
adversity and disappointment.
^C. Mervyn Maxwell, God Cares, vol.
Mountain View, 1981), pp. 194 - 197.

1 (Pacific Press:

CHAPTER VI

A DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS REVEALS GROWTH-ENHANCING
AND GROWTH-INHIBITING CHARACTERISTICS
The Evangelistic crusade came to a close with a
Sabbath commitment baptism on Sabbath, May 11, 1986. While
there was rejoicing for the young people baptized— a
demonstration of biological growth, there was deep
disappointment for the lack of conversion growth.1

The

leaders of the Eugene church could well identify with the
disciples who had been left in the valley while the
majestic glory of Jesus was revealed to Peter, James, and
John on the mountain top.2
With prayer and soul searching the elders and I
asked the question,

"Why did God's blessings not come?"

An

answer to that question was needed before the church could
expect to make effective plans for the future.

The elders

and I felt that a comprehensive study should be conducted
that would analyze the present circumstances of the church.

^Conversion growth is in contrast to biological and
transfer growth and takes place when a person outside the
church is converted. Donald A. McGavran,
Understanding
Church Growth (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1970), p. 88.
2Luke 9:25-45.
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On May 21, 1986, the elders recommended to the
Eugene church at a business session that a Diagnostic
Analysis be conducted to determine the reasons for lack of
church growth and seek recommendations for revitalization.
Dr. Dan Reeves,1 of the Charles E. Fuller Institute of
Evangelism and Church Growth, and Dr. Larry Evans,2 0f the
Oregon Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, were
commissioned to direct the study which required three
months.
The purpose of the diagnostic analysis was
threefold:
1. To provide the leadership of the Eugene Seventhday Adventist Church with a clear picture of the present
circumstances of the church as revealed through surveys,
interviews, and on-site inspection.
2. To identify the growth-enhancing and growthinhibiting characteristics of the church.
3. To make recommendations for maximizing strengths
and overcoming weakness to achieve growth potential.
The first phase of the. study gathered factual
information of relevant data.

Questionnaires were sent

from the Charles E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and
^Church growth consultant, Charles E. Fuller Institute
of Evangelism and Church Growth.
^Dr. Larry Evans at the time of the Diagnostic
Analysis was a Church Growth Coordinator.
He assisted Dr.
Reeves as an intern with the Fuller Evangelistic
Association working towards certification as a church
consultant.
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Church Growth to be completed by church members,
staff, and committees appointed by the church.

leaders,
The plan

was implemented as follows:
1.

Ninety members of the congregation were

randomly selected 1 by a committee appointed by the church
board to respond to a Congregational Survey Questionnaire.
It was similar to the Caring Church Survey of chapter 3 of
this report.2
2. The senior pastor, associate pastor, and church
secretary

were asked to fill out four questionnaires prior

to a personal interview with Dr. Dan Reeves: They were:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Performax Personal Profile System
Leadership-style Questionnaire
Wagner Modified Houts Questionnaire
Staff Work Sheet
3. Church-appointed leaders were asked to complete

the following questionnaires:
a.
b.
c.
d.
c.

Affiliation History
Community Analysis
Worker Analysis
Infra-structure and People Flow Work Sheet
A church history document was completed by
Jean Colburn, secretary of the church.
d. A church background questionnaire was
completed by Francine Delmore, past secretary
of the church for sixteen years. • .
4.

Other data provided by the church for the

study:
a. Church growth plans for 1986
b. List of Eugene church officers
^Participants were selected by choosing every third
person on the membership list of the church.
^See Appendix A.
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One month was required to complete this factgathering phase.

Upon completion,

the above documents were

returned to Dr. Reeves for study and computer analysis.
This completed the first phase

of the diagnostic analysis.

The second phase of the diagnostic analysis was
directed by Dr. Reeves through
church members,
community.1

personal contacts with

staff, church facilities, and the

Dr. Reeve's activities consisted of:

1. Personal observance of a church worship service.
2. Individual interviews of staff members and key
church leaders.
3. Interview of a committee of thirty church
members chosen by the church board from interest groups who
were representative of a cross-section of the church.
4. Inspection of church facilities.
5. Tour of the community.
6. Meeting with the church board.
7. Verbal report to the church at large.
The third phase of the study consisted of

a

written

report which interpreted the data gathered from the first
two phases.2

This data made possible a profile of the

^The second phase of the study consisted of Dr.
Reeve's two-day intensive, on-site inspection,
and interviews.
^Dan Reeves and Larry Evans, Diagnostic Analysis of
the Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church, (Unpublished
report, 1986).
This report is on file at the Oregon
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
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present status of the church and concluded with
recommendations for revitalization.
Growth-Enhancing Characteristics
Focus on strength is often the best route to
greater accomplishment.

Without doubt the strengths of a

church are its foundation for growth.
The Diagnostic Analysis Report of the Eugene
Seventh-day Adventist Church revealed eight areas in which
the church possessed growth-enhancing characteristics.

A

summary of those characteristics reveals:
1. The church had a strong desire for growth.
Individuals in the congregation who completed the
Congregational Survey Questionnaire indicated they thought
the church wanted to grow in size.

On a scale with 1

meaning strong agreement and 5 indicating strong
disagreement the average response of all participants who
thought their church wanted to grow was 2.1.

An average

of 1.36 was registered to the question "I want my
congregation to grow in size".1
2. There were many dedicated and talented lay
people within the congregation.

They were found to have a

broad diversity of talent.2

^See Membership Survey Questionnaire,
Appendix D.

Items 31, 32 in

^See Congregational Survey Questionnaire, Item 112, i
and e. in Appendix D.
Also Chapter 5, Community Center
activities, numerous clinics and classes.
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3. The health ministry of the church,

its

curriculum, and the increasing awareness of this ministry
by the community was found to be a valuable asset.

The

health clinics and classes programmed by the church as
described in chapter 5 were evidence of this asset.
4.

As the senior pastor, I was found to have the

ability to express warmth and kindness with members and
strangers alike.1
5. The capacity of the church to be warm and loving
was demonstrated in the work done by the Community Services
Center, clinics, and classes.
such as clothing,

The center offered services

food, and many health clinics and

classes .2
6. The church had financial lifting ability.

While

there were found to be restraints in giving at times, the
church seemed to have a financial resiliency when the needs
were known and understood.3
7. The congregation has an excellent location for a
church facility.

The consultants considered the church

location to be excellent as far as visibility is concerned.
The Eugene church enjoys high visibility in the community
^Reeves and Evans, p. 15, 16, and 49.
^Ibid., p. 49.
Also see the description of the
Community Center, Food Bank, clinics, and classes offered
to the community in chapter 5.
^Reeves ancj Evans, pp. 42-44, 50.
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due to its location at a traffic controlled intersection on
one of the principal streets.1
8.

The Eugene church has a relevant message for

the "high-Tech" university community of Eugene, Oregon.2

A

theology of the caring nature of God provides both divine
and human relational dimensions needed in our high-tech,
high-touch society.3
These positive characteristics of the Eugene church
reflected a strong capacity for growth.

However, we must

also refer to eight growth-limiting factors which must be
addressed if the church is to realize its full potential
for growth.
Growth Inhibiting Characteristics
The disappointing results of the major evangelistic
campaign after a year of Caring Church Ministry made
obvious the need to overcome growth-inhibiting
characteristics.

The identification of those

characteristics was an important task of the Diagnostic
Analysis.

They were:

1.

The direction of the decadal growth patterns of

the Eugene church gave cause for grave concern.4
1 Ibid . , p . 5 0 .

2Ibid .
^Naisbitt,

pp. 53, 240.

^See chart of basic growth patterns of membership,
Sabbath School attendance, and composite growth rate in
appendixD.
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In North American churches the decadal growth rate
is evaluated as follows:
300% - outstanding

200% - excellent

100% - good

50% - fair

25% - poorl
The decadal growth rate of the Eugene Church
between 1975 and 1985 was an alarming -18 percent.

There

could be no denying that the church was in serious
decline.2
2.

Exclusionary growth patterns are typical of

churches between twenty and forty years old.

Congregations

have an unintentional tendency to become exclusionary to
the point of making it difficult for new members to become
assimilated into their fellowship.

A strong bond of

fellowship exists among existing members, however, the
needs of newcomers for fellowship and indications of
acceptance are often overlooked.

A need for overcoming

this tendency was found to exist in the Eugene Church.3
■^Normally represents only biological growth.
^Reeves and Evans, p. 27.

Also found in Appendix D.

^See Membership Survey Questionnaire, Items 8-14, 47,
50, 53 in Appendix D. For a discussion of the importance
of friendship in assimilating new members, see: Lyle E.
Schaller, Survival Tactics in the Parish (Nashville:
Parthenon Press, 1977, p. 137, 138.
This principle is
substantiated for Seventh-day Adventists in: Gottfried
Oosterwal, Patterns of SPA Church Growth in America
(Berrien Springs MI:
Andrews University Press, 1976), pp.
39, 40.
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3. The membership groupings in terms of years as
members, according to the Congregational Survey
Questionnaire indicated 71 percent of the Eugene church
congregation have been members for at least ten years.
Another 4 percent of the congregation have been members
from seven to nine years, 6 percent from four to six years,
and 18 percent have been members from one to three years.1
This shows an imbalance of membership groupings, in
length of years.

The largest grouping of membership was

those who had been members for ten years or more.

The

second largest group, in terms of years as members, were
*
those who had been members for only three years.
This
indicates that new members were not remaining in the
church.
4. The heritage and contemporary goals of the
members were in conflict.

Members of the Eugene church

board had an average tenure of 22.7 years.

The average

length of church membership was 22.5 years.2

This

indicates a reluctance to admit newcomers to the policy
making body of the church.

This barrier that develops in

many churches has been defined as the "pioneers" versus the
"homesteaders."

It is growth restricting as the

"homesteaders" feel it their duty to preserve the heritage
goals of their church.

They feel a responsibility for

1 Reeves and Evans, p. 8. Also see Congregational
Survey Questionnaire, Item 8 in Appendix D.
^Reeves and Evans, p. 9.
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being "watchmen on the walls of Zion" (Ezek 33:6).

In the

interest of preserving the fundamental principles of the
church,

they insist on rigorous adherence to the customs,

traditions, and the value Systems for which they sacrificed
much in order to be admitted to membership.1
The "pioneers" among newcomers do not have the same
meaningful heritage as the "homesteaders" among older
members and therefore question the validity of observance
of customs, traditions, and values which have little
meaning for them.

This causes a growth-inhibiting tension

that discourages long-time members from inviting their
friends to join their church which they may consider to be
in danger of apostasy.

On the other hand, newer members

who have more contemporary goals are disappointed by the
resistance to change exhibited by the long-time members,
and therefore become reluctant to urge their friends to
join for fear that they will not find acceptance and
contemporary meaning in their church.2
5.

A study of the distribution of labor within the

church revealed an imbalance between nurture and outreach
activities.

In the Eugene church the average church

attendance for the first quarter of 1986 was 253.

Ninety-

three persons were found to be engaged in nurture and
outreach activities.

This represents 36 percent of the

■'■Schaller, Assimilating New Members, pp. 77 80.
2Reeves and Evans, p. 9.
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attending church membership.

This means 65 percent of the

membership were dependent upon the 36 percent who were
active. The imbalance of "consumers" and "producers" is
further

aggravated by some workers being counted twice

because of their work in both nurture and outreach
activities.1
6.

A lack of infrastructure in the church to give

members a feeling of acceptance within the congregation was
reported.2

The infrastructure in this case is the sub

groupings within the church which are meaningful to
members. The worship service must provide meaningful
celebration through shared experience.

Sub-groupings which

gather around a common cause such as a choir, Sabbath
School class, or Dorcas society must also be meaningful to
new members.

Smaller sub-groupings of four to twelve

persons were needed to provide supportive relationships.3
7. The leadership preferences of the staff were
different from those of the congregation.

The Diagnostic

Analysis reported the pastoral and support staff to have a
"high degree of commitment and dedication."4

The profiles

of the staff were so similar that understanding of
11bi d ., p . 23 .
^Reeves and Evans, p. 40.
Also see appendix D;
Congregational Survey Questionnaire, questions 21, 25, 83.
3Ibi d , p. 40, 41.
^Reeves and Evans, p. 21.
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situations came from the matching perspectives.

Input from

outside the staff was found to be necessary for assessment
of issues from a wide range of viewpoints.1
The dominant leadership characteristic of all three
on the pastoral staff was the "S" trait of the Performax
Personal Profile System.

"S" stands for steadiness and

submissiveness in a favorable climate.

It accentuates

cooperation with others to complete an assignment.
My primary leadership style was found to be a
"Let's stay together" preference.2

Cohesiveness of the

congregation was found to be more important than risk of
fragmentation through confrontation at that time.
The congregation indicated that it preferred a
leadership style of "Let me help you."3

This is

characteristic of a resource person who assists in
accomplishing a task.
The dominant behavioral pattern desired by the
congregation was "Influencing."4

This placed heavy

emphasis on encouraging others to come into alliance in
order to accomplish specific results.

A secondary pattern

the church preferred was "Dominance" which commands
llbid.
2Ibid. , pp . 15, 16.
^1bi d . , p. 17.
4Ibid.
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performance to accomplish results. 1

The congregation

desired directional leadership.
My dominant behavioral pattern was found to be
"Steadiness."

This pattern accentuates cooperation with

others to accomplish a task.

My secondary behavioral

pattern was "Influencing of others."

"Dominance," the

secondary behavioral pattern desired by the congregation,
was in fourth and last place of my behavioral patterns.2
These differences in leadership preference needed to be
brought into closer harmony.
8.

Needed improvements in church facilities to

encourage church growth were reported.

Buildings do not

convert people, however, they do facilitate in providing an
atmosphere where conversion takes place.

A summary of

facility improvements needed indicates:
a. The church facility exhibits life through a
newly erected florescent readerboard sign.

The sign can be

easily read from 13th St. and northbound traffic on Polk
Street.

Another sign is needed on the northeast corner of

the church so that southbound traffic on Polk St. may
become aware of the identity of the church.
b. Parking could be facilitated by repainting the
parking lines.

Another potential growth-inhibiting factor

was identified as a need for more parking space as the
1Ibi d .
2Ibid .
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church grows.

Experience has shown that as either the pews

or the parking lot of a church exceed 80 percent of their
capacity,

church growth will be affected adversely.1

c. The church has a beautiful entrance from Polk
Street, however, members find it more convenient to enter
through the back door which opens to the parking area.
Study needs to be given to making the entrance points of
the church both highly identifiable and functional.

A rain

shelter and handicap ramp would be practical additions to
the parking area entrance.
d. The church has many classrooms and facilities
for special interest groups and projects.

A directory sign

located near the stairway and first floor corridor would be
helpful to visitors. Signs mounted perpendicular to the
wall at the entrance of classrooms would aid visitors in
locating special interest areas.
e. A major renovation of the sanctuary is desirable
and should be entrusted to a competent architect and
interior designer.

Goals to be achieved are better

communication betv/een pulpit and pew and a worshipinspiring atmosphere with adequate acoustics.
f. Study of the sound system was needed. Wireless
receivers to facilitate the hard of hearing, acoustic
balance, remote listening in the fellowship hall, and a
wireless microphone would be helpful additions.
^Galloway, p. 108.
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g.
adequate,

The light intensity in the sanctuary is
however, due to the position of the florescent

tubes on the front of the overhead crossbeams some eye
strain is experienced by those on the platform from lights
facing the pulpit.

Hallways need more adequate lighting to

create an atmosphere of a vibrancy.

Emergency lighting in

the fellowship hallway should be considered for the safety
of members should power fail.l

An Urgency for Renewal and Re-vitalization
The growth-restricting characteristics in this
congregation made assimilation of new members difficult.
The normal life cycle of a church consists of
birth, rapid growth,

plateau, and decline. The Eugene

Church was found to be in the last phase of this cycle.
While this cycle is predictable,

it is not inevitable.

Heroic efforts must be taken to prevent further decline.
Challenges through traditional methods no longer hold their
appeal.

Members are tired of failure. They want to see

their efforts crowned with success.

To reverse this trend

of decline a constant flow of new members must come into
the church.

Biological and transfer growth are not

adequate. Conversion growth, which is full of love and
gratitude for healing and new hope, is the most effective.
For conversion growth to happen healing must take
place within the congregation through developing a climate
^Reeves and Evans,

pp. 11 - 13.
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for feeling wanted and welcome in the existing circles of
fellowship.

More members must become involved in the soul

winning life of the church.

Responsibility for policy

making must be shared with a larger number of the
congregation.1
Recommendations
The strong areas of the Eugene congregation were
found to be largely negated due to its growth-restricting
characteristics.

Without intentional and serious effort

the present trends could destroy the church.

These trends,

while resistant, are not impossible to be reversed.

The

future of the church is dependent upon the resolve of the
congregation to learn from growing churches the secrets of
unity in the midst of diversity and the individual ability
of members to accept and love members and newcomers who may
differ in personal preference.
The above conditions are of a spiritual nature and,
therefore, only respond to a transformation of heart
brought about by an intimate relationship with Jesus
Christ,

the master physician.

alone in its suffering.

The Eugene church is not

These conditions are typical of

older congregations and have persisted from the second to
the twentieth century.
An evaluation of the above conditions indicated
that potential for growth at the present time is severely
^Reeves and Evans, pp. 50-54.
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limited.

The price for removal of the above growth-

limiting factors is closely identified with the words of
Jesus,

"If anyone would come after me, he must deny

himself and take up his cross and follow me.

For whoever

wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his
life for me will find it".l

Concentration of energy to the

point of personal sacrifice coupled with a desire to
understand the perspective of others is imperative.
The Eugene church is typical of many churches that
find themselves in the "valley of the shadow of death."
One course is that of least resistance.

Denial of the

findings of this report in the hope that the problems will
naturally disappear is a tempting route.

Intense

programing of an evangelistic nature will only mask the
symptoms and leave the church disappointed.
Fourteen recommendations for the Eugene church were
given in the Diagnostic Analysis Report.2

A summary of

those recommendations follows:
1. Pray earnestly for God's guidance,

for unity of

thought and spirit and for renewed spiritual commitment.
2. Accelerate the five-fold planning emphasis on
caring that is already in motion, (the five areas: Nurture,
Outreach, Training and Leadership Development,

Facilities,

and Financial Management as described in chapter IV).
iMatt 16:24, 25.
^See Appendix D for a complete text of the
recommendations.
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3.

Focus on the complex and serious issues which

have divided the congregation at this time.

A study of the

book written by Ellen White entitled Steps to Christ 1 is
suggested along with Matt 18 in the spirit of fostering an
attitude of love, acceptance, and reconciliation.

With

this in mind a study of Adventist Heritage will provide a
rich source for group studies and Sabbath sermons.
Polarization of church standards must be resolved in order
for the church to carry out its Biblical mandate.
A. Look seriously at the church's facilities for
future ministry.

It is recommended that a

gymnasium/fellowship hall be added to the facilities in the
near future to provide more social relationships.
5. Articulate a clear vision of what the church can
become within the next three years.

A clear focal point to

which the church can rally is crucial at this time.

Given

strengths of the congregation must be developed to their
fullest potential.
6. Identify additional vitality points that are
occurring in your ministry at this time.

Look for and

support members who are able to communicate with the
unchurched.
7. Begin shifting more toward suitability rather
than availability criteria in selecting and equipping
members for ministry.

Strategies need to have more focus

^Ellen G. White, Steps to Christ (Mountain View, CA :
Pacific Press Pub. Association, 1956).
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on helping outsiders who have potential of becoming
prospective members rather than on simply informing the
unchurched.
8. Broaden the scope of the youth ministry.

A

critical aspect of the mission of the Adventist church is
the participation of youth in sharing the Gospel of Jesus
Christ to make the world a better place to live.
9. Select boards and committees that give more
attention to the tenure of individuals in the church.

The

average tenure on boards and committees should not exceed
15 years if at all possible.

The primary purpose is to

have a more equal representation of both the heritage and
contemporary concerns of the Church.

This will allow more

entrance pathways for new members.
10. Be sensitive to the needs of visitors and
newcomers. Identification of the church for people
traveling south on Polk street is needed.

Entrance signs

on the front and parking lot doors of the church need to be
clarified.
11. Begin additional research on the types of
people that exist in the community.

Arrange several Bible

studies at different locations with slightly different
formats based upon the different needs of people that need
tobereached.
12.

Allow God to minister to each one spiritually.

More personal and corporate Bible study is needed in search
of adequate answers to what it means to be more christlike.
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13. Feel free to contact the Charles E. Fuller
Institute of Evangelism and Church Growth if any additional
clarification or any kind of researching is needed.
14. Finally, be patient.

Be persevering,

but, by

all means, move with haste!1
To the fourteen recommendations found at the
conclusion of the Diagnostic Analysis, I would like to
suggest the following:
15. Be willing to spend time listening and
communicating with differing members through non-judgmental
fellowship.

Example rather than criticism should be the

means of persuasion.
16. Confront issues rather than people and be
subject to the Church which is the body of Christ.
Encourage members of differing opinions to study divisive
issues together.

Involve the church at large in critical

policy-making decisions.

A process for prompt

interpersonal peacemaking through confrontations and thirdparty consultation is needed to avoid escalation of
controversy.2
Often the brightest light of hope comes at the
deepest moment of despair.

By following the

recommendations of the Diagnostic Analysis Report,

by

^Reeves and Evans, pp. 57-65.
(The recommendations
are not all quoted verbatim but their essence is the same).
^Richard E. Walton, Interpersonal Peacemaking:
Confrontations and Third-Party Consultation (Reading, M A :
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co. 1969), p. 93.
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maintaining open communication between members, and by
reconciling differences there is a great future not only
for the this church,

but for all churches suffering from

these growth-limiting characteristics.

By following a

course of least resistance or masking symptoms with intense
evangelistic activity,

decline is assured. By following a

course of reformation and re-formation,
vitalization will take place.

revival and re

Like salvation,

worth whatever price is required.

they are

APPENDIX A

COMMUNITY NEEDS
SURVEY
Everybody has some concerns or even worries. Below
is a list of things that 'some Americans are concerned
about. Please rate each one as a concern for you
1ike this:

Circle the number that
shows your degree of
concern

1.

£

£

*>V

FINANCES— MAKING A
DECENT LIVING

l

2

n)

4

2.

BEING SUCCESSFUL ON MY
JOB

1

2

4

3.

HAVING GOOD HEALTH

1

2

9
9

4.

SMOKING TOO MUCH

2

3

4

5.

MY WEIGHT

9
9

2

3

4

6.

TIME PRESSURES— GETTING
EVERYTHING DONE

i

&

3

4

7.

NUCLEAR WAR

l

2

3

8.

STRESS— BEING UP-TIGHT

l
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6>

3

4

4

-
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4

2

3

2

&

4

1

2

($

*

UNDERSTANDING THE MEANING
OF LIFE

1

6>

3

4

13.

MY RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD

1

ip

3

4

14.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE
A COPY OF THE RESULTS
OF THIS SURVEY?

9.

QUALITY OF MY MARRIAGE

10.

BRINGING UP MY CHILDREN
RIGHT

1

11.

PEACE OF MIND

12.

15.

6>

IF A SEMINAR OR WORKSHOP
DEALING WITH YOUR CONCERNS
WERE OFFERED IN THIS AREA,
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE
INFORMED ABOUT IT?

•

YES

YES

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

^NO

no
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SCRIPT FOR TELEPHONE SURVEY
ON AWARENESS OF SEVENTH-CAT
ADVENTISTS

(Read words in a M

capitals)

GOOD MORNING (AFTERNOON, EVENING)!

I'M ___________________________

(your name) WITH THE INSTITUTE OF CHURCH MINISTRY AT ANOREWS
UNIVERSITY.

WE'RE CONDUCTING A COMMUNITY SURVEY AMO WE'O LIKE

YQUR OPINION ON A FEW QUESTIONS.

(If the person objects that they don't want to buy anything, say:
THIS IS NOT A SALES GIMMICK; WE HAVE NOTHING TO SELL NOW OR LATER.
WE WANT YOUR OPINION ON SEVERAL QUESTIONS.

THIS WILL ONLY TAKE A

MINUTE OR TWO OF YOUR TIME.)

(If no objection, read question 1.
rushed.

Keep moving without sounding

For the open-ended question 2. write what the respondent

says on the one line out of the five that seems most appropriate.
All other questions are multiple choice.

Read the possibilities.

Oo not ask the question on sex but fill 1t in on your own judgment.)

THAT IS ALL. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT SEVENTH-OAY AOVENTISTS

1.

Have you ever heard of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church?

2.

1 Yes

2 No

What comes to your mind when you think of Seventh-day Adventists?
(code as:)
a.

A distinctive teaching
(Sabbath, Second Coming, etc.)
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2.

What comes to your mind when you think of Seventh-day Adventists?
(code as:)
a.

A distinctive teaching
(Sabbath, Second Coming, etc.)

b.

A behavior

_____________________ _________

(Don't eat meat, don’t smoke, etc.)
c.

A caring people
(Hospitals, disaster aid, etc.)

d.

An isolationist people
(stay to themselves, etc.)

e.

Other

Do you uunk'of Seventh-day Adventists as:
1.

A Christian church much like other denominations.

2.

A Christian church but with some radically
different teachings than ocher denominations.

3.

A non-Christian cult.

4.

Don't know.

Do Seventh-day Adventists, in your opinion, believe in the
following teachings?

Yes

No

Hot Sure

a.

Jesus Christ is the Son of God

1

2

3

b.

The Bible is an inspired book

1

2

3

c.

It is wrong to have blood
transfusions

d.

l

A person-earns salvation by
keeping the 10 comnandments

e.

A man can have “spiritual marriages"
with more than one

f.

1

wife at a time

1

The saved will be resurrected
and taken to heaven at the second
coming of Jesus

1
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5.

Have you heard of Seventh-day Adventist:
No

Yes
a.

Hospitals

I

2

b.

Stop-smoking clinics

1

2

c.

Services to the needy

1

2

d.

Sumner camps for children

1

2

Yes

No

Do you have any personal friends who are
Seventh-day Adventists?

1

2

i

2

Do you have any relatives who are
Seventh-day Adventists?
Would you mind telling us your ethnic
background?
9.

l.

Which of the following age groups are you in?

Sea — (filled in by c

a

l

l

1.

Male

Aslan

1.

Under 19

2.

20-35

3.

36-50

4.

51-65

5.

Over 65

2.

female
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TABLE 9
THE CARING CHURCH SURVEY^
Question
1
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4&5)

Circle the number showing how
long you have been a
baptized Adventist.
20+ years
11-20 years
6-10 years
1-5 years
0-1 year
2 a . 48
11
16
6 (22)
19
7 (20)
11
13
28
b. 41
7
7
3 (10)
c . 64
19

2. Was at least one of your parents
an Adventist sometime during the
first 12 years of your life?
Yes
a. 53
b. 58
c . 56
3. Circle the number indicating the
relationship that you have
with Jesus Christ.
None
5
a. 1
4
b. 1
6
c. 0

28
23
17

4. What number shows your assurance
of eternal life?
Not sure
6
a. 4
6
b. 3
6
c. 3

Very
23
16
16

No
47
42
44

Intimate
32
36
41
31
30
48

(68)
(72)
(78)

Certain
32
36
24
51
21
56

(68)
(75)
(77)
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TABLE 9— Continued
Question
1

2

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
3
4
5 (4&5)

5. To what extent have you attended
Adventist Schools?
5A. Elementary

(grades 1 - 8 )
5
7
3

All the way
6
7
26
3
5
28
19
21
9

(33)
(33)
(30)

6
8
6

All the way
5
5
28
2
30
3
11
31
9

(33)
(32)
(40)

7
4
6

All the way
7
4
16
4
12
5
26
3
19

(20)
(17)
(22)

All
14
34
26

the way
27
55
25
28
26
42

(82)
(53)
(68)

Not enough
26
35
27
21
20
20

(61)
(48)
(AO)

8. How well prepared are you for
the work of soul winning?
Not at all
Very well
37
26
16
a . r 2—
9
2
44
22
19
b . 12
42
10
6
28
c . 14

(25)
(21)
(16)

None
a . 56
b. 56
c . 47
5B . Academy

(grades 9 - 12)
None
a . 56
b. 57
c . 43

5C . College

(grades 13 - 16)
None
a . 68
b. 75
c . 45

6. Circle the number which shows
the emphasis your pastor
places on soul winning.
Little
1
a.
3
2
11
b.
4
c. 3
.7 . How do you feel about the amount
of money the Conference s pends
on public evangelism?
To much
5
a. 4
11
b. 2
c. 8
12

30
42
39
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TABLE 9— Continued
Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2 3
4
5 (4&5)

9. Have you engaged in some type of
soul-winning over the past year?

10. Do you hold a church office or
other position of service?

Yes
a. 55
b . 63
c . 60

No
45
37
40

Yes
a. 58
b . 47
c. 50

No
42
53
50

Yes
a. 22
b. 17
c. 18

No
78
83
82

Yes
a. 35
b. 50
c . 43

No
65
50
57

Yes
a . 24
b. 20
c . 23

No
76
79
77

Yes
a . 18
b . 12
c . 12

No
82
86
88

11. Did you set a personal soul-winning
goal this year ?

12. Have you been involved in community
outreach services (Dorcas,
Stop Smoking, etc.)?

13. Have you held bible studies with
a non-Adventist during the
past twelve months.

14. Within the last year have you
attended a witnessing
training program.
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TABLE 9--Continued
Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5
( 4 &5 )

15. How much do you agree with
these statements?3
15A. My immediate family helps my
relationship with Christ.
Disagree____
22
a. 5
8
18
b. 8
13
c . 12
7
19

Agree
44
42
39

(64)
(60)
(62)

14
11
24

__ — As.ree
20
55
23
51
41
19

(75)
(74)
(60)

Disagree
4
5
8
8
7
8

16
13
21

_____Ag.ree
26
(75)
49
41
(70)
29
23
40 • (63)

Disagree
12
a. 7
7
12
b.
c . 10
17

37
28
37

15B . I would feel comfortable bringing
a visitor to our Sabbath School.
Disagree
5
a. 5
6
b. 10
c. 9
6

20
18
23

15C. Most Sabbath sermons are
quite interesting.
a.
b.
c.
15D. We have generally had good
experience with public ev
angelism in this church
Agree
22
23
18

(45)
(53)
(37)

15E. Our church should join with other
Adventist Churches to hold crusades
Disagree
_____ A a . ree
a. 12
10
31
18
30
22
35
26
5
b . 12
24
21
c. 9
9
36

(48)
(57)
(57)

15F. People who are brought into the church in
evangelistic meetings just do not stay.
Disagree
_____ ^ 8 ree
7
16
a. 13
17
46
18
48
11
11
b. 12
7
16
48
20
c. 8

(23)
(22)
(23)

23
30
19
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TABLE 9— Continued
Question

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4&5)

1
15G . I can speak easily about
my faith
a.
b.
c.

Disag ree
5
9
7
6
6
6

15H. People in our community have a
high opinion of our church.
Disag ree
6
a.
4
7
b. 3
c .4
16. How Many people have you been
wholly or partially respon
sible for bringing into the
church in the last three
years
None One
9
a.
5
7
b. 6
c. 6
6

26
22
26

26
25
32

Ag ree
34
40
31

(60)
(65)
(63)

36
28

Agree
32
23
26
37

(55)
(63)

2-5
26
22
26

6-10
26
25
32

10 +
34
(60)
40 (65)
31
(63)

17. Circle the number which shows
the degree that you have
been involved in:
17 A . Daily personal Bible Study
5DA
a.
2
b.
2
c. 0

N
4
6
3

S
33
27
28

U
36
37
37

A
25
28
32

(61)
(65)
(69)

17B. Daily prayer for the conversion
of specific people
DA
N
a. 2
4
5
b.
3
4
c. 1

S
33
32
30

U
24
24
17

A
36
35
49

(60)
(59)
(66)
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TABLE 9--Continued

Question
1
17C. Study of Ellen White Books
DA
a.
3
b. 3
c.
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4 & 5)
N
11
12
10

S
48
36
38

17D. Financial support for local soul-'winning
DA
N
S
a. 4
9
29
12
b. 8
29
c.
3
31
9

U
21
28
24

A
16
21
27

(37)
(27)
(51)

U
24
30
19

A
34
21
38

(58)
(51)
(57)

17E. Attending prayer meeting
DA
a. 4
b. 16

N.
9
33

S
29
37

U
24
8

A
34
5

(58)
(13)

17F. Meeting regularly with a small
study or fellowship group
DA
a. 10
b. 16
c. 9

N
33
48
30

S
33
21
45

U
12
9
6

A
12
6
9

(24)
(15)
(15)

17G. Helping neighbors with their
personal problems
DA
a. 4
b. 6
c.
7

N
13
15
12

S
42
45
45

U
24
21
15

A
17
13
20

(41)
(34)
(35)

17H. Daily family worship
a.
b.
c.

DA
5
7
5

N
12
15
8

S
31
26
35

U
22
22
19

A
29
30
32

(51)
(52)
(51)

DA
2
6
2

N

a.
b.
c.

S
34
29
39

U
36
32
35

A
24
27
19

(60)
(59)
(54)

171. Witnessing in everyday
activities
4
7
5
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TABLE 9 — Continued
Question
.
________________________________ 1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4 & 5 )

17J. Attending Sabbath School
a.
b.
c.

DA
3
2
1

N

S
1
2
1

A
74
78
54

U
17
15
23

5
2
11

(91)
(93)
(77)

17K. Tithing
S
8
7
15

U
10
13
9

A
76
74
70

(86)
(87)
(79)

17L. Working with non-Adventist relatives
DA
N
S
10
30
a. 9
7
25
b.
13
7
38
c. 3

U
20
21
20

A
31
34
31

(31)
(55)
(51)

20
39
24

a.
b.
c.

DA
4
2
2

N
2
5
4

18. Circle the number which best
describes your church group:
18A. Soul winning church
a.
b.
c.

No
8
1
2

Yes
19
17
20

(39)
(56)
(44)

a.
b.
c.

Low________________ High
30
28
2
6
33
21
45
29
2
3
21
30
1
39
9

(61)
(74)
(51)

a.
b.
c.

Cold
3
5
4

Warm
44
34
31

(72)
(65)
(62)

a.
b.
c.

Ignored_______ Involved
17
21
30
3
8
22
10
30
35
3
47
22
1
10
19

(47)
(57)
(41)

16
10
11

37
34
43

18B. Adventist Standards

18C. Friendliness
6
8
8

19
22
25

28
31
31

18D. New Members
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TABLE 9--Continued
Question

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5 (4 & 5)

1

Feelings towards Church people
I Don 't fit in
My kind of people
a. 3
5
20
43
29
6
b.
3
35
36
35
26
c. 6
3
35
30
Do you have close friends who
are not Adventists?
None
10
a. 2
0
3
b.
20
c. 8

21
32
29

14
19
16

(72)
(71)
(56)

Many
54
(68)
46 '(65)
26
(42)

Where do you presently send
your children to school?
SDA Schools
Public Schools
None school age
27
8
66
a.
77
8
b. 14
Do Adventist pastors
stay at a church?
To short?
About right?
Too long a time
3
a . 34
63
62
5
b. 32
Circle the number of the
age group you are in.
19 or less
20-35
36-50
51 -65
a. 9
b. 10
c. 4

28
29
20

22
14
22

22
26
26

65 +
(51-65+)
20 (42)
21 (47)
28 (54)
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TABLE 9--Continued
Question
1

Possible Responses
(given in percentages)
2
3
4
5
(4 & 5 )

23. Circle the number which shows
your yearly family income.
- $ 8,000
$8001-$16,000
$16001-$25,000
$25001-$50,000
_______ ______+$50,000
27
31
a . 24
16
3 (19)
27
14
4 (18)
b. 19
31
34
22
c . 23
13
3 (16)
24. Circle the number that shows
your ethnic background.
Asian
Black
Spanish
White
a.
b.
c.

1
3
0

1
2
0

2
3
5

94
92
95

Other
2
1
0

25. Circle the number that shows
the distance that you live
from the church.
-4 miles
4-10 miles
11-15 miles
16-25 miles
+25 miles
41
14
5
9
a . 30
6
55
5
9
b. 26
2
15
13
46
c . 25
26. Your Sex
Male
a . 40
b . 40
c. 35

Female
60
60
65

1T h i s survey was developed by the institute of Church
Ministry, Andrews University Theological Seminary, Berrien
Springs Michigan.
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9
za.
= Percentages based on 5242 Members of North
American Seventh-day Adventist Churches in 1982
b. = Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church, 1982
c. = Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church, 1985
^Statements in questions 5A-C, 15A-H, 17E, 17J-L, 20,
21, 24, and 26 did not appear in this form on the national
survey.
The Percentages for.(a.) in these questions have
been obtained from 7857 members (94% white) attending
Oregon Conference churches.
^Questions 15H, 17E, 20, and 21 were not included in
the same questions of the 1985 caring church survey (c.)
used in.this study.
^DA
=Doesn't apply
S =Sometimes
A = Always

N = Never
U = Usually

APPENDIX
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STATEMENT

OF

MISSION
CHURCH

Eugene

DATE

January 1, 1986

Preamble
We perceive the mission of our church to be an extension of the
ministry of Jesus as outlined in the Gospel Cornission given in
Matthew 28:19,20 and repeated in specific detail in Revelation
14:6-12.
Our mission is:
1, To minister and provide services to members and
community that will inspire preparation for our
Lord's soon return and judgment with the restora
tion of the Biblical Sabbath as God's designated
day for celebration of God's love and care through
worshiD. Bible study, and fellowship. This is our
firm commitment.
—
— — — .
2. To encourage the development of spiritual gifts to
their fullest extent in the lives of each member.
3. To share through evangelism the blessings of pre
paring to meet our Lord in peace.
4. To support the world mission of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church through prayer, sharing of means,
and personal commitment to the restoration of
man to the image of God with emphasis in Eugene,
Oregon.
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LONG

RANGE

OBJECTIVES/PLANS
(F ive Years )

1. Through spiritual nurture restore to this church the values of the Early
Christian Church and the pioneers of tie Advent message.
2. To accarplish revival and reformation through participation in prayer
objectives and the celebration of prayer answers.
Provide a cell group in every neiyliborhood of Eugene for the purpose of
sharing the Gospel of Cod's love through caring ministry.
3. Establish an ongoing ministry in the University of Oregon for the purpose
of witnessing to young people w Ikj ace in search of truth during the deci
sion years of their lives.
4. Provide a recreation center to iioct spiritual, social, and physical needs
of our church family and caminity.
5. Utilization of the spiritual gifts of 70 'i of the members of the church in
sene form of active service.
6. Develop a concept of "Partnership With God" to tl>e extent that the local
church budget will have adequate funds for local church growth activi
ties.
7. Find ways of balancing school sui>[jurt with outreach ministry while continu
ing to give quality education to our young people.
8. Remodel or renew present church sanctuary so that better communication is
achieved.
9. TO share hope to those in need of tlie love of our Lord Jesus by gifts of
clothes, furniture, and food through the service of our Cuimunity Center.
10. Provide for the needs of young ixruplc and young families Of our church.
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CHURCH GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
SPIRITUAL NURTURE

event

OBJECTIVES
(Results Expected)

BY DATE
FLANS TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective Hill Be Achieved,
1. Assign 3 individuals to befriend
and encourage spontaneously each
new member on a weekly basis.

1. Aaxiallatlng
aa4
Otactpllag
New
Hawbara

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

Baptism

Dr. Hartzell

2, Involve new members in visitation Baptism
program by assigning an elder or
deacon as a "Spiritual supporter"
to encourage the active sharing of
their faith.

Dr. Hartzell

BUOCET

I

See other side.

1. Invite Curtis Miller to hold
a missing member seminar to be
attended by 5% of active congrega
2. Reclaiming 4 Reclaim at least seven tion (250).
Aaalallatlng (7) inactive members by 2. Assign missing members to active
Oct. 1, 1986.
members for follow-up.
luct l r t
3. Report to church board with
Heabsrs
recommendations.
4. Church Business meeting action.
5. Celebrate the return of missing
members at worship hour using Luke
15. See other side.
1. To develop active
1. Youth representation on church
participation of youth board.
in Church activities by 2. Youth function as deacons and
giving ongoing responsi ■deaconesses.
3. Toatk
bilities to 5 youth in 3. Youth to work in children's dept
Nurture
other departments.
4. Planned activities for youth
2. To integrate the
sharing of faith.
young people in as many 5. Solicit youth participation
areas of church func
whenever plans are made for church
tion as possible.
activities.
__________

Larry Evans

Ian.

$260.00

]

'86
Teb.
Teb.15,
Pastor Heisler
1986
Aug. 31, Pastor Heisler
1986
Sep.30,8< Pastor Heisler
Sep.30,
1986
Oct. '85

Norn. Comm.

Oct. '85

Norn. Comm.

Oct. '85
Jan.31,
1986
ongoing

Nctn. Comm.
Jay Johns
Person organiz
ing.

M
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To maintain 90% attend
ance of new members in
SS and church for 1986
(membership added Oct.
1985 thru Sept. 1986 to
include transfers as
well as baptisms.)

1

(

CHURCH GROW TH O BJEC TIV ES AND PLANS
S P IR IT U A L NURTURE

event

|. AsalaiUtlng
Dlscipllas
Nm
Ncrtiri

V

_____

PLANS TO ACHIEVE
BT DATE
(How The Objective Will Be A c IiIi-v <n I,
Present newly baptized members with
morning devotional book, Steps to
Christ, and current SS quarterly.
Explain SS lesson format and sugges
study method.
Encourage on-going personal Bible
study.
Attend Pastor's SS class or sharing
class.
Participate in church socials.
Maintain a file on new member's
interests, hobbies, families,
occupation, etc.
Letters, church bulletin and
personal invitations to attend
prayer/study meetings.
Prepare inactive member list
(include name and location).
Try to reclaim by letter.
Find out why missing.
Have individuals involved (several
per missing member) who are sin
cerely interested— begin with
acquaintances/former friends.
If children involved, invite to SS,
Pathfinders, church school.
Place names on prayer list— make
focus of neighborhood study/
prayer/action groups.
Pray and work individually.

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

BUDGET

Year enc Norman Parmenter

Ongoing

5.5. Teacher
5.5. Teacher

Baptism
Baptism

Pastor Heisler
5.5. Teacher
Social Committee
Jean Colburn

Jan. 31
1986

Pastor Heisler

Jan. 31
1986
Sep.'86
Sep.'86
M a r.'86

Jean Colburn

Sep.'86

Persons assignee

Feb.'86

Pastor Heisler

Sep.'86

Everyone

Persons assignee
,i
ti
Persons assignee
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2, Reclaiming (,
Assimilating
Inactive
Members

OBJECTIVES
( i M t i l U Expected)

^

KVKVt

4. I a v o l m t s t
of N a b t n
la Study,
Frayn, u d

S. C krlitla
IdvCItlM
FrCMtlM

Sixty people (25% of
active church member
ship) involved in mid
week prayer/study/
action groups.

To make Christian
education available to
children of church
members in grades 1-10
who want to attend EJA
but who are unable to
attend due to lack of
funds.
Weekly emphasis on sou]
winning through the
Sabbath School.
Restructure SS to
involve 15 win. family
time and 50 min. lessor
study.

Streamline the worship
hour to provide 30 min
for sermon.
7. Other

It m U for
Spiritual
Ihittrt of
Maahoro

Identify & encourage
lonely 6 shut-in
members.
See other side.

P U N S TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective Util Be Achieved

BY DATE

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

Seven prayer/study/actions groups
meeting in various member homes
first three Wednesday nights
each month.
Meet together as one group at the
church the fourth Wednesday of
each month.
(See other side for more.)

Sep. '8(

Pastor Heisler

Sep. '8£

Pastor Heisler

ongoing

Pastot/Elders

ongoing

Pastor/Elders

Aug.l,
1986

Francine Delmor*

Promote Christian education early
in child's educational career.
Encourage visits by pastor a n d .
principal.
Maintain worthy student fund and
require application for funds be
made prior to Aug. 1 and voted or
at the Aug. church board meetinq,

BUDCET^

$6,000.00

Pastor Heisler
Aug. 30,
1986
Jan. 31
Feb. 1
1986

Provide training for new teachers
by inviting Charles Brooks to
hold a teachers' training semi
nar and provide work books for
the seminar.
weekly
9:15-9:30
Family Time
9:45-10:40 Teachers
15 min.
Soul Winning & Report! g
40 min.
Lesson STudy
quarter!
Request Elders to study ways to
strengthen/streamline worship
hour.
Solocit input from membership via
"I Am Here" cards or suggestion
box.
Schedule one visit a quarter to
quarter!
lonely & shut-in members/
communion.

Paul Henton
Ron Watts
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6. Th«
Sabbath
School

OBJECTIVES
(Reaulto Expected)

See Train
ing and
Develop
ment # 4

SS Superintends ts
Teachers

Pastor Heisler
Elders

Doris Bond
Joe Tetzler

U9

^

ivurr

OBJECTIVES
(Reaulta Expected)

PLANS TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective W l i h Be Achieved

BY DATE

Meet in small groups for purpose ol ongoing
prayer/study/action bn behalf of
church members, missing members,
new interests, etc. with specific
plans for "reaching out' as well
as strengthening and encouraging
one another and for getting close r
to one another.
Desianate leaders and location of
Jan.'86
small groups.
Meet regularly with group leaders
D ec.'85
for planning/reporting.
Continue and encourage participa
weekly
tion in prayer session before
church on Sabbath.

4. Inrolv— nt
of Maubora
la Study,
Prayer, u d
ludtB(

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

BUDCET^

Group Leaders

Pastor. Heisler
Church' Board
Pastor Heisler
Elder
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7. Family

Interchurch
Activities

Provide three tools foi
strengthening marriage
& home relationships.

Combined soul-winning
effort of all SDA
churches in area.

Encourage members to attend n o v .
15, 1985 weekend in Gladstone
planned to strengthen family
unit/marriage relationships.
Encourage family participation in
prayer/study/actions groups.
Address especially tendency toward
non- or incomplete domnunication
within relationshships,■

NOV. lb
1985

Pastor Heisler

weekly

Pastor and
Sabbath School
Prayer Meeting
Worship Service

ongoing

-

Co-sponsor an evangelisitc out
reach effort— promote in all
area churches.
Co-sponsor social a n d .recreational
activities.
Share music, special features, etc
Encourage fellowship among pastors

yt

r

A

CHURCH GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
CHURCH OUTREACH

WTKJWP

OBJECTIVES
(Keaulta Expected)

PEAKS TO ACHIEVE
(Row The Objective Hill Be Achieved

A. Make available to
community of Eugene 11
free clinics for health;
living.

Two vegetarian cooking clinics.
Three weight control clinics.
Four Breathe Free plan to stop
smoking clinics.
Two stress control clinics.
4'X8' illuminated readerboard sign
on corner of 13th & Polk Streest.

1* C o M u n l t y
Preparation
Surreya.
B. A one-sentence
Health Ed.,
sermon each week to
ComnltJ
everyone passing church
Servlcea, etc.

3.

Bible
Studlee

Public
Bvangella*
Meeting*

V

A. Follow all interests
with invitation for
further study and
fellowship.
B. Secure 100 interests
for Evangelistic crusade through Bible
study.

Personal contact of all interests
from media and church contact.

BUDGET

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

see
Arlene Anibal
annexed Francine Delmore
schedule Norman Parmenter
Dec. 20

Norman
Pastor
Church
Oregon

Parmenter
Heisler
Board
Conf.?

$ 800.00
$2,000.00

monthly

Dr. Hartzell

$

550.00

monthly

Dr. Hartzell

$

550.00 •

weekly

Dr. Hartzell

$

220.00

1. Provide a plan for reading the
Jan.'86
Bible through in 90 days^See appen^
2. 30 Bible studies per week by
M a r . '8(
members.
3. Bible exhibit at Hilton Hotel.
Mar. 12
A. Find 100 students at Hold two Bible lectures at UofO.
March
UofO who are interested
1986
in Bible prophecy.
B. Give every inhabitant Hold 18 lectures for community at
Mar. 12
of Eugene an opportun Conference Hall.
-Apr. 19
ity to accept the
1986
Three Angels Messages
of Rev. 14.
See other side.

Pastor Heisler
Garrie Williams
Dr. Hartzell
Garrie Williams
Garrie Williams
Garrie Williams

Evangelism
Budqet

Evangelism
Budget
$12,000.00

J
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(10.000 people per dav)
A. Distribute 100 SIGNS Distribute 100 SIGNS in church
in church neighborhood neighborhood by personal contact
2. Pertonal
of church members— individual
monthly.
Evangellan
territory.
(Literature
Dlatrlbutlon, B. Distribute 100 SIGNS Distribute 100 SIGNS in airport
& public area reading racks.
Seeking Purser at airport & laundro
Henbera, etc.) mats monthly.

BT DATE

CHURCH GROW TH O B JEC TIV ES AND PLANS
CHURCH OUTREACH

man
4. Public
Evangelism
Meetings

OBJECTIVES
(Result* Expected)

P U N S TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective Will Be Achieved

C. To attract interests
from evangelistic
series to worship and
fellowship at church.
D. Provide scholarly
and motivating basis
for regular worship and
celebration of the 7th
day Sabbath.

Invite Dr. Sam Bachiocchi to hold
■a Sabbath seminar at Eugene SDA
Church on week following Evangeli
stic meetings.

BT DATE

Apr. 26

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

Pastor Heisler

B0DCET

$700.CO

'
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4-A Vacation
Bible
School

L

A. Give Bible instruc Hold a Vacation Bible School with
tion and get acquainted a graduation ceremony in our
with all children &
church.
parents whc come
attend VBS.

July ’86

Paul Henton

$200.00

J
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CHURCH GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
CHURCH OUTREACH

m a r

5. Pastor's
Bible
Class

6. Youth

7. Hass
Media

8. Other Events
to Win New
Converts

L

PLANS TO ACHIEVE
(How Tfc« Ofcjrctlvw Will M Achieved

I T DATE

V. To assist all visi:ors and interests in
solid Bible study in an
atmosphere of care and
appeal for the heart.

A, Sabbath School class made up of
members who specialize in helping
new-comers feel welcome and a
teacher who is interested in soul
winning and Bible truth.

weekly

A. Invitation to enter baptismal
class at school at close of week
of prayer.
B. Appeal through Sabbath School
classes to enter baptismal class.
C. Study by appointment for
isolated young people.
D. Appeal through classes for
baptism.
A. Advertise to public A. Newspaper
Radio
All community
the physical, mental &
Television
clinics
spiritual programs of
B. Spot announcements on TV,radio
the church which will
help them to be health & newspaper of awareness,
doctrine, & prophecy.
ier and holier.
C. Handbills to postal zones
announcing meetings.
D. Readerboard sign weekly onesentence sermon.
A. Give help & hope to A. Cormunity Center with capacity
anyone in need of
to help|50 people on a weekly
clothing, food, or
basis.
B. Food bank at Community Center
furniture in time of
to help families below the
disaster.
poverty level.
C. Make quilts with volunteer
help each week.
ft. Appeal to every nonbaptized young person
for decision to enter:
1. Baptismal Class
2. God's family
through baptism.

m e n

person

RESPONSIBLE

Sandoval Melim

Jan.
'86

Pastor Heisler

Apr.

Prior
to each
event.

$50.00
workbooks 1

See
I
Tim Tikker
Francine Delmore evangelistic
budget
I

weekly

Marj. Pfannmuller Donations

weekly

Dick Hall

-

1
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8apt1smal
Class

OBJECTIVES
( i M u l t a Expected)

f

CHURCH GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
T R A IN IN G ft DEVELOPMENT

Evnrr

1. Church
Growth,
Training and
Equipping

2. Church
Officers'
Training

OBJECTIVES
(Results Expected)

Bring to the Eugene
Church the very best
and latest technology
for each department of
the church.

P U N S T O ACHIEVE
[How T h e Objective Will Be Achieved

A. Encourage and sponsor at least
two representatives to all train
ing seminars sponsored by the
Conference.
B. Sponsor the following seminars:
1. Reclaiming missing members.
2. Training SS leaders.
3. Lay witnessing training courst

BY DATE

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

as
Norm Parmenter
schedul d

Jan.11
Jan.31
.Feb.22

BUDCET

$100.00

1

Curtis Miller
Charles Brooks
Pastor Heisler

Jan.'86

Dr. Bond

$ 40.00

1

Make Ccmnunity Center training in
all departments, of the Center a
1-hour-per-week course at EJA for
10th grade students.

Oct.16,
1985

Marj Pfannmuller

$150.00

I

Invite Charles Brooks to hold a
Sabbath School teachers' workshop
in the Eugene Church and all area
sister churches.

Jan.31
Feb.l
Feb. 2

Paul Henton
Ron watts
Charles Brooks

$100.00
workbooks

A. Make sure each church officer
has a written job description and
understands his responsibilities
and authority.

See #3 of Spiritual
Nurture

See #3 of Spiritual Nurture

Train 10 youth to work
in all departments of
Ccmrunity Center

Sponsor a teacher
training course which
will provide "State of
the Art” technology
for our Sabbath School
teachers.
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Equip every officer of
the church with a list
of responsibilities
and authority for doinc
their job.

3. Youth
Lead*rahIp
Training

A.Sabbath
School

l

Taachnc
Training,

________ 1

I
1

Z'

CHURCH GROWTH OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
financial management

EVENT

1. Stewardship
Development
(Tithe,
Missions,
Personal
Giving Plan,
etc.)

OBJECTIVES
(Results Expected)

A. Increase combined
budget giving enough to
include personal minis
tries outreach, and
church growth objec
tives & plans.

V

BY DATE

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

Follow Mel Rees' instructions in hi£ Nov.'85
book,"Church Finance", with a
personal appeal to every active
member of the church.
Provide a copy of the church budget
to each church member, answer any
questions, promote outreach in
Eugene.
Leave two decision cards, (one for
Nov.'85
personal use and one to return in
offering plate.) ask for commit
ment between individual & God for
work of the Lord in Eugene.
Request Finance Committee to draft
Jan.'86
a new budget format and educate
board members how to read and
analyze it.

Pastor Heisler

BUDCET

S20.00

Elders
Deacons
Deaconesses
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B. Provide a monthly
format statement that
can be easily under
stood .

PLANS TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective Will Be Achieved,

Jim Dederer
Lynden Mittleide

J

CH URCH GROW TH O B JEC TIV ES AND PLANS
F A C I L I T I E S FOR GROWTH

event

OBJECTIVES
(Results Expected)

Provide off-street
parking, storage, and
food bank for Church
Community Center,
1# Church Bid*.
Projects
(New and
BenodelInj)

A. Buy house & property next to
Community Center.
B. Remove fence, grade & gravel
yard for parkinq.
C. Convert double garage to storage
area. Needs double doors & lights.
D. Paint house inside & out and
convert for food bank.

New furnace and part of Pay assessments of Eugene portion.
roof for EJA

Multi-purpose Satisy parking require Provide necessary and acceptable
youth room
ments of both city and off-street parking.
for church
church members to
obtain building permit.

V

BY DATE

Oct.
1985
Jan.
1986
Dec.
1986
Dec.
1985

BUDGET

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

18

Jay Johns

$15,000.00

1

Joe Tetzler

$

200.00

1

Joe Tetzler

1

Norman Parmenter
Rudy Dederer
Dick Hall

$

500.00

Church Board

$ 1,950.00

Oct.'86

Church Board and
as
possible Business meeting

J
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2. School
Remodeling

P U N S TO ACHIEVE
(How The Objective Will Be Achieved

'■
|

“

I

— —

—

' ■
—

FU N D IN G

—

EVDTT

^
Budgeted

Church ■

for

Requeate fot
Conference

Totals

Conference

__

__ _________________ ;
__________________ ;
____ _ _ E ! ^ L _ _ A £ £ l a u n e , ________ ,
___________ « H _____ ■ x f
* ^S.f §
spiritual hvrture
Vg
?
S
I. Assimilating t Dlaclpllng
*
Hew Members
______________ ______________________ ■
^ n.
'
o. g
2. Reclaiming ( Assimilating
o- q
Inactive Members
S
260
S
130____ S
130
____________
^
v '
« *5

I
I
|
I
I
I
I

3. Youth n u r t u r
4; Involvement of Members

e

__________________________________ _

________

°
Uj ?

LVj

tj

C

|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In S t u d y , etc.
____________________ _________________________
0 2,
t
' H
5. ChrietLan Education Proao.
£ 6 , 0 0 0 ~ S 6,000
____________
Vv
6. The Sabbath Sc hoc 1
________________________
________
S’
I
' w
7. Other Events for
'
g
Spiritual Nurture
_______ .
______________________ _________ S 6,260_________ ‘
o’ *e
S
CHURCH OUTREACH
$
800
S
400
S
400
S n
tT
™
1. Community Preparation
S 2,000
S 1,000
S 1,000
"
S’ *
2. Personal Evangel Isa
S 1,100
S 1,100
_____________
'»
n
3. Bible Studies
S
220
S
110
S
110
’
____________
9
S
a
* 4. Public Ev&ng. Heetlngs
$1^,000, $ **,.000
. $ _8 »Q0Q___ r_ _
5-_ 2.
"
Klso Apply on Evangelistic Budget ron»
_________
n
4-A.Vacation Bible School
IS
200
$
200
________
6. Youth Baptismal Class
£
30
$ ' pi)
____________
P \
7. Hass Media
_ _ __________________________________ _______________
*
.8. other Eventa to Win
K T
New Converts______________________________________________________ $16 >370
(
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
_
-tM
I • Church Crowth Training
$
100 $
50
$
50
________
r^>
? ,v
2. Church Officer Training
»
4u S " " cU
$
~2u
__________
f
"i
3. Touth Leadership Training
$
ISO
5 " 7$
5
75
________ _
(S
* '*
4, Sabbath School Teach. Train. $
100
$
50 ~ $
50
$
390_________________H ,
n §
FINANCIAL MAHAGEMEHT
!
.
1. Stewardahlp Development
S
20
S
2 0 ____ •
______ $
20
____________
\
2. Future Budgets
__________ ______________________
3. Other F inancial
f
^

f
I
(

FACILITIES fog CRCVTHrrtn. Centet "si6,000
$16,000
!
1. Church B u i l d i n g ________________ ____________
2. School Bulldlna
S J ,950
5 1,5o0

V

—

*

TOTALS

approximate

$4 o 7990

$30,955

$10,035

_ ~~

o

~

j $17,950
$40,990

*

1

^

|

'

X\^
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APPENDIX

C

A

<0

B IB L E R E A D I N G P L A N

^

. Sun.
Mon.
Tuei.
Wed.
Thun.
Fri.
Set

G tn 1—16
Goo. 17-27
Geo. 28—37
Gen. 48--E*. 9
Fa. 10-20
Ea. 21-31

A 90-Day Bible Reading Adventure!

----------Sun.
Judge* 18—t Sim. 2
■■■■
Mon. 1 Said. 3 -1 4
—
Tuct. 1 Sam. 13—24
Wtd. 1 Sam. 25—II Sam. 3
“ ~--------Thun. II Sam. 6 -1 6
— . i i Fri.
tl Sam. 17—I Kings 1
—.— —Sit.
I Kings 2 - 9

Week 2:

Week Si

-----------Sun.
Ex. J2 -L ev . J
---------- . Mon. Lev. 4— IJ
-----------Tuet. Lev. 14—24
----------- Wed. Lev. 25—N uat 4

------------ Sun.
— -------- M oo.
------------Turn.

I King) 10— 18
1 Kings 19-11 Kings 3*
11 Kingo 6— 13

----- ----- Wrd.

II Kings 16-23

•--------------T h u n .

4V u m , 5— M

---------- Fri.

Num. 15—24

■ ........S*C

Nun*. 15— 34

».<k 3:
----------- Sun.
—-------- Von.
-----------Turn.
-----------Wed.
---------- Thun.
---------- Fri.
---------- S at

----------- Tburl. I Cbron. I —
— ------- Fri.
I Cliroo. 11—
----------- Sal.
I Chtoo. 23—

10
21
11 C V o o . 3

W«» «:
Num. 3 3 - D tu t9
Ornl. ia —21
O u | 22—31
Dtul. 32—Josh. *
Joih. 10—20
Josh. 21—judgts 6
Judgts 7—1?

■-------.— Sun.
--------- - Mon.
--------- - Tuts.
-----------Wtd.
■
Thun.
-------. — Fri.
—--------S a t

II Chron. 6— IS
)i Cb/on. 19—29
II Chron. 30—Ena J
E tri 4—Nth. 4
Neh. 3—13
EuNtr | —Job 5
Job. 6—26

Week 7:

tO*»r)

. Sun.
. Mon.
Tue».
Wed.
Thun.
Fri.

Sat.

Job 27—42
Ps. 1 -30
Ps. 3J—54
Pi. 55—77
Pi. 78—103
Ps. 104—J 19
P$. 120—Piov. 4

Weekfc

Malt. 4— 1}
Matt. 14—24
Mart. 25—Mark 5
Mark 6—14
Mark !5 -L u k e 6
Luke 7—14
Luke 15—24

Week 12:

-----------John 1—16
Prov.
3—20 Sun.
---------— Mon. John 17-A cts 6
------------ Tuts. Arts 7—IS
------------ Wed. Acts 16—25
----------- Thun. Acts. 26—Rom. 10
Fri.
Rom. 111—1 Cor. 10
Sit.
1 Cor. 11—11 Cor. 10

Week 13:
. Sun.
----------- Sun.
Jer. 4—13
. Mon.
■Mon.
Jcr. 16—27
. Tuea.
—. Tuea. Jer. 28—38
.Wed.
----------- Wed.
Jer. 3 9-50
—
------- ---------------- Thun. Jer. 51—Ere. 4 * . Thun.
. Fri.
■
Fri.
Ere. 5—17
—
--SaL
Eu . 18—27

W«kk

Week Ik
-------- - Sun.
Ere. 2 8 -3 8
.—
Mon.
Ere. 39—48
■
T ug.
Dan. 1—9
----------- Wed.
Dan. 10-Joel 2
—
------- ---------------- Thun. J « I 3—MicahJ
—— — Fri.
Mieab 6—Zech. 5
----- — . S a t
Zech. 6—Mtti.3

11 Cor. 111—Phil. 1
Phi!. 2 - I Tim. 4
1 Tim. 5 -H e b . 9
Heb. 10- >1! Pet. I
II Pet 2-■Rer. 7
Rev. 8—22
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—
-------- ---------------- Sun.
----------- Mon. Prov. 21—Eccl. 6
—
--Tuea. Eccl. 7—Isa. 6
—
_Wed. r» . 7—2}
—
Thun. ha. 24—39
---- ------- Fri.
Is*. 4 0 -5 3
----------- S a t
ha. 5 4 -Je r. 3

Week II:
— Sun.
— Mon.
— Toes.
— Wed.
— Thun.
— Fri.
— Sat

W ANTED . . .
TA TTE R E D — TORN— OR UNHARMED
The OLDEST BIBLE in Lane County
Do you own a Bible that would be of special inlerest to others? — Maybe it is an old family Bible handed down
from past family generations. Why not let others see it this Sunday?

You are invited to bring your Bible for display at the
W IL L IA M S R E P O R T B O O K O F B O O K S E X P O
Sunday, March 9, 1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN FOR ANY DISPLAYED BIBLE OVER 100 YEARS OLD.
BIBLES MUST BE AT TH E HILTON HOTEL BY 2:00 p.m. TO BE INCLUDED IN TH E DISPLAY.
• • • Special awards will be given • • •
for
T H E O L D E S T B IB L E
T H E L A R G E S T A N D S M A L L E S T B IB L E S
A L S O T H E B IB L E W IT H T H E M O S T IN T E R E S T IN G H IS T O R Y
For more information, if you have a Bible for display, please phone 683*4169.
Even If you do not own a Bible in these categories be sure to come and see some of the interesting manuscripts on display.

SEE T H E S M A L L E S T B IB LE IN T H E W O R LD !
READ A V E R S E T H R O U G H T H E M IC R O S C O P E !
ALSO :
G AR R IE W ILLIA M S
W IL L P R E S E N T A F A S C IN A TIN G LIV E D O C U M EN TA R Y

“WHICH MODERN BIBLE
V/OULD YOU DIE FOR?”
W IT H B E A U T IF U L P IC T U R E S A N D S U R P R IS IN G IN F O R M A T IO N , G A R R IE W IL L IA M S W IL L T R A C E T H E H IS T O R Y O F T H E
B IB LE F R O M A N C IE N T B Y B L O S IN L E B A N O N . T H E D E A D S E A S C R O L L S . S T R A N G E S IT E S IN O L D E U R O P E . T O T H E M Y R IAD
O F M O D E R N T R A N S L A T IO N S . M ILLIO N S H A V E D IE D F O R T H E B IB L E . W H IC H T R A N S L A T IO N IS B E S T? A R E M O D E R N B IB LE S
F U L L O F M IS TA K E S ? W IL L T H E B IB L E B E B A N N E D IN A M E R IC A ?

* * * A GREAT AFTERNOON FOR YOUNG AND OLD * * *

EUGENE HILTON HOTEL
SUNDAY, M ARCH 9

1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

ADMISSION FREE - EXPENSE COLLECTION ONLY
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LOCATION:

r
EXPO D IR ECTO R
C AR R IE F. W ILLIAM S
N e w Zealand Lecturer in
Biblical Archaeology and Pro
phecy, and Commentator on
unsuat world events today.
Game Williams, whose research and lectures have taken him
to more than thirty countries, has traveled extensively in all ma
jor nations of the Middle East. In places of great Biblical and pro
phetic significance he has gathered first hand information and
photographed strange and beautiful sites and treasures. Behind
the Iron Curtain, in the Western World and in the Bible lands he
has seen things of incredible importance for people everywhere
today. Garrie Williams has spoken to large audiences in Univer
sities. Bible Societies. Churches and Clubs and now, in response
to an invitation by combined Adventist Churches, he brings the
first of his unique picture-lecture Bible-Expo to Lane County.

EUGENE
HILTON
HOTEL
66 E. 6th AVENUE, E U G E N E

SUNDAY, MAR. 9, 1:30 p.m,-5:00 p.m.
ADMISSION FREE ■ EXPENSE COLLECTION

THE 2H1I22
WILLIAMS
REPORT

LANE C O U N TY BOOK OF BOOKS EXPO
SPECIAL FEATURES:
• REMARKABLE DISPLAY O F SO M E O F TH E NO R TH W ES T'S O LD E S T AND M O S T UN USU AL BIBLES
• SE E T H E W ORLD'S SM A LLEST BIBLE
• MUSEUM & UN IV ER SITY DISPLAYS.
• CO NCLUSION O F E U G E N E ’S FIR S T NON-STO P BIBLE READATHON
• AWARDS FOR T H E O LD E S T & S M ALLEST BIBLES B R O U G H T TO TH E SEMINAR
ALSO AN AWARD FOR T H E BIBLE W ITH TH E M O S T INTERESTING HISTORY
• AMERICAN BIBLE S O C IE TY DISPLAY & FACSIMILES O F PRICELESS D O C U M EN TS
• LANE C O U N TY 'S FIR ST PUBLIC BIBLE STUDY & READING GRADUATION

•The Bible Display will open at 1:30 p.m. and will close al 5:00 p.m.
Special features will be taking place throughout the afternoon.
Highlight: Garrie Williams’ beautifully illustrated documentary: "W hich Modem Bible Would You Die For?"
"W ill the Bible Be Banned In America?”
IN S P IR A T IO N A L — E D U C A T IO N A L — IN T E R D E N O M IN A T IO N A L

APPENDIX

D
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FIGURE 2
Basic Growth. Patterns
1975-1985

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH
Eugene, Oregon
RDR7/86
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VII.

RECOWENDATIONS

In order for the Eugene Seventh-day Adventist Church to become healthy,
vibrant, and growing, It Is essential that Its leadership take seriously
the growth-restricting factors summarized In the preceding section.

Our

prayer Is that you will take the steps needed to remedy your problems
and move forward to the glory of God.

Because growth Is one of your chief alms, the following recommendations
are made with the belief that they will

help you to maximize your

potential:

1.

Pray earnestly for God's guidance, and for unity of thought and spirit.
Jer. 33:3 says, "call on me and I will answer you .and tell you great
and unsearchable things."

The psalmist reminds us, "Unless the Lord

build the house, they labor In vain that build."

Pray for renewed spiritual commitment.

Historically whenever God's

people have sought to know Hts will they have come to Him In penitence
and humility.

The most Important matter Is to know the mind of God

concerning the future of ESDAC.

2.

Accelerate the five-fold planning emphasis on caring that is already
In motion (the five areas:

Nurture, Outreach, Training & Leadership

Development, Facilities, Financial Management).
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a.

The five areas I Isted above should each be considered by a separate
task force designed to

listen to

congregation and community.

the

"felt

needs" of

the

They should Improvise where necessary

so that effectiveness more than structure Is emphasized.
to affirm all manbers during this process.

Be sure

The total process

should Include as close to 100? of the membership as possible.
Not all members will be on the five task forces, but all should
be given ample opportunity to be heard and understood.

The basic

goal Is to draw up an effective 5-year game plan that Is clearly
understood and appreciated by the majority of the membership.
It should be flexible enough so that new members will be easily
Incorporated Into the "Inner circles" of the church membership.

b.

These

task forces should

be

led by

congregation who have the widest
membership as a whole.
organizational

Individuals within the

possible acceptance

by the

We are suggesting that Jim Dederer give

leadership to these ftve task forces and bring

the findings and recommendations to the church for action and
Implementation.

Accountability must be built Into the whole

process.

c.

The research and data gathering should be accomplished within
four to six months.

The task forces need to carefully consider

the Insights and recommendations of this report and draw up a
plan of action.

Acceleration Is Imperative.
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3.

Your leadership should focus on the complex and serious Issues which
have divided the congregation at this time. The four entroplc diseases
as well as the other restrictive factors should be openly discussed
with the purpose of resolving them.
you sol".

Avoid the attitude of "I told

It will take much prayer and time to resolve the Issues

and Is only possible with an attitude of willingness for the Lord to
lead.

a.

Revival, reformation and reconciliation Is not an option. It Is
essential.

If the church Is to survive It must take that branch

In the road at this time.

We are suggesting that this process

be Initiated with a careful study of a book written by Ellen White
entitled Steps to Christ.

This book needs to be studied from a

relational perspective and not merely from an Informational point
of view.

To go along with this we are also suggesting a careful

study of Matthew 18 to help foster an attitude of love, acceptance
and reconciliation.

b.

With this emphasis clearly In mind the study of Adventist heritage
will be Important.

The Church has a rich history and the members

need to appreciate It more.

The book written by C. Mervyn Maxwel I,

Tel I It to the World. could easily provide a rich source for group
studies and Sabbath sermons.
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c.

In the context of the above recommendations an Issue that needs
to be resolved Is the polarization over "church standards".
matter

needs to be considered

In the context of;

This

Biblical

principles, reconciliation, Christ our righteousness, the counsels
of

Ellen White

Including their

historical

setting and the

sisterhood of other Adventist churches around the world.

If this

Issue Is not resolved to some degree of satisfaction the church
will be so enfeebled that It cannot carry out Its Blbl leal mandate.

4.

A serious look at the church's facilities for future ministry
Imperative.

a.

Is

See pages 10-12 for more detail.

We are recommending the addition of a gymnasl un/fel lowshlp hall
sometime In the near future.
adequately met.
limited.

Fellowship needs are not being

The options for the Pathfinder Club are rather

The needs for high school and university students would

be more easily accommodated If such a facility were available.
For seme the climb upstairs is difficult.

This could help give

direction to some aspects of the church's programming ministry.
The financial lifting power Is a strength.

With a positive vision

and long range plan It should not be too difficult for the Eugene
Seventh-day Adventist Church.

5.

A clear vision of what this church can become within the next three
years needs to be clearly articulated,
plan.

l.e. a master ministry game

This vision must be understood by the members In the pew.
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Quick fix solutions may be part of the methodology but are not a game
plan.

There needs to be a definite focal point that the church can

Join In together to accomplish. The congregation must be able to sense
a developing momentum.
eventual turn around.

This aura of success Is crucial

for the

The ministry game plan must Incorporate the

given strengths of the congregation to their fullest potential.

6.

Begin Identifying additional
ministry at this time.
figure strategically
"boundary-spanning"

vitality points that are. occurring In

These are Individuals and programs that will
Into your

future.

Individuals.

Specifically,

Often times they

these are
are

first-

generation Adventists who have come to Christ and to Adventism as
adults.

They still have with them the memories of what It was like

to not be a Christian and they bring a unique perspective that Is
needed.

Rather than seeing these Individuals as a threat to the

heritage of the church, view them as being able to communicate with
the unchurched.

These Individuals need to be placed In strategic

positions for the future effectiveness and growth of the church.

They

are needed to give the same kind of special empathy that Paul had
for the unchurched when he said,

"1 try to be all things to all

persons", not to accept what they are doing but In order to communicate
In order to win some,
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7.

Begin

shifting more toward suitability

rather than availability

criteria In selecting and equipping members for ministry.
teaching Is the goal rather than a strategy.

Careful Interviewing

and counseling by mature and sensitive members Is Important.
through Is Imperative.

Often

Follow

Strategies need to have more and more focus

on hel ping outsiders who have potential of becoming prospective members
rather than on simply Informing the unchurched.

For example the greatest potential may not be In the clientele that
visit the Community Services Center.

While this Is an Important

ministry what the church needs at this very critical point Is an Influx
of new members.

We are not at all suggesting that this work be

abandoned, but If the same number of hours were spent cultivating those
In your

Immediate neighborhood there would be a greater potential

for expanding God's kingdom.

The work at the Community Services Center could be more productive
If every contact was followed up with a series of personal visits by
those In the church —
Category.
why

If possible by those In a similar financial

Rather than expecting these individuals to attend church

not establish

a branch

Sabbath School

elementary Bible teaching could be conducted.
held at another time In the same place.

at the Center where
A story hour could be

Again, If this Is to succeed,
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those conducting this class must not Intimidate these people either
by their dress, the Kind of language they use or their education.
The change process ccmes after conversion and you will only be able
to communicate as you establish common trust.

8,

The scope of the youth ministry heeds to be broadened.
must meet two baste and critical

needs:

Youth ministry

mutuality and mission.

MutualIty means the warmth of a group that accepts, understands, and
loves them and helps them to grow In a noncrltlcal atmosphere.

To a

large degree this Is being done.

Mission means matching words with action,

it means Immersing young

people In mission— sharing the gospel of Jesus Christ and making the
world a better place to live right now.

They need to understand that

this Is Indeed a crucial aspect of the mission of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church and that they can.and must have a part In It.

9.

In the selection of boards and committees there must be more attention
given to the tenure of Individuals In the church.

The average tenure

In the ESDAC committees and boards should not exceed 15 years If at
all possible.

What Is needed Is a more wholesome mix.

This will of

course take time and should be Incorporated In the long term goals.
The primary purpose Is to have a more equal representation of both
the heritage and contemporary concerns of the ESDAC.
more entrance pathways for new members.

This would allow
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10. It would be good to see the entire ministry through the eyes of a
visitor.

To catch their eye, another sign needs to be erected for

those traveling south on Polk.

The entrance signs

on the front and

back door need to be clarified for the newcomer.

11. Begin additional research on the types of people that exist In your
community. Focus on the specific needs that those Individuals have
which you are capable of meeting.

You will not be able to meet all

the needs, so concentrate on the ones that you can.

Set specific goals

and develop several new strategies through brainstorming, and through
refinement sessions.

In this way the leaders and everyone Involved

In the Implementation of those strategies will feel comfortable with
the way they have been put together.

You should have several Bible

studies at different locations with slightly different formats based
upon the different needs of people you are attempting to reach.

12. Allow God to minister to each one of you spiritually.
ask each other what It means to be more Chrlstllke.

Ask Him, and

Have more Bible

Study going on personal ly and corporately In search of adequate answers
to this critical question.

13. Feel

free to contact our Institute If any additional clarification

or any kind of resourcing Is needed.
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14. Finally, be patient.
haste!

You will

Be persevering, but, by all means, move with

never have a better

opportunity

than

now to

demonstrate your ability, with God's help, to set a new course.

WE ARE DEEPLY GRATEFUL FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE
MINISTRY OF THE EUGENE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH, AND TO HAVE WORKED
WITH LEADERS AND MEMBERS WHO ARE TRULY CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR CHURCH AND
ITS PLACE IN THE GROWTH OF GOD'S KINGDOM.

THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS OOULO

VERY WELL BE AS SIGNIFICANT FOR YOU IN TERMS OF NEETING CHALLENGES AS
ANY POINT IN YOUR HISTORY.

MAY GOD GRANT YOU SPECIAL WISDOM AS YOU SEEK

TO CARRY OUT HIS WILL FOR YOURSELVES AND FOR THE

COMMUNITY WHICH YOU

SERVE.

Dr. R. Daniel Reeves
Senior Consultant

Dr. Larry R. Evans
Intern
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